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Abstract

Water vapour is the most effective atmospheric greenhouse gas in terms of warming
the atmosphere. Water vapour can magnify the temperature increase that CO2 would
cause alone by 2-3 times. As such, it is critical to monitor changes in water vapour
abundance to better understand its role in atmospheric change. I have used 10 years of
lidar and radiosonde measurements from the MeteoSwiss research station in Payerne,
Switzerland to calibrate the lidar, improve its water vapour retrievals, and finally
calculate a lidar water vapour climatology and trend analysis.
Calculating trends with a lidar requires rigorous calibration. Therefore, my first
thesis project was to improve the lidar calibrations by using the best radiosonde product available, measurements from the GCOS Reference Upper Air Network (GRUAN)
and a novel trajectory method. My trajectory method improved the lidar calibration and more consistently agreed with the radiosonde measurement compared to the
traditional method. Using GRUAN radiosondes enabled the calculation, for the first
time, of a complete uncertainty budget of the calibration constant.
The second project was a method for removing a priori information from lidar
optimal estimation retrievals. Removing a priori information from optimal estimation
retrievals may be desirable in cases where there is low confidence in the knowledge
of the a priori state. The a priori removal method was tested with the lidar water
vapor mixing ratio retrieval. The new method increased the range of the daytime
water vapour altitudes by 1 to 2 km and the nighttime water vapour profiles by an
average of 500 m. The a priori removal method can be applied to a time series such
that the prior will have no influence on a trend or climatological analysis.
In my third project, 10 years of lidar water vapour measurements were re-processed
to calculate a tropospheric water vapour climatology and trends for Switzerland. The
climatology showed that water vapour concentrations above Payerne are typically
ii

highest in June through September and lowest from December through March, as
expected. The lidar detected water vapour concentrations increasing by 15%/decade.
This increase is consistent with a 2◦ C/decade temperature increase measured by the
radiosondes. The large increase in water vapour over time could have far-reaching
consequences for the hydrologic cycle and weather over western Europe.

Keywords: lidar, radiosonde, water vapour, vapor, calibration, trajectory, calibration uncertainty, climatology, trends, troposphere, Optimal Estimation Method,
a priori
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Lay Summary
Water vapour is a critical constituent of Earth’s atmosphere and the most effective
greenhouse gas. Its strength as a greenhouse gas leads to a strong water vapour
feedback mechanism in both the troposphere and the stratosphere. The water vapour
feedback increases the rise in temperature in the atmosphere by 2–3 times that of
CO2 alone. Estimating the strength of the water vapour feedback requires accurate
trend analyses of both temperature and water vapour, which in turn require wellcharacterized measurements. This thesis is composed of three projects, two of which
work to improve the quality of water vapour measurements, and the last uses the
final processed measurements to calculate height-resolved trends for water vapour
and temperature in the troposphere for Switzerland.
The measurements used in this thesis come from the Raman Lidar for Meteorological Observation (RALMO) and radiosondes. Lidar measurements are unique in
that they have relatively high spatial and temporal resolution. The first project is a
new method for calibrating RALMO’s water vapour measurements using GCOS Reference Upper Air Network (GRUAN) radiosondes. The new method uses radiosonde
trajectories to reduce the bias introduced by the lack of co-location of the radiosonde
with the lidar.
The second project in the thesis is a method to remove prior information from
our water vapour retrievals. In cases where the uncertainties in the prior information
are not well known, it may not be desirable to keep the prior inside the retrieval.
The method is tested on water vapour and temperature retrievals, and increases the
maximum valid height of the daytime water vapour measurements. The method will
be used to retrieve water vapour profiles from the Upper Troposphere and Lower
Stratosphere.
The last project in the thesis is a water vapour climatology and trends analysis
using RALMO measurements in conjunction with GRUAN and other radiosondes.
iv

The results showed that water vapour is increasing in the atmosphere above Switzerland at an average of 15% per decade and that the surface temperature is increasing
at 2◦ C per decade. This project is the first presentation of water vapour trends as a
function of altitude.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Atmospheric Water
Vapour Literature Review
1.1

Introduction

Water vapour is the strongest greenhouse gas in our atmosphere and its concentration
has been steadily rising since the 1970s (IPCC5 WGII, 2014). The steady increase
in tropospheric humidity has impacted the amount of outgoing terrestrial radiation
through water vapour absorption (Kämpfer, 2013). Scientists disagree to the extent of
the trend in stratospheric water vapour; some say it is increasing and others decreasing
(Kämpfer, 2013). It is difficult to measure water vapour’s direct influence on the
atmosphere and radiation budget due to its high temporal and spatial variability. The
only way to fully characterize the water vapour influence on the radiation budget is to
combine observations from various instruments to create and validate water vapour
climatologies (Jacob, 2001). Unfortunately there are few water vapour time series
that are long enough to detect trends. The lack of trend analyses arises from two
factors: 1) the instruments were not accurate enough to detect trends, and 2) the
instruments were not operational long enough to establish a trend. Two studies using
frostpoint hygrometers were conducted in Washington, DC and Boulder, CO from
1964–1982 and 1981–1993 respectively (Mastenbrook and Oltmans, 1983; Oltmans
and Hofmann, 1995). The first found that water vapour in the stratosphere increased
1

but then inexplicably decreased. The second study found that stratospheric water
vapour was definitely increasing. The radiosonde records have been found to be too
inaccurate to reliably find trends (Gettelman et al., 2010). Solomon et al. (2010)
published a trend produced using the HALogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE)
that flew on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite from 1991–2005. Its covered
both the troposphere and stratosphere from 65◦ S to 65◦ N latitude. The HALOE data
agrees with the frost point hygrometer data collected from Boulder, CO during the
1990s. However, HALOE measurements revealed a sharp decrease in stratospheric
water vapour after 2000 (Solomon et al., 2010). It is possible that this decrease
in stratospheric water vapour could have played a significant role in flattening the
global warming trend from 2000 - 2010. However, it is unclear whether or not this
flattening can be attributed to water vapour. It is possible that the decrease in
stratospheric water vapour caused the stratosphere to warm and the troposphere to
cool, however, the negative temperature trend could also be due to random decadal
variability (Solomon et al., 2010).
More long-term studies are needed to understand how water vapour concentrations are evolving and influencing the radiation balance and troposphere-stratosphere
dynamics (Kley et al., 2000). Producing accurate and statistically valid trends is
critical for global weather and climate prediction systems (MacDonald, 2005).
Weatherhead et al. (1998) and Whiteman et al. (2011b) both conducted statistical
analyses to determine the minimum amount of data to detect trends of various magnitudes. A trend of 5% per decade with 95% confidence would require a minimum of
1.4 years of monthly data, provided the standard deviation of the noise was 0.25%
and had only random error components. This would mean the data set would have
to be almost perfect, with almost no noise or statistical or systematic error. More
realistic data sets with standard deviations of 4% and some systematic or statistical
error would require at least 10 years of monthly data (Weatherhead et al., 1998).
Whiteman et al. (2011b) expanded upon Weatherhead’s work by investigating the
impact higher data collection frequencies would have on trend detection time. He
found that with daily measurements of 20% instrument uncertainty, it would take 11
2

years. It was found that decreasing the measurement frequency is more detrimental
than increasing the measurement error when trying to establish trends and the speed
at which one can form them. For example, a measurement frequency decrease from
daily to weekly caused an increase in trend detection of 10 years. A measurement
error increase from 0 - 100 % causes an increase in trend detection of 4 - 8 years.
The GCOS (Global Climate Observing System) Reference Upper-Air Network
(GRUAN) was established in order to address the lack of long-term trends and measurement consistency. GRUAN formed a network of research sites that would perform
reference measurements of temperature and humidity. These sites should produce
data with less than 0.1 K and 2% relative humidity uncertainty. “Reference measurements” require traceability, full metadata descriptions, and complete characterization
of measurement uncertainties. All GRUAN data products must be open, documented
in peer-reviewed literature, meet SI standards, and document all uncertainties with
respect to “Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement” by the working
group 1 of the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (Dirksen et al., 2014). A
network of research sites using the same methods to produce data allows for a much
more efficient monitoring of global water vapour content - regardless of the instruments in use. The lidar that will be used for this thesis project is a GRUAN lidar
and uses all GRUAN software products. The RAman Lidar for Meteorological Observations (RALMO) is also an operational lidar, meaning that it runs autonomously
and constantly without operator supervision. The RALMO was installed in 2008
and has been operating almost continuously since then, with very few maintenance
breaks. The lidar is only inoperational during maintenance, when it is raining, or
when the cloud deck is below 500 meters (Dinoev et al., 2013). As such, climatologies produced by this lidar would have very high temporal resolution, as would any
trend analysis. When we couple this high temporal resolution with the new Optimal
Estimation Method presented by Sica and Haefele (2016), which characterizes the
entire error budget of the water vapour measurements, the data can be used to help
support climate modeling and reanalyses by putting better constraints on the climate
model solutions (Jacob, 2001). Measurements with high temporal resolution are also
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very good for detecting systematic weather patterns which could be used to improve
weather forecasting. This thesis will provide a multi-year trend analysis of upper
tropospheric and lower stratospheric water vapour using lidar data from RALMO.
Thus far, it is the only lidar with 10.5 years of continuous observation and provides
a unique opportunity to study water vapour trends and cycles.

1.2

Atmosphere Structure

Figure 1.1: The layers of Earth’s atmosphere, excluding the exopsphere above the
thermosphere. The average temperature at 47◦ N, 7◦ E is plotted in black using the
MSIS model. Typical maximum operation heights of lidars, radiosondes, and airplanes are shown for context.
The average composition of the atmosphere below 25 km is 78.08% N2 , 20.98%
O2 , 0.93% Ar, 0.037% CO2 , and 0.01% trace gases (neon, helium, ozone, hydrogen,
krypton, xenon, methane; Barry and Chorley (2010)). The atmosphere is divided
into five layers that are defined by their density, chemistry, and temperature. They
are, from lowest to highest in altitude: the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere,
thermosphere, and exosphere. Between each layer there is a “pause” region where the
temperature lapse rate decreases significantly (Fig. 1.1; Holton et al. (1995)). This
thesis focuses on the roles of water vapour in the troposphere and lower stratosphere.
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Therefore, I will not discuss the upper layers.
The troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere where most weather phenomena
occur. It contains almost 99% of the total mass of the atmosphere and can extend
from the ground (1000 mb) to 100 mb of pressure or roughly up to 12 km altitude
(∼200 mb at mid-latitudes). The troposphere is heated from below by terrestrial longwave radiation and convective processes. This causes a negative temperature gradient
which truncates at the tropopause. The tropopause is the lowest altitude at which
the lapse rate decreases to −2 K km−1 or less, and the lapse rate averaged between
the first altitude and any altitude within the next two kilometers does not exceed
−2 K km−1 (Holton et al., 1995). The height of the tropopause is controlled by the
local sea-level pressure and temperature, therefore its altitude varies with latitude.
This thermal definition of the tropopause is confusing as it implies that there can
be very little interaction between the stratosphere and troposphere (Holton et al.,
1995). While the change in lapse rate between the stratosphere and troposphere does
limit interaction, there remains a critical flow between them which will be discussed
further below. As such, Holton et al. (1995) suggests that the tropopause is better
considered chemically as a material surface (Holton et al., 1995). At certain latitudes,
the tropopause can be a dynamic region where ozone and water vapour are exchanged
between the troposphere and the stratosphere (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005). I will
discuss the exchange processes between the two regimes in Section 1.4.1.
The stratosphere is the region directly above the tropopause and can extend up
to 50 km. Unlike the troposphere, the temperature gradient here is positive with
the coldest temperatures at the tropopause. The positive temperature gradient is a
result of UV radiation absorption by ozone. Ozone is present throughout the entire
stratosphere, but its densest concentration is around 22 km (Barry and Chorley, 2010).
The temperature inversion in the stratosphere limits mixing with the troposphere.
Compared to the troposphere, the stratosphere is stably stratified and any vertical
changes happen slowly due to the low molecular densities (Brasseur and Solomon,
2005).
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1.3

Quantifying Water Vapour

When discussing water vapour it is important to have an understanding of the basic
terms and measurement quantities. There are several ways of characterizing the
moisture content of the atmosphere, and each is suited to different measurement
techniques.
1. Absolute Humidity (g/cm3 ): The total mass of water in a given volume of air.
However, this is not a commonly used term because the volume of a parcel of air
is extremely variable with changes in pressure and temperature. Subsequently,
the absolute humidity changes, regardless of any changes (or lack thereof) in
water vapour content. The variability of the parcel’s volume makes it extremely
difficult to monitor water vapour content of a moving air parcel, therefore the
mass mixing ratio is often the preferred measurement(Lutgens and Tarbuck,
1998).
2. Mass Mixing Ratio (w; g/kg): The mass of water vapour inside a volume of dry
air (Eq. 1.1). Unlike absolute humidity, this unit is not susceptible to changes
in pressure and temperature as it is in units of mass. The mass mixing ratio is
commonly measured by lidars and will be discussed further in Section 1.8.
w=

mwater vapour
mdry air

(1.1)

3. Specific Humidity (q; g/kg): The mass of water vapour over the entire volume
of air (Eq. 1.2). The specific humidity differs from the mass mixing ratio in that
the water vapour mass is now included in the denominator, whereas the mass
mixing ratio only considers the dry air in the parcel.
q=

w
mwater vapour
= −3
mdry+wv
10 w + 1

(1.2)

4. Vapour Pressure (e; Pa): The pressure exerted on the air by the water vapour in
the air parcel. High vapour pressures indicate large amounts of water vapour in
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an air parcel, while low vapour pressures typically indicate low amounts of water
vapour. However, the vapour pressure is dependent on the total air pressure via
Dalton’s Law of partial pressures. The vapour pressure is related to the mass
mixing ratio via:

e=

w
p,
w + 0.622

(1.3)

Where 0.622 is the ratio of molar mass of water to the molar mass of dry air,
and p is the total air pressure.
5. Saturation Vapour Pressure (es ; Pa): The pressure exerted by water vapour on
an air parcel when the parcel is saturated. Saturation occurs when an air parcel
is in an equilibrium state such that for every water molecule that condenses one
will evaporate. When the air parcel contains liquid, the saturation vapour
pressure is said to be over water. When the air parcel contains purely ice,
then the saturation vapour is said to be over ice. Complications arise when the
air parcel contains mixed phase water molecules. The rate at which molecules
evaporate is governed by the atmospheric temperature, therefore, the saturation
vapour pressure is a function of temperature.
Several models of saturation vapour pressure with respect to temperature have
been derived empirically. One commonly used model is the model derived by
Hyland and Wexler (1983) and is used in this thesis. The Clausius-Clapeyron
equation can also be used to describe how the saturated vapour pressure changes
with temperature (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006):
des
Lv
=
dT
T (V2 − V1 )

(1.4)

where T is the temperature of the air, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization,
and V is the volume of a unit mass of water. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be solved to find the relative change in saturation vapour pressure for
every 1◦ change in temperature by assuming that the volume of a unit mass of
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Figure 1.2: The relative change in saturation vapour pressure with respect to a 1◦
change in temperature. The curves are calculated using the Hyland and Wexler (1983)
saturation vapour pressure models for water (red) and ice (blue).
vapour (V2 ) is much greater than a volume unit mass of liquid (V1 ). The entire
derivation can be found in Wallace and Hobbs (2006), but finally becomes:
1 des
Lv
'
es dT
Rv T 2

(1.5)

where Rv is the specific gas constant for vapour. This approximation can be used
to estimate how much water vapour will increase in the air if the air temperature
increases and is often used to relate water vapour trends to temperature trends.
If relative humidity is conserved, or the amount of water vapour increases proportionally to the temperature increase, then a 1◦ change in temperature from
an initial temperature of 30◦ C results in roughly a 6% increase in water vapour
(Fig. 1.2). Figure 1.2 is the change in saturation vapour pressure over ice and
water for 1◦ change in temperature, as a function of the initial temperature.
6. Relative Humidity (RH; %): The ratio of an air parcel’s water vapour content
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with respect to the quantity of water vapour required to saturate the same
parcel at the current air parcel temperature. To clarify, let’s say that you have
a small box filled with air and water at a temperature T. The relative humidity
of the box is the amount of water vapour in the box with respect to how much
water vapour one would need in order to saturate the air in the box without
changing the temperature. Relative humidity is measured by capacitive sensors
that are often flown on radiosondes and also by lidars, although lidars are much
more sensitive to the mass mixing ratio (Mattis et al., 2002). Relative humidity
can be expressed in terms of the mass mixing ratio or in terms of the vapour
pressure (e) and the saturation vapour pressure over water (ew ). Capacitive
sensors measure the first relationship and then use saturation pressure models
to convert to mass mixing ratio.
RH = 100

e
w
= 100
ew (p, T )
wsaturated

(1.6)

Where w is the mass mixing ratio and wsaturated is the mass mixing ratio when
the volume is saturated. The volume is saturated when it reaches the saturation
vapour pressure (es ).
7. Precipitable Water Vapour (IW V ; mm, cm): the depth of a column of water
vapour if it were to completely condense out in a 1 m2 area. Typically, PWV
columns are measured by satellites and microwave radiometers in units of millimeters or centimeters. The PWV column can also be calculated from lidars
and radiosondes by integrating their water vapour measurements over altitude
(Equation 1.7).
Z
IW V =
0

z

w(z)
nair dz
1000

(1.7)

The water vapour mixing ratio profile (w(z)) measured by a lidar can be converted to units of kg/kg, multiplied by the density of air (nair ) to get the density
of water, and then integrated to calculate a column in kg/m2 , which would be
equivalent to millimeters of water.
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8. Dew Point (Td ; ◦ C): the temperature to which an air parcel must be cooled
via an isobaric (constant pressure) process while maintaining a constant water
vapour content in order to become saturated (Andrews, 2000). This quantity
is primarily used by frost-point hygrometers because it directly relates water
vapour content to temperature, a quantity that is easily measured and calibrated.

1.4

Water Vapour in the Atmosphere

Water vapour is one of the most effective greenhouse gases. It accounts for almost 60% of the natural greenhouse effect and is a critical component of climate
change/temperature feedback models (IPCC5 WGII, 2014). Water vapour density is
extremely variable - spatially and temporally - exceeding variations over 4 orders of
magnitude between the ground and the tropical tropopause (Gettelman et al. (2010)
, Fig. 1.3). The variability has been directly attributed to fluctuations in temperature and convection processes. Water vapour concentrations are highest in the first
5 km of the atmosphere. Figure 1.3 is the average distribution of water vapour over
Payerne, Switzerland calculated using the radiosonde climatology in Chapter 4. Of
the total amount (e.g. a column of 25 mm in July) of water vapour measured by the
radiosonde, 40% of it lies within the first kilometer from the ground. Each bar is a
1 km layer of water vapour, where the bar at 2 km represents the amount of water
vapour between 1–2 km and the bar at 10 km represents the amount between 9–10 km.
The last kilometer only contains 0.1% of the total water vapour content measured by
the radiosonde.
Water vapour also plays a crucial role in energy transport and the energy balance
of the entire planet. One mole of water vapour releases 40.657 J of energy before it
condenses into a liquid (Weitkamp, 2005). As a result, the water vapour condensation,
or cloud formation, can release significant amounts of energy in the form of latent
heat into the troposphere (Kämpfer, 2013). As the troposphere warms, the saturation
vapour pressure increases, allowing the air to hold more water vapour. More water
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Figure 1.3: The average distribution of water vapour throughout the troposphere in
1 km bins. Each bar represents how much water vapour, on average, is present in a
1 km layer as a percentage of the total measured by the radiosonde (e.g. the bar at
5 km represents how much water vapour is between 4 - 5 km). The majority of the
water vapour is present in the first 1 km (40%) and 90% of the water vapour is in the
first 5 km.
vapour in the atmosphere creates more latent heat reservoirs which can contribute to
extreme weather events as well as influence dynamics (Kämpfer, 2013).
Water vapour is the primary solar and terrestrial radiation absorber in the atmosphere, thereby making it one of the most important gases contributing to the radiation budget. The primary solar radiation absorbers are the 2.74 µm and 2.66 µm
lines in the troposphere (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005). Longer wavelengths in the
6 − 7 µm and 20 − 25 µm region are responsible for terrestrial radiation absorption
(Fig. 1.4, Brasseur and Solomon (2005)). The terrestrial radiation absorption is what
contributes to the “greenhouse effect” and accounts for roughly 30◦ C of warming (Jacob, 2001). However, water vapour’s net heating (or cooling) contribution to the
radiation budget is not well known (IPCC5 WGII, 2014). While it deposits energy
into the troposphere through condensation and acts as a strong solar radiation sink,
it also emits long wave radiation out into space. Clouds also contribute to albedo and
reflect a significant portion of solar radiation.
While water vapour is most prevalent in the troposphere, it also plays a significant
chemical role in the mesosphere and stratosphere. Increasing the amount of water
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Figure 1.4: Molecule absorption wavelengths by altitude and radiation type. Water
vapour absorbs most of the terrestrial radiation between 20 - 25 µm, and some solar
and terrestrial radiation at visible and UV wavelengths. Figure from Brasseur and
Solomon (2005).
vapour in the troposphere can result in stratospheric cooling, which would alter water
vapour transport mechanisms and cause polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) formation
(Kämpfer, 2013). PSCs are an extremely important phenomenon as they accelerate
the destruction of ozone via several methods. On their own, chlorofluorocarbons are
inert, however, once they undergo photodissociation they release chlorine atoms. The
chlorine atoms then react with methane or ozone to form HCl or ClO, respectively
(Hamill and Toon, 1991). The ClO may then bond with NO2 to form ClONO2 . If
the reactions were to cease here, then very little ozone destruction would occur as it
would be trapped inside a natural reservoir. However, PSCs provide a nucleation site
for HCl, which then dissolves into the cloud. When ClONO2 reacts with the dissolved
HCl, molecular chlorine can form along with nitric acid. The molecular chlorine is
then photodissociated and becomes free chlorine. Free chlorine then enters a catalytic
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cycle where one chlorine atom destroys thousands of ozone molecules (Fig. 1.5, Hamill
and Toon (1991)). A second set of reactions can also occur inside PSCs where ClONO2
and water vapour react to form HOCl and HNO3 . When HOCl is photodissociated it
forms free chlorine and OH− , both of which destroy ozone (Hamill and Toon, 1991). In
addition to acting as nucleation sites for HCl, PSCs also increase ozone destruction by
removing nitrogen from the upper stratosphere. NO2 is abundant in the stratosphere,
however, when it bonds with the ClO and dissolves into the PSCs to form HNO3 , its
concentration is significantly reduced such that it is unable to bond with free chlorine
(Hamill and Toon, 1991).
While it is clear how water vapour interacts with PSCs to remove ozone from the
atmosphere, it is still unclear how changes in stratospheric and mesospheric water
vapour affect climate change on a global scale. There has been discussion suggesting
that cooling the stratosphere and increasing stratospheric water vapour concentrations could be decreasing the global warming rate (Solomon et al., 2010). However,
it is also possible that the flattening of the global warming trend could be due to
decadal fluctuations (Solomon et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.5: Top) Chlorine is trapped inside ClONO2 and HCl reservoirs limiting ozone
destruction. Bottom) Polar stratospheric clouds dissolve HCl and ClONO2 such that
when they react with water vapour or each other free chlorine can form starting a catalytic reaction cycle destroying whereby one chlorine molecule can destroy thousands
of ozone molecules. Image Credit: Bjorklid

1.4.1

Water Vapour Processes in the Upper Troposphere and
Lower Stratosphere

One of the most important interactions and processes in the lower atmosphere is
the exchange of water vapour between the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UTLS). We must discuss this region separately because it interacts with water vapour
and the rest of the atmosphere in a unique way. This region is defined by the behaviour
of the tropopause and its relationship to the 380 K isentropic surface which is at
roughly around 16 km altitude (Holton et al., 1995). In the tropics, the tropopause
is at its highest altitude, but it sinks as it moves away from the equator and the
lower troposphere temperature drops. At the highest latitudes, the tropopause can
fall as low as 8 km such that a significant portion of the stratosphere is below the
380 K isentrope. Here, isentropic surfaces pass through the tropopause, which allows
the stratosphere and troposphere to exchange material (Fig. 1.6). In the tropics,
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the upper troposphere is unique because it is higher than the moist convection zone
and more resembles the stratosphere than the troposphere (Shepherd, 2007). Mixing
and transfer in the UTLS region occurs as a result of Brewer-Dobson circulation
(Fig. 1.6,Shepherd (2007)). Brewer-Dobson circulation is the meridional flow of air
from the tropics into the polar regions. It is driven by planetary waves as they transfer
angular momentum into the stratosphere. Air rises in the tropics through convection
and is transferred up to the poles via planetary waves and winds. At the poles, the
air cools and subsides into the troposphere. However, because the tropopause is so
low in the higher latitudes, it intersects with several isentropes allowing the air to
move via eddy transport between the troposphere and stratosphere (Gettelman et al.,
2010).
Brewer-Dobson circulation has been detected by several water vapour campaigns
(Mastenbrook and Oltmans, 1983; Solomon et al., 2010; Mote et al., 1995, 1996).
Mastenbrook and Oltmans (1983) compared annual data from four sites - three in
the tropics and one at mid-latitudes. They found statistically significant evidence
of quasi-biennial oscillations (QBO) and an annual cycle of temperature and water
vapour at all four stations. They attributed these QBOs and annual cycles to largescale Hadley cell circulation. Mote et al. (1995, 1996) were two seminal papers that
provided concrete evidence for large-scale flow using microwave limb soundings. They
showed that the water vapour mixing ratio in the tropical lower stratosphere is correlated with the temperature of the air it encountered when crossing the tropopause.
Once the water vapour passes the tropopause its mixing ratio remains the same until it experiences mixing again around 10 hPa. This effect has become known as
the “atmospheric tape recorder” (Mote et al., 1996). This means that water vapour
mixing ratios effectively contain “memory” of where they first enter the stratosphere.
The discovery of this pattern allowed them to determine when and how fast air was
rising into the tropical stratosphere. The maximum ascensions rates occurred during
the Northern winter and the minimum in the Northern summer, coinciding perfectly
with the theoretical Brewer-Dobson circulation patterns (Holton et al., 1995). Due
to greater temperature gradients in the winter months, Rossby waves are stronger
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Figure 1.6: The UTLS exchange region. The thick black line is the tropopause surface and the thin black lines are isentropic surfaces. The dark region is the lower
stratosphere and the wavy lines indicate meridional transport via eddies and turbulence. However, they do not indicate symmetric movement across the tropopause.
The lightly shaded region in the stratosphere is the wave-driven forcing which drives
the large scale ascension in the tropics and subsidence at the poles. Figure from
Holton et al. (1995)
and “pump” more air poleward resulting in higher vertical flow rates from the tropical tropopause to the tropical stratosphere (Shepherd, 2007). This conservation
of mixing ratio makes water vapour a unique and important tracer when studying
stratosphere dynamics.
Understanding stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) is important for many
reasons. The first is we need a more complete understanding of how chemical species
are transported between the two regimes. For example, understanding STE can help
us understand how and when chlorofluorocarbons, methane, or nitrous oxide enter the
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stratosphere and their impact on stratospheric ozone (Holton et al., 1995). Secondly,
water vapour is one of the primary components affected by Brewer-Dobson circulation.
Water vapour’s pure rotational band (50 - 400 cm−1 ) is responsible for significant
atmospheric cooling (Gettelman et al., 2010) and is strongest in the mid to upper
troposphere. However, modeling this cooling effect is extremely difficult due to water
vapour’s variability in these regions as it is highly sensitive to STE (Gettelman et al.,
2010). High spatial and temporal resolution water vapour measurements in the UTLS
region are needed in order to complement and validate radiative balance models.
While water vapour distribution is highly susceptible to STE, water vapour also
influences atmospheric circulation. Condensation of water vapour in the troposphere
and stratosphere releases latent heat, which provides energy to wave-driven processes
(Kämpfer, 2013). Lastly, we now know that water vapour is being continuously
pumped into the stratosphere (Mote et al., 1995); however, the stratosphere remains
drier than expected. The reasons as to why it is drier are still largely unknown
(Solomon et al., 2010). Without an adequate understanding of water vapour’s role
in both regimes, we are unable to predict how UTLS water vapour will influence the
future climate.

1.5

Instrumentation

Many types of instruments have been used to monitor water vapour. It is impossible
to say that any one technique is better than the other as they all have strengths and
weaknesses. It is often much more useful to combine techniques whenever possible,
as one technique may succeed where another may fail.
I will first discuss balloon-borne in situ measurements conducted by frost-point hygrometers and thin-film capacitive sensors. Then I will continue to remote sensing
techniques and instruments, such as: satellites-based techniques, microwave radiometry, and lidars. More focus will be applied to radiosonde and lidar techniques as they
are the core instruments used for this thesis.
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1.5.1

Frost-Point Hygrometers

Balloon-borne frost-point hygrometers (FPHs) have been used for water vapour trend
analysis for almost 50 years (Vömel et al., 2007). Mastenbrook and Oltmans (1983)
published one of the first FPH trend analyses. Balloon-borne systems were launched
regularly from 1964-1982 in Washington, DC and then Colorado, Boulder and showed
a significant increase in water vapour until 1972. After 1972 the trend reversed; the
reasons for the switch are still unknown. However, Oltmans and Hofmann (1995)
suggest that the trend was not significant as the scatter in the data is too high.
Statistically valid increasing water vapour trends were been detected over Boulder,
CO by Oltmans and Hofmann (1995). The 13-year analysis showed water vapour
increased between 0.54% and 0.84% per year in the stratosphere depending on the
altitude range.
FPHs are well-suited to long campaigns due to their relatively small expense.
Additionally, while capacitive sensors and lidars measure relative changes in humidity
and water vapour content, FPHs measurements are absolute Vömel and Jeannet
(2013). Frostpoint hygrometers measure the temperature point at which the phase
of water vapour and water’s condensed phase (liquid or ice) are in equilibrium as
the balloon travels. They work on a feedback loop where a heater and a cooler are
attached to a mirror or quartz crystal in order to maintain the same amount of ice or
liquid water on the surface of the glass/crystal. The temperature needed to maintain a
constant amount of condensate material is the frost or dew point temperature. Then
the partial pressure can be determined using the Clausius Clapeyron relationship
(Eq. 1.5, Vömel et al. (2007)).
The quality of the measurement depends entirely on the stability of the feedback
system on each hygrometer. Measurement biases can occur when sunlight is incident on the condensate surface as it can make it difficult for the system to maintain
equilibrium. As such, most hygrometers have some sort of shielding, or they operate at night (Vömel and Jeannet, 2013). Biases can also occur when hygrometers
fly through clouds, particularly if the cloud is in a mixed phase, or has both water
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droplets and ice crystals. Clouds can cause two kinds of artifacts in frostpoint hygrometers, the first being that the system will measure both the vapour material and
the condensed material thereby resulting in a wet bias. The second artifact can be
caused by the hygrometer measuring ice crystals in the cloud as a change in reflectivity of the glass/crystal, which makes the system believe that more ice has condensed
on the hygrometer’s mirror. The extra ice can cause excess noise in the detector or
instabilities in the feedback temperature system. Measurement biases can also occur if the instrument gets wet when traveling through a cloud, but these are easily
recognizable as the feedback system will lose complete control (Vömel and Jeannet,
2013).

1.5.2

Thin-Film Capacitor Sensors

Balloon-borne thin-film capacitors (commonly called radiosondes) have a long history and at one point were the primary method of atmospheric water vapour measurements. The capacitor sensor measures relative humidity, and then relays the
information back to the ground via satellite communication. Other sensors on the
radiosonde measure temperature and pressure as it rises. Wind profiles are obtained
via satellite measurements of the radiosonde’s position (Dirksen et al., 2014). The
typical altitude range of a radiosonde is between 25-35 km (World Meteorological
Organization (WMO), 2008). Capacitive sensors are used as the primary method
of retrieving in situ water vapour measurements over land and also provide some
coverage at sea. They provide essential support for forecasting models and climate
change studies. In addition they are frequently used for calibration and as reference
measurements.
The early capacitor sensors used to be very inaccurate due to the materials used to
calculate the humidity and temperature. The materials performed poorly below -20
◦

C and would create significant hysteresis effects and biases (World Meteorological

Organization (WMO), 2008). Later on carbon hygristors, or pieces of plastic or glass
coated with hygroscopic film that change electrical resistance with relative humidity,
were used in place of the original materials. However, these exhibited errors up to
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60% and hysteresis after exiting clouds (Schmidlin and Ivanov, 1995). They were also
unreliable when operating below temperatures of -40 ◦ C or at low relative humidities.
Now, radiosondes use thin film capacitors - capacitors with hydroactive polymer film
between the two plates or electrodes - because they are faster than hygristors and
more reliable. There is some thought that any radiosondes prior to the models that
fly thin film capacitors are unusable for water vapour climate studies (Kley et al.,
2009). Even today, radiosondes still require extensive monitoring and study to ensure
that their biases are well-documented (Dirksen et al., 2014). The uncertainty of each
radiosonde depends on the manufacturers and the measurement technologies used
between various companies. Today, most radiosondes are made and distributed by
Vaisala, and some argue that their radiosondes are the only ones suitable for validation
or for calibration (Miloshevich et al., 2009).
The Vaisala RS92 Radiosonde
Vaisala radiosondes have been in use since the 1980s and have undergone several
revisions. The RS92 model was the most commonly used model from 2004 until 2018
and is well documented (Dirksen et al., 2014; Miloshevich et al., 2009). The RS92 uses
a heated dual H-Humicap sensor. This sensor makes the radiosonde less vulnerable
to icing compared to previous models. A Humicap sensor is a thin-film capacitor
sensor, where the first layer is a porous electrode film which is then placed on top
of a humidity absorbing polymer. This polymer absorbs water molecules that are in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the gas phase. Therefore, the same amount of water
molecules that are absorbed by the polymer then evaporate out of the material. The
final two layers are the second set of electrodes and the glass or plastic base where
everything sits (Smit et al., 2013).
The sensor is calibrated by the manufacturer by relating the sensor capacitance to
relative humidity (RH) with respect to liquid water at +20◦ C. Once calibrated, the
sensor calculates relative humidity in two steps. First, the RH is calculated using the
calibration curves provided by the manufacture. Second, the RH is corrected based
on the temperature-dependence of the sensor (Smit et al., 2013). Most of the sensors,
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like the RS92, are calibrated to relative humidity over liquid water (Eq. 1.6).
There is no experimental data describing the saturation vapour pressure at temperatures less than -40 ◦ C, which means that manufacturers must use analytic functions to model the vapour pressure. Vaisala uses the formula from Hyland and Wexler
(1983) to model saturation vapour pressures (Miloshevich et al., 2009). Each sensor
manufacturer uses a different model, but the differences between them can be significant (Murphy and Koop, 2005). Therefore it is crucial to make sure to use the correct
model when analyzing radiosonde data or when converting to water vapour mixing
ratio (Miloshevich et al., 2009).
The uncertainty of radiosonde measurements are determined by the accuracies
of the polymer and calibration techniques. Miloshevich et al. (2009) conducted an
extensive study on the accuracy and the corrections necessary for the RS92 in order
to do scientific studies and they found that the accuracy during nighttime soundings
was significantly different from daytime soundings. This is due to solar radiation
error caused by solar heating of the RH sensor during the day. The total error
for the nighttime radiosondes amounts to ±4% RH and is valid from the surface to
75 mbar. The total daytime error is ±5% RH and is valid up to 100 mbar and clear
skies (Dirksen et al., 2014).

1.5.3

Satellite

Satellites have played a large role in monitoring atmospheric water vapour since the
1960s. Depending on the orientation of and the measurement systems on the satellite,
measurements can extend from 100 km down to the lower troposphere. There are two
satellite viewing orientations: nadir and limb viewing (Fig. 1.7). Nadir views are from
directly beneath the satellite, intersecting the atmosphere at a perpendicular angle.
Limb views intersect the atmosphere at an angle such that one observes the edge of
the atmosphere. The nadir-viewing satellites are usually responsible for ground and
tropospheric measurements. Limb-viewing satellites are normally used for mesosphere
and stratosphere (regions with low water vapour concentration) sounding because of
the longer path length.
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Figure 1.7: Satellite viewing angles. Nadir refers to a 90◦ viewing angle, while Limb
angles look through the atmosphere at an angle and therefore sample more atmosphere.
Satellites are a versatile platform due to their ability to employ multiple instruments at the same time, as well as being customizable for campaigns. Water vapour
signals are detectable in the infrared, near-IR, visible, and microwave regions. Each
satellite measurement technique is sensitive to a specific wavelength and altitude
range. When observing in the upper troposphere, most satellites use thermal infrared
limb emission observations, passive microwave limb emission, near infrared limb scattering, as well as near IR and thermal infrared limb occultations. Monitoring the
lower and mid troposphere requires nadir viewing techniques, such as: near infrared
nadir backscattering, passive microwave nadir emission, and thermal infrared nadir
emission (Urban, 2013).
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) can also be used to measure water
vapour concentration in the atmosphere. GNSS satellites, sometimes called GPS
satellites, have a geo-stationary orbit where they are constantly looking at one column of atmosphere. They can be used to measure optical transmission variations
of the same column and these changes can be directly attributed to fluctuations in
water vapour concentration (Bevis et al., 1992). GNSS can also be used coincidentally with satellite SAR observations to complement the delay measurements. GNSS
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units measure along a delay path and can be used to calibrate and correct a radar’s
interferogram (Hanssen, 2001). GNSSs have been used in several water vapour surveys over the years and have become an integral resource for calculating water vapour
trends in the troposphere (Guerova et al., 2016). A more complete survey of satellite
observing techniques can be found in (Kämpfer, 2013).

1.5.4

Microwave Radiometer

A microwave radiometer (MWR) is an instrument that measures the intensity of
radiation received in the microwave wavelength region (1 - 1000 GHz). MWRs measure the pressure-broadened line emissions caused by rotational transitions of water
vapour. The MWR lines necessary to do remote sensing are located at 22.235 GHz,
183.310 GHz, 448.001 GHZ, and 556.936 GHz. Unfortunately only the 22.235 GHz
line is visible from the ground (Kämpfer et al., 2013) unless the MWR is placed in
high altitudes or on an aircraft in which case one can measure using the 183.310
GHz line. However, these two lines only allow remote sensing of the troposphere and
mesosphere, and do not allow for remote sensing of the UTLS.
Microwave radiometers use a heterodyne receiver, which is a receiver that takes the
input frequency and shifts it to another detectable frequency. The receiver passes the
signal it obtains through a circuit where the final power received and the temperature
of the final resistor are related to the temperature of the radiometer’s antenna by
Eq. 1.8 (Janssen, 1993).
Ta =

P
kB

(1.8)

Where k is Boltzmann’s constant, P is the power received, and B is the bandwidth of the receiver. The antenna temperature is then calibrated to a corresponding
brightness temperature using well-known noise sources. The brightness temperature
can be found through this equation:
Ta =

TH − TC
(Va − VC ) + TC ,
VH − VC
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(1.9)

where Ta is the brightness temperature of the atmosphere and is equivalent to the
atmospheric temperature, TH is the temperature of the “hot” calibration source, TC
is the temperature of the “cold” calibration source, Va is the output voltage of the
receiver, and VH and VC are the voltages produced when observing the hot and cold
source respectively (Kämpfer et al., 2013).
One advantage of using MWRs is that they can operate almost continuously when
observing at the 22 GHz line, with the exception of when it’s raining or snowing
(Kämpfer et al., 2013). They can penetrate clouds and are one of the few instruments
that can be used to calibrate lidars for cloud measurements. Another advantage is
that MWRs can operate on multiple platforms including airborne, ground-based, and
on satellites. They are also the only ground-based instruments that can detect water
vapour up through the mesosphere and stratosphere.

1.5.5

Lidar

LIght Detection And Ranging, also known as lidar, was developed along the same
principles as radar using monochromatic radiation. Lidar has many different applications, including: atmospheric, geological and archaeological. Although the basic
principle remains the same for all applications, I will focus on its application in atmospheric physics and ground-based lidars. A lidar has several advantages over other
atmospheric instruments. Comparatively, it has a very high spatial and temporal
resolution making it uniquely suited for detecting variable atmospheric components,
such as water vapour (Weitkamp, 2005). Lidars are also very stable systems which
can operate without many changes for years, which makes long term trend analysis
feasible. Finally, lidars have a large dynamic range extending over 3 orders of magnitude into the atmosphere. Atmospheric lidars measure the backscattered radiation
from a particle or molecule. The lidars are typically pulsed such that the returning signal is timed, which allows the user to measure in altitude bins on the order
of several meters. The returning radiation intensity reveals basic properties of the
particle or molecule, such as: its distance from the laser, reflectivity, composition, or
structure (Weitkamp, 2005). A laser pulse is emitted and scatters on particles in the
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atmosphere (inelastically or elastically) and the quantity or wavelength shift of the
photons that return allows us to detect various atmospheric components, including:
air density, wind speed and direction, air temperature, ozone concentration, carbon
dioxide concentration, water vapour concentration, aerosol properties, ice crystals,
and water droplets (Leblanc et al., 2013). Each lidar system is designed to retrieve
one or more of these properties. Each lidar may be designed to retrieve specific atmospheric parameters, however, they are all designed along the same basic principles
and require at least three major components: 1) a transmitter or laser that emits
pulsed light, 2) a receiver or telescope to collect the backscattered light, and 3) a
transient recorder system that processes the incoming photons into digital or analog
signal (Kovalev and Eichinger, 2004).
The Transmitter
The wavelength of the transmitter will depend upon the research goal. Visible wavelength lasers, such as 532 nm lasers, are often used for atmospheric temperature studies (Sica et al., 1995). Sodium lasers are frequently used to study the dynamics of the
sodium layer in the mesosphere (Pfrommer and Hickson, 2010). Water vapour lidars
usually operate at 354.7 nm (Dinoev et al., 2013; Whiteman et al., 1992; Leblanc et al.,
2012). In general, lidar wavelengths range from 250 nm to 11 µm (Weitkamp, 2005).
Most modern lasers use a Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG) crystal with another
active ingredient to create a stable infrared beam. The frequency of the beam is then
doubled, tripled, or quadrupled by another crystal to achieve the desired wavelength.
Other laser systems, such as Differential Absorption Lidars (DIAL) use a dye medium
instead of a crystal to produce their laser beam.
The Receiver
Two factors must be considered when designing the telescope receiver: the field of
view must be much larger than the divergence of the laser beam, and the diameter
of the primary mirror of the telescope must be appropriate for the desired retrieval
altitudes. The area of the primary optic, the power of the laser, and the bandwidth
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Figure 1.8: Left: An example of a coaxial lidar. The laser is parallel with the axis
of the primary mirror and is always inside the field of view. Right: An example of
a biaxial lidar. The laser begins outside of the field of view and reaches complete
overlap at some altitude.
of the receiver directly determines the height range of the lidar. Small bandwidths
are critical during daytime measurements as they inhibit background noise (Dinoev
et al., 2013), thereby increasing the signal to noise ratio and allowing high-altitude
retrievals. Most lidars use mirrors for their primary optic as they are easier to produce
at larger diameters than lenses.
The geometric orientation of the receiver and the transmitter with respect to one
another is also crucial. In general, two orientations are used: coaxial and biaxial
(Fig. 1.8). A coaxial lidar is aligned such that the laser and the axis of the primary
optic are parallel. A biaxial lidar has an offset axis, where the laser is frequently
to the side of the primary optic (Kovalev and Eichinger, 2004). A coaxial lidar is
often used for near-field returns as complete overlap is available at lower altitudes.
Biaxial lidars are frequently applied to far-field returns as they usually cannot obtain
complete overlap in the lower atmosphere (Xinzhao, 2015).
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The Recording System
The last component needed in a lidar is a signal recording system. The parameters
to consider here are the altitudes at which the lidar is observing, cost, and future
goals of the system. The recording system includes the photomultiplier tubes as well
as the signal recorders. The photomultiplier tubes receive the backscattered signal
focused by the telescope and convert the photons into voltages. The voltages are then
processed via an analog method or a photon-counting method. The analog method
is preferable at lower altitudes because the signal is fed through an analog to digital
converter which allows overlapping photon pulses to be processed without constraint
and loss of signal. If one is observing at lower altitudes, where the backscattered signal
is very strong, then an analog signal is preferable because it will not saturate (Gmbh,
2018). However, if measuring high altitudes where there is little signal, it is better
to use photon-counting. Photon-counting involves using a discriminator voltage level
to differentiate between individual photons. At high altitudes, where there are less
photons backscattered to the detectors, the noise in the system may overpower the
signal if using an analog counter. Pure photon counting is much more efficient at low
count values and has less noise (Gmbh, 2018).
At altitudes where the number of back-scattered photon-counts is large, it is possible that the system may not be able to detect individual photon pulses. The nondetection is due to the fact that if two photons arrive at the same time, they may
only be detected as one pulse. This effect is called “dead time”. The “dead time” is
the time needed for the system to detect individual pulses - typically around 4 ns.
Two types of dead time effects are used in lidar measurement processing: paralyzable
and non-paralyzable dead time (Hakamata, 2017).
Paralyzable dead time occurs when photons hit the detector too fast and cannot be
detected as individual photons. Non-paralyzable dead time is when several photons
hit the detector with energy below the discriminator level and then add together to
form one pulse. Therefore, one pulse is registered when several have actually occurred
(Hakamata, 2017).
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The lidar signal can be corrected using equations which model dead time. The
paralyzable dead time equation is:

Nobserved = Ntrue exp (−Ntrue γ)

(1.10)

where Nobserved are the photo counts that are measured, but the true photon counts
are Ntrue . The non-paralyzable dead time equation is:

Nobserved =

Ntrue
.
1 + Ntrue γ

(1.11)

In both traditional and optimal estimation methods it is necessary to consider the
dead time effect when deriving the retrieved quantities. In the traditional methods
typically Ntrue is the desired quantity; however, in optimal estimation methods the
desired quantity is Nobserved since the observed counts are being modeled.

1.6

Lidar Theory

This section will summarize the foundations of the lidar theory: the inelastic scattering process and the lidar equation.

1.6.1

The Raman Scattering Process

There are two types of light scattering: elastic and inelastic. In Rayleigh or elastic
scattering, there is no wavelength shift. The Raman technique uses inelastic scattering. As the light from a laser is incident on a molecule, the wavelength is shifted
by an amount that is proportional to the energy difference between the molecule’s
rotational and vibrational states (Weitkamp, 2005). This is because the light scattering onto the molecule changes the molecule’s quantum state. If the molecule absorbs
the energy incident upon it from the scattered photon, then the photon is red-shifted
into a longer wavelength (smaller frequency) than what it had originally. This is commonly called Stokes Scattering (Eq. 1.12). Anti-Stokes scattering is the exact opposite
situation, where the molecule’s energy level decreases and the extra energy is trans28

ferred to the scattered photon, thereby increasing the photon’s frequency/decreasing
its wavelength (Eq. 1.13)

νs = ν1 − |∆ν|

(1.12)

νs = ν1 + |∆ν|

(1.13)

The energy shift that the molecule experiences is proportional to the energy differences between the molecule’s energy levels. The Raman process is sensitive to both
rotational and vibrational energy modes. For homonuclear diatomic molecules like
N2 and O2 the vibrational energy levels can be approximated via:
Evib,v = hc0 νvib (l + 1/2), l = 0, 1, 2, .....

(1.14)

where νvib is the vibrational frequency of the molecule, and l is the vibrational quantum number (Weitkamp, 2005). The rotational energy levels are a bit more complicated:

Erot,J,l = hc0 [Bl J(J + 1) − Dl J 2 (J + 1)2 ], J = 0, 1, 2....

(1.15)

Here J is the rotational quantum number, where there is a series of rotational quantum
levels for each vibrational level, Bl is the specific rotational constant, and Dl is the
stretching constant of the molecule. These two constants depend on the vibrational
level, l, however Dl mostly only contributes at high J levels (Weitkamp, 2005). The
other variables are all calculated experimentally for a specific molecule. Only specific
transitions are allowed: ∆l = 0, ±1 and ∆J = 0, ±2. Transitions with the ∆l = 0 and
∆J = 0 correspond to Rayleigh scattering - there is no energy shift and the photon
wavelength stays the same. Transitions with ∆l = +1 lead to Stokes vibrationrotation transitions, while ∆l = −1 leads to vibration-rotation anti-Stokes transitions.
The Q-branch transitions occur when ∆J = 0. The S and O branch lines appear
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when ∆J = ±2. There are also two sets of pure rotational lines on either side of the
Rayleigh line. A diagram showing an example of all the lines is shown in Figure 1.9
(Weitkamp, 2005).

Figure 1.9: Raman transition lines for N2 . Figure from Weitkamp (2005).
The intensity of the lines depends on the product of the transitional probability and the population at the initial energy level - characterized by the differential
cross-section of the molecule (dσ(π)/dΩ). Lidars only detect the direct backscatter,
therefore we only consider the cross-section at 180◦ . The cross-section calculations
depend on three conditions:
1. The incident photon’s frequency is much larger than the frequency of the vibrationrotation transition of the molecule.
2. The frequency of the incident photon is much smaller than any electronic transition frequency of the molecule.
3. The ground electronic state of the molecule is not degenerate.
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The full set of differential cross-section equations can be found in (Weitkamp,
2005). In general, the anti-Stokes bands have 3-6 orders less intensity than the
Stokes bands, and both are several orders of magnitude weaker than Rayleigh signals
(Weitkamp, 2005; Leblanc et al., 2013). The intensity of the lines also depends on each
molecule. For example N2 and H2 O have very different signal strengths with the former being the brighter of the two (Leblanc et al., 2013). Most water vapour retrievals
depend on the strongest Q branch in the water vapour spectrum, located at the 3,654
cm−1 frequency transition and corresponds to a backscatter return wavelength of 407
nm (Whiteman et al., 1992).

1.6.2

The Lidar Equation

The atmospheric lidar technique depends on one critical equation that describes the
amount of light scattered back towards the receiver (N (z, λ)) at a given wavelength.
The equation can be written in terms of the power received, or the number of photons
received. The lidar system used for this thesis receives both analog and digital signals,
therefore I have left the equation in the general form with power as the retrieved
quantity and as a function of four factors (Weitkamp, 2005):
1. K(λ): The performance of the entire lidar system
2. G(z, λ): The range-dependent measurement geometry
3. β(z, λ): The backscatter coefficient at an altitude z
4. Γ(z, λ): The transmission, or the percentage of light lost while traveling up
and back through the atmosphere. A single transmission direction or a 2-way
transmission involving elastic scattering would only require one integral term.

N (z, λ) = K(λ) × G(z, λ) × β(z, λ) × Γ(z, λ)
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(1.16)

Each of these four factors contain parameters unique to each system, and can be
further broken down into:
K =
G(z) =
β(z, λ) =
Γ(z, λ0 , λX ) =
α(z, λ) =

P0
∆t∆zAψ
(hc/λ0 )
O(z)
4πz 2
σX (T (z), λ0 , λX )nX (z)


 Z z
 Z z
α(z, λX )dz
α(z, λ0 )dz exp −
exp −
0
0
X
nj (z)σj,ext (λ).

(1.17)
(1.18)
(1.19)
(1.20)
(1.21)

j

Where the symbols are defined as follows.
• λ (nm) is the wavelength emitted (λ0 ) or the Raman wavelength received by
the system from the molecule (λX ).
• N (z, λ) is the number of photons received at an altitude z at the received
wavelength
• c (m/s) is the speed of light
• ∆z (m) is the bin width
• ∆t (s) is the integration time (typically 60 s)
• P0 (J/s) is the initial power output of the laser
• A (m2 ) is the telescope area
• ψ(λ0,X ) is the system efficiency
• h (m2 kg/s) is the Planck constant
• O(z) is the overlap coefficient at a given altitude z
• nj (#molecules m−3 ) is the concentration of scattered particles or molecules of
type j inside the volume illuminated by the laser pulse.
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• σX (m2 ) is the Raman back-scattering cross-section of the molecule X (either
Nitrogen or Water vapour here) towards the telescope at a wavelength λX .
• nX (z) (#molecules m−3 ) is the number density of the scattering molecule
• α(z, λ) (km−1 ) is the extinction coefficient profile
• σj,ext (m2 ) is the extinction cross-section of a molecule J.
• B(z) is the background number of photon counts
The final general lidar equation can be written as:
N (z) =

ψ(λ0,X )AP0 ∆t∆z O(z)
· 2 · σX (T (z), λX ) · nX (z) · ...
4π(hc/λ0 )
z
 Z z

Z z
exp −
α(z, λ0 )dz −
α(z, λX )dz + B(z).
0

(1.22)

0

This result is the Raman scattering form of the lidar equation. In order to apply
the lidar to Rayleigh or elastic scattering, the transmission and scattering crosssections would need to be changed to the Rayleigh cross-sections and λX would be
the same as λ0 . As elastic scattering is not a primary component of this thesis, it
will not be discussed here. A comprehensive discussion regarding elastic scattering
theory can be found in (Weitkamp, 2005).
The lidar equation makes several inherent assumptions in its design that must
be addressed before continuing to the water vapour retrieval methods (Kovalev and
Eichinger, 2004):
1. The photons released by the laser only scatter once before they are detected by
the telescope optics.
2. The field of view of the telescope is much greater than the divergence of the laser.
Ideally, the laser beam should be inside the field-of-view (FOV) of the telescope
at all measurable altitudes in order to always see the illuminated volume of each
laser pulse. If the laser beam is not completely inside the FOV, then one must
model the telescope overlap function.
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3. The laser pulse length is shorter than the recording time per altitude bin and
must be the case in order to ensure that there is no overlap between pulses in
each recording bin.

1.7

The Raman Lidar for Meteorological Observations

The Raman Lidar for Meteorological Observations (RALMO) was built in 2006 by
Valentin Simeonov and his team at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
(EPFL). It was then moved to MeteoSwiss’ Payerne facility (46◦ 480 N, 6◦ 560 E, 492
a.s.l.) in 2007 where it continues to operate today. The RALMO was designed to be an
entirely autonomous and operational system dedicated to numerical weather prediction as well as climatological studies. The system had to meet several criteria in order
to be considered operational: day and nighttime measurements covering the middle
and high troposphere, respectively; high accuracy and precision of the measured parameters; measurement traceability; near real-time data availability; long-term data
consistency; long-term system stability; autonomous operation; minimal maintenance
by a technician; and eye safety (Dinoev et al., 2013).
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Figure 1.10: A diagram of RALMO. The laser is directed toward a prism up through
the beam expander and sent skyward. The backscattered light is collected by the four
parabolic 30 cm mirrors and focused into the optical fibers. The signal is then passed
into the polychromator where it is measured by photomultiplier tubes. Figure from
Dinoev et al. (2013).
The RALMO uses a narrow FOV at a wavelength of 354.7 nm which allows the
system to operate during the day. One unique component of this lidar is that it uses
four 30 cm mirrors to make a total receiver diameter of 60 cm. The telescopes focus
the light into 5 fiber-optic cables which feed directly into the grating polychromator.
The setup of the lidar can be seen in Fig. 1.10. Due to the configuration of the fiber
optic cables we can get returns as low as 100 m above the lidar. Using the fiber optic
cables reduces differential overlap such that when the ratio of the nitrogen and water
vapour channels is taken, the overlap correction is unity thereby greatly simplifying
the lidar calibration and measurements process (Dinoev et al., 2013).
The original RALMO laser was a standard Nd:YAG laser operating at 354.7 nm
with 400 mJ per pulse, at 30 Hz repetition rate, and an 8 ns pulse duration. While
it could have operated with 400 mJ, its operational power was 300 mJ per pulse
in order to preserve the lifetime of the flashlamps (Dinoev et al., 2013). The new
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RALMO laser, installed at the end of 2017, is exactly the same as the original,
with the exception that it now operates at 420 mJ per pulse. The laser light is
directed by a prism to the beam expander, which increases the beam diameter from
9 mm to 140 mm. The 15x beam expander also reduces the beam divergence to
0.090 ± 0.02 mrad enabling the RALMO to operate during the daytime. The light
from the laser is received by the 4 x 30 cm telescopes, each with a focal length of
1 m. Short focal lengths were chosen in order to connect the optical fibers directly
to the polychromater (Dinoev et al., 2013). The width of the fibers gives each small
telescope a FOV of 0.2 mrad, with the exception of one telescope (FOV 0.22 mrad)
where the fiber is placed slightly closer to the mirror in order to receive low altitude
signals. Before the signal enters the fibers, they must pass through filters that block
out the extraneous elastic signal. The filters are long-pass, edge filters with a cutoff
wavelength of 363.8 nm and 10−6 transmission at 354.7 nm (Dinoev et al., 2013). The
filters keep the elastic signal from causing fluorescence inside the fibers which would
create artifacts in the signal.
The fibers then deliver the signal to the grating polychromator. As the incident
light from the laser beam enters the polychromator, it encounters a diffraction grating designed specifically to separate the rotational-vibrational wavelengths of water
vapour and nitrogen. It also separates raman oxygen signal for aerosol and water
vapour extinction corrections (Dinoev et al., 2013). The typical lidar design would
be to use filters; however, filters degrade over time and their bandwidths change. A
grating polychromator is much more stable and ensures that the signal does not shift
over time. The polychromator was updated a few years later and a new detector
was added in order to capture the Pure Rotational Raman (PRR) signal. The PRR
signals are used in conjuction with the elastic/Rayleigh return signal from the lidar
to calculate aerosol scattering ratios.
Once the signal has been filtered and separated, it is captured by three Hamamatsu metal channel dynode photomultipliers (PMTs). These particular PMTs were
chosen for their ability to capture both analog and digital (photon counting) signals
and because they were small enough to fit in the polychromator. The nitrogen and
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oxygen channels also have OD 1 and OD 0.6 neutral density filters in order to prevent
the filters from degrading from over-exposure to signals (Dinoev et al., 2013). Unfortunately, an OD filter was not placed in front of the water vapour channel, which
could be contributing to the faster aging seen in the water vapour PMT. Because of
this accelerated aging and the aging differential between the PMTs, the lidar must
be calibrated more frequently (Dinoev et al., 2013). I will discuss the two calibration
methods in Section 1.8.
Finally, the signal is recorded via a Licel GmbH transient recorder. This transient
recorder simultaneously gathers photon counting data and analog data with a 250
MHz counter and a 12 bit, 40 MSPS analog digitizer. The minimum time resolution
is 25 ns which corresponds to an altitude bin size of 3.75 meters.

1.8

Retrieving Water Vapour Profiles

Now that the general form of the Raman lidar equation and the RALMO parameters
have been established it is necessary to discuss the method by which a lidar detects
and measures water vapour in the atmosphere. First, we will discuss the traditional
water vapour retrieval method, hereafter referred to as the “Ratio Method” (Melfi,
1972). The second method, developed by Sica and Haefele (2016), uses the Optimal Estimation Method to retrieve water vapour mixing ratios. While it is a much
more involved process, it provides a comprehensive description of the retrieval’s error
budget. The second method will be discussed in detail in Section 1.9.

1.8.1

The Ratio Method

The water vapour mixing ratio is the ratio of the mass, or amount, of water vapour
in one air parcel to the mass/amount of dry air in the same air parcel (Eq. 1.1). If
one recalls, the lidar equation is directly proportional to the number density, and
subsequently the mass, of the molecules in the air. We can use nitrogen as a proxy
for dry air in the parcel as it is directly proportional at tropospheric altitudes (Melfi,
1972). However, in order to do this we need to describe the strength of the water
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vapour and nitrogen signal received by the lidar using the lidar equation:
ON (z)
σN (z)nN (z)Γ(z, λ0 )Γ(z, λN ) + BN
z2
OH (z)
NH (z) = KH
σH (z)nH (z)Γ(z, λ0 )Γ(z, λH ) + BH
z2

NN (z) = KN

(1.23)
(1.24)

where NH (z) and NN (z) are the number of photons received by the lidar from
laser light back-scattered through Raman processes off of water vapour and nitrogen
molecules. The ratio of the saturation and background-corrected signals is directly
proportional to the ratio of the number densities of water vapour and nitrogen. Both
sides are then multiplied by a constant of 0.781 (the ratio of the amount of nitrogen
in air) and the ratio of the molar masses of water and air (MH,air ) to change the
units from volume mass mixing ratio to mass mixing ratio. The result is that the
ratio of the two saturation-corrected and background-subtracted signals is directly
proportional to the water vapour mixing ratio (Eq. 1.25):

w(z) ∝ 0.781

NH (z) − BH MH
.
NN (z) − BN Mair

(1.25)

Taking the ratio of Equations 1.23 and 1.24 greatly simplifies the problem, but
it also introduces systematic errors in the calibration process that are difficult to
account for. The ratio method requires that the photon counts be corrected for
saturation and background noise before taking the ratio of the signals. Typically,
the background is constant with altitude (as shown in Eq. 1.23), but may sometimes
be linear or exponential which requires modeling. An advantage of this technique
is that because both detections are made with the same instrument, we can remove
some terms from the equation. The overlap terms are assumed to be the same for
each channel and can therefore be removed. However, it is not definitive that that
is the case with the RALMO system due to the fact that water vapour and nitrogen
returns are measured by different optical fibers and that the receiving telescope is
made of 4 mirrors instead of a single mirror. This remains a topic of further study for
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the time being. The upward transmission terms also cancel as they are equal since
the wavelength of transmission is the same for both channels on the way up before
scattering. Finally, all constants in the first term also cancel as they are the same for
both wavelengths; therefore, the efficiency term K is reduced to the system efficiency
for both channels (ψX ).
After eliminating the extraneous variables, the mixing ratio equation can be
rewritten as:
 Rz

ψN ON (z) σN (z) exp − 0 α(z, λN )dz NH (z) − BH MH
 R

w(z) = 0.781
ψH OH (z) σH (z) exp − 0z α(z, λH )dz NN (z) − BN Mair

(1.26)

The first three terms in equation 1.26 are usually not very well characterized, particularly the system efficiencies. While it is possible to measure the overlap function
of a system (Stelmaszczyk et al., 2005) as well as constrain the water vapour and
nitrogen cross sections, most find it easier to put everything into one “Calibration
Constant” (Cw ). If the overlap is not included in the constant, then the “constant”
will be independent of altitude. Typically the molar masses of water and air are also
included in the calibration constant.

Cw = 0.781

ψN ON (z) MH σN (z)
ψH OH (z) Mair σH (z)

(1.27)

There are two lidar calibration methods used to find the calibration constant:
internal and external. The internal method involves characterizing the entire lidar
system, and/or using a white lamp. The external calibration is done by normalizing
the lidar mixing ratio with the mixing ratio calculated using measurements from
another instrument. In our case, this is done using the data from a Vaisala RS92
radiosonde. The next two sections will discuss both external and internal calibration
methods.
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1.8.2

External Calibration Methods

The external calibration method uses a reference instrument, preferably an in situ
instrument or at the very least a well calibrated one, and then normalizes the lidar
response to the reference instrument. However, this requires the researcher to characterize all of the range-dependent variables like the overlap, transmission, and the
ratio of the water-vapour and nitrogen signals. Once everything except the calibration constant has been determined, the lidar profile is normalized to the reference
instrument profile. Two criteria critical for calibration are the following.
1. Clear skies in order to minimize radiosonde bias from clouds and to get a complete lidar profile.
2. Nighttime calibration to minimize background noise in the lidar detector and
radiation bias in the radiosonde.
Radiosondes are the instrument of choice for calibration and have been used in that
capacity since 1972 (Cooney, 1972). While radiosondes make in situ measurements,
there are many uncertainties associated with radiosondes which have been discussed
previously in Section 1.5.2. The cumulative uncertainties in the radiosonde measurements can result in a calibration uncertainty of 15-20% if not corrected(Leblanc and
McDermid, 2008). A large portion of this uncertainty comes from the difference in
sampling rates between the two instruments. While lidars sample on an altitude grid,
radiosondes sample every two seconds, which does not result in a uniform altitude
grid. This means that the radiosonde must be interpolated onto the lidar grid. The
other issue with radiosonde calibration is that the lidar is a stationary instrument,
while the radiosonde moves, and can sometimes move up to 40 km away from its
launch site. Traditionally this movement has not been taken into account, and one
usually assumes that the lidar and the radiosonde measure the same water vapour
parcels. However, it is not clear that that is the case. This is addressed in Chapter 2
of this thesis.
Some work has also been done using microwave radiometers as calibration instruments (Han et al., 1994). The entire water vapour column of the lidar measurement
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is integrated and measured over time and then compared to a radiometer time series. Han et al. (1994) showed that the lidar data and the radiometer data can agree
within rms errors of 0.03 cm of precipitable water vapour. Like radiosondes, they
also have calibration errors associated with their measurements. Microwave radiometers measure the total water vapour column from their placement on the ground (or
satellite) to the highest altitude possible. Lidars, on the other hand, are usually blind
for the first kilometer (sometimes more) due to lack of overlap between the FOV and
the laser beam. RALMO has mitigated this issue by using a near-field fiber which
allows it to measure closer to the surface (Dinoev et al., 2013). The first kilometer
is where a large portion of the water vapour is located, so the lidar will always measure significantly less water vapour than a MWR. Lidars also look directly at zenith,
while microwave radiometers are usually angled. If the radiometer is angled then it
is not looking at the same water vapour column and will observe more water vapour
(because it is looking through more atmosphere) than the lidar, and corrections must
be made. Han et al. (1994) compared their rms of 0.03 cm to those from Hogg et al.
(1983), rms 0.17 cm, and Martner et al. (1993), rms 0.11 cm, and noted that this
was due to 4 things: 1) Both the radiometer and the lidar were pointed at zenith, 2)
clear sky conditions were crucial, 3) three channels were used to retrieve water vapour
channels instead of two, and 4) their retrieval algorithm for radiometer water vapour
used a non-diagonal covariance matrix that was determined experimentally, thereby
putting a tighter constraint on their results.
The fact remains that neither method is perfect and it is unclear which instrument
is better for lidar calibration. However, external calibration is less time-consuming
and less arduous than internal calibration techniques. However, internal calibration
techniques have significant advantages for long-term climatological studies, as will be
discussed in the next section.

1.8.3

Internal Calibration

Internal calibration techniques involve accounting for every piece of equipment in the
lidar setup and measuring their efficiencies and optical properties. First, this means
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estimating the transmittance of all of the optics, requiring the knowledge of how
much light is lost before the laser reaches the sky. This can be done experimentally
or by using the manufacturer’s specifications. Second, the product of the cross-section
ratio and the quantum efficiencies ratio can be found by taking the convolution of
the water vapour/nitrogen transmission curves with the ratio of the cross-sections.
Third, the overlap function needs to be measured or calculated. Fourth, the ratio of
the detector efficiencies has to be estimated. Lastly, the differential transmission of
the atmosphere has to be modeled, or accurately measured, or one has to ensure that
the differential transmission is equal to unity (Leblanc et al., 2013). Characterizing
each component is extremely time-consuming and also results in a significant amount
of uncertainty. Each of these steps can result in systematic uncertainties between
2 − 15%, which can lead to total calibration errors of 12 − 15%. These errors can be
mitigated by using a different technique that allows some of the steps to be done all
at once.
Instead of characterizing all of the components individually, it is possible to use
a calibration source which measures the relative change in the optics of the lidar.
This relative change in the system is reflected as a change in the intensity of the
background signal in both detectors. This method of internal calibration requires a
steady calibration source, typically a calibration lamp. It is also possible to use solar
light if a lamp is not available or is not feasible to install. The white light calibration
technique is discussed in the following section; however, the solar calibration is the
method we used in our study discussed in Chapter 4. The solar calibration method
was first introduced in Sherlock et al. (1999) and its implementation in the calibration
scheme discussed in Appendix 4.A.
The White Light Calibration Technique
The white light (or lamp) calibration technique was first introduced by Leblanc
and McDermid (2008). Instead of using daylight to calibrate the transmissions, a
laboratory-calibrated lamp is used to measure them. The lamp is also used to measure the detector efficiency ratio. The lamp is placed such that its light is incident
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on the primary mirror - either directly in front of the mirror or the light could be
directed via several mirrors as in (Simeonov et al., 2014). All other light sources are
removed (laser, outside, etc.) and the system is turned on with only the lamp running. The detectors can measure the light emitted by the lamp and the ratio of the
transmittance between the two detectors can be measured. This ratio remains fairly
constant during day-to-day operations, even though the individual channel properties
may change over time (Leblanc and McDermid, 2008). When the lamps are used in
conjunction with radiosondes or other absolute reference instruments, the uncertainties in the calibration constant can be significantly reduced (Leblanc and McDermid,
2008).
Whiteman et al. (2011b) wrote a response paper outlining specific scenarios where
using one lamp would fail. The first scenario is in the unlikely case where debris
could fall onto the primary mirror, thereby reducing the initial signal and making
it look like a detector issue. Whiteman et al. (2011a) suggests that multiple lamps
be used in different positions along the laser beam’s path in order to catch any
spurious measurements. The detector ratios would be recorded separately and then
monitored. The lamp calibration method is also incapable of detecting wavelength
shifts in bandpass filters - this would have to be done separately by tilting the filters
and looking for the point of maximum signal. The complete procedure is discussed
in Whiteman et al. (2011b).
The Scanning White Light Calibration Technique
Venable et al. (2011) expanded upon Leblanc and McDermid (2008)’s white light
calibration technique while taking the concerns of Whiteman et al. (2011a) into consideration. Instead of having a stationary lamp, they used a scanning lamp that
moved around the surface of the telescope aperture with measurements taken at each
scanning position (Venable et al., 2011). They break their temperature-dependent
calibration constant into three terms, the convolution of the differential cross-section
with the bandpass filter curve, a proportionality component (qx ) that converts the
detected optical signal into the measured electrical signal, and the temperature inde43

pendent system efficiencies (κ(λ), Venable et al. (2011)):

qN κ(λN ) < σN |N >
qH κ(λH ) < σH |H >
dσx (π)
< σx |x > = Fx (T )
(λx ).
dΩ
CR0 (T ) = 0.486

(1.28)
(1.29)

The differential cross-section terms for both the nitrogen (N) and water vapour
(H) channels were calculated using data from Avila et al. (2004). The bandpass filter
functions (x ) were modeled using the curves provided by the manufacturer. The temperature independent efficiencies and the proportionality component are determined
by the ratio of the signal in the two detectors during the scanning procedure such
that:
in
κ(λN )
qH SHN
=
out
κ(λH )
qN SHN
out,in
n
1 X SH,i
out,in
SHN
=
out,in ,
n i=1 SN,i

(1.30)
(1.31)

in
is the ratio of the power received by the each detector, and n is the number
where SHN

positions scanned along the aperture. The calibration constant then becomes:
CR0 (T ) = 0.486

in
SHN
< σN |N >
.
out
SHN < σH |H >

(1.32)

Once the entire aperture surface is mapped and any obscurations are masked
out, the calibration constant can be calculated. When compared against the external
calibration method using radiosondes, they found that both methods agreed with each
other within their respective uncertainties (Venable et al., 2011). The uncertainty in
the scanning method was higher than the external method. However, this is due
to the fact that the scanning results are highly dependent on the degree to which
the filter transmission, the lamp intensity function, and the molecular cross-sections
are understood. The fact remains that the advantages of the scanning technique
outweigh the difficulties. The scanning technique eliminates the need for expensive
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radiosonde launches, or at least limits their necessity to once a year. It also allows
daily monitoring of the system’s optics. It is a more robust technique than the
original method due to the fact that it scans the entire aperture and any artifacts can
be masked appropriately (Venable et al., 2011). Lastly, it is particularly useful when
conducting climate water vapour studies because the system is fully characterized
and any changes are consistently documented and corrected which is essential for any
long-term analysis.

1.9

The Optimal Estimation Method

Another way of calculating water vapour profiles is the Optimal Estimation Method
(OEM). OEM has been widely used in atmospheric studies, but mostly for passive
satellite measurements. It was not until recently that the OEM began being applied
to lidar measurements. The OEM theory in relation to atmospheric measurements
was first discussed in Rodgers (1976). However, the first mention of applying OEM
to lidar retrievals was in Stephens et al. (2001) where they apply the OEM to data
from a lidar flown on the back of the Discovery shuttle in 1994 and successfully
retrieved aerosol extinction profiles from 0-6 km. Later, Povey (2013) gave one of the
first detailed descriptions of a lidar OEM algorithm with respect to aerosol retrievals.
Finally in 2015 and 2016, Sica and Haefele published two papers showing temperature
and water vapour OEM retrievals using Rayleigh and Raman lidars (Sica and Haefele,
2015, 2016).

1.9.1

A Brief Summary of OEM Theory

The OEM is an inversion method that employs Bayesian statistics to constrain the
solution space. In order to apply the OEM, you first need a forward model. The
forward model (F) is a model that describes the physics of your system and your
measurements (Rodgers, 2000). The measurements are related to the forward model
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via the equation:
y = F(x, b) + .

(1.33)

Where y is the measurement vector, x is the state vector, b is the model parameter
vector, and  is the measurement error. Note that Rodgers (2000) refers to the b
vector as the forward function parameters vector, but I will refer to it as the model
parameter vector in this thesis (following Sica and Haefele (2016)). This thesis will
follow the mathematical convention laid out in Rodgers (2000) where vectors are
bold and lowercase, and matrices are bold and upper-case. Constants will remain unbolded. The state vector is a vector containing all of the quantities that one wants to
retrieve from the OEM (i.e. the solution). The model parameter vector contains all
of the other parameters that one needs in the forward model in order to successfully
model a lidar system. However, the parameters in the b vector are not retrieved
parameters and they and their uncertainties must be known beforehand (Rodgers,
2000). This can sometimes be a challenge in and of itself because it means that the
researcher must fully model their lidar system, or at least have reasonable estimates
of these parameters.
The OEM uses Bayes’ theorem to constrain the solution space for the retrieval.
It does this by adding in the use of an a priori state (xa ), or an initial guess of the
retrieval. A probability of any given state of the system is assigned, assuming the
errors of the system are Gaussian. The best solution for the system is then found by
minimizing the cost of the solution, where the cost is:



1
1
−1
T
Cost = (y − F(x, b)) S (y − F(x, b)) + (x − xa )T Sa −1 (x − xa ). (1.34)
2
2
The cost function is comprised of two terms - a weighted least-squares regression with
a regularization term, where xa is the a priori value for the retrieval vector x and
Sa is the corresponding covariance matrix. The a priori covariance matrix and the
measurement covariance matrix define the solution space of the retrieval. Minimizing
the cost function produces the retrieval solution (x̂), where the solution is then the
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maximum a posteriori solution based on the PDFs and is given by:
x̂ = xa + (KT S −1 K + Sa −1 )−1 KT S −1 (y − F(xa )) = xa + G(y − F(xa )), (1.35)
where K refers to the Jacobian matrix, G is the gain matrix, and S is the covariance
matrix of the measurement errors.
The OEM is characterized by four types of matrices: the covariance matrices
(a priori and a posteriori), the Jacobian (Eq. 1.36), the Gain (Eq. 1.37), and the
Averaging Kernel (Eq. 1.38, Rodgers (2000)).
∂F
∂x
∂ x̂
Gy =
= (KT S −1 K + Sa −1 )−1 KT S −1
∂y
∂ x̂
A =
= Gy Kx
∂x
Kx =

(1.36)
(1.37)
(1.38)

The covariance are diagonal matrices where the variances of the measurements,
or the variances of the a priori profiles/parameters lie along the diagonal. The covariances for retrieved profiles are assumed to have some correlation with altitude.
The correlation is modeled using a tent function with correlation lengths of 3 km.
The correlation lengths could also be measured, and different functions may be more
appropriate, depending on the retrieved quantities. For water vapour mixing ratio retrievals, Sica and Haefele (2016) found that the tent function and correlation lengths
of 3 km worked well.
The Jacobian is the derivative of the forward model with respect to the retrieval
parameter and shows the dependency of the forward model on changes of the retrieval
parameter. The gain is the sensitivity of the solution to the measurement.
The primary diagnostic tool for an OEM retrieval are the averaging kernels. Averaging kernels are the sensitivity of the retrieved parameter to the true state (Rodgers,
2000). They can also be used to show how much the a priori influences the retrieval.
The sum of the rows of the averaging kernel is called the “measurement response” function. A measurement response of 1 means that no a priori information is present,
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and a value of 0 means that all information comes from the a priori. The measurement response can be used to determine an acceptable “cut-off” height for a retrieval.
Jalali et al. (2018) found that a measurement response value of 0.9 (10% a priori
information) was an appropriate cut-off height for the temperature retrievals based
on the fact that above that height the retrieval exhibited large differences compared
to temperature measurements from sodium lidars. Jalali et al. (2019) found that a
measurement response of 0.9 nearly always corresponded to a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of 2 for the water vapour measurements. A SNR of 2 is generally accepted
as the cut-off for the traditional ratio technique for water vapour, therefore, the 0.9
measurement response cut-off height was used in Chapter 4. The solution of the
retrieval can also be written in terms of the averaging kernel matrix:
x̂ = xa + A(x − xa ) + G.

(1.39)

Equation 1.39 shows that if the A is the identity matrix the retrieval is sensitive only
to the measurements, with no contribution from the a priori. Wherever the row-sums
of A (at each level or altitude) is less than unity, the a priori is contributing to the
retrieval and the extent of its contribution can be estimated using the measurement
response.
It is important to note the choice of the measurement response cut-off height is
just that - a choice. In this thesis, I have used a climatological prior for water vapour
which is scaled using radiosonde measurements. The choice of a climatological prior
was made simply because of the nature of this project. It was important to make
sure that the prior was consistent for each retrieval and that it could not induce its
own trends into the trend analysis or into the climatology. However, the climatological prior has large uncertainties, which makes its information undesirable at higher
altitudes. Weather models can provide a priori which change daily (or hourly) and
are often used as priors for retrievals. They are sometimes preferred because they are
well-characterized and their uncertainties are well known in which case it may be appropriate to accept more than 10% and even up to 50% or more a priori information
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in the retrieval. However, greater care must be used when using priors which change
when conducting a climatology analysis (Von Clarmann et al., 2010).
The trace of the averaging kernel is the degrees of freedom (dgf ) of the retrieval,
or how many individual pieces of information can be successfully retrieved (Eq. 1.40).
Ideally, the contribution of the a priori is zero at all levels, and dgf equals the number
of levels of the retrieved water vapour or temperature profiles.
dgf = Tr(A).

(1.40)

The averaging kernel also defines the vertical resolution of the retrieval; the fullwidth-half-max (FWHM) of the averaging kernel at each altitude is the vertical resolution of that point. This means that the vertical resolution is not constant with
altitude, but is representative of the confidence in the retrieval at any given altitude.
An example averaging kernel with vertical resolutions will be shown in the following
section.
The final retrieved parameters are found by minimizing the cost function (Eq. 1.34).
This minimization can be done by various methods, depending on the linearity of the
retrieval. The linearity of a problem is determined by the accuracy of the measurements such that the difference between the forward models evaluated at 1 standard
deviation away from the true state and the forward model Jacobians is close to zero
or within the uncertainties of the measurements (Rodgers, 2000). Rodgers (2000)
writes this mathematically as:
δy = [F(x̂) − F(x) − K(x̂ − x)],

(1.41)

where x is one standard deviation away from the true state x̂, and the linearity is
evaluated by comparing δy to the measurement uncertainties. In the case of the water
vapour retrieval, the uncertainties of our measurements and a priori values are large,
and we consider the problem to be only slightly nonlinear.
When the retrieval is nonlinear, it is not typically possible to solve the regression
in one step, and iterations must be performed such that the derivative of the cost func49

tion moves towards zero. The water vapour retrieval uses the Levenberg-Marquardt
method to iterate to the final answer. The Levenberg-Marquardt method uses a step
parameter (γi ) to perturb the solution for each step i. The iterative solution then
becomes (Rodgers, 2000):

xi+1 = xi + (KKT + γi I)−1 KT [y − F(xi )]

(1.42)

The a priori parameter vector is often used as the first step (i = 1) in the solution,
although this choice is not required. In this thesis, the a priori parameters make up
the first state vector for solving the solution. Then, the forward model is evaluated to
calculate the Jacobians and the cost function at each step. There are several strategies
for changing γi , but a simple procedure is presented in Press et al. (1995). If the cost
function increases due to the choice of γi , then xi is not updated and γi is increased
in the next iteration. If the cost decreases after the step, then xi is updated and γi is
decreased. The factor for decreasing or increasing γi is a matter of experimentation
and may be different depending on the application. Figure 1.11 is a basic diagram of
the iterative OEM process for a nonlinear case using the water vapour retrieval as an
example.
One of the advantages of the OEM over the traditional method is that it will not
only find the retrieval parameters and their uncertainties, but it can also provide a
detailed error budget for all model parameters. Another advantage is that the OEM
does not have to require corrected signal - only raw signal. However, this is dependent
on the design of the forward model. Third, the OEM also allows the researcher to
use data from multiple channels in order to retrieve the solution. Finally, the OEM is
computationally quick, whereas the traditional method can take up to several minutes
to complete. This makes the OEM very well suited for climatology analysis because it
can process large data sets quickly and with high accuracy (Sica and Haefele, 2015).

1.9.2

The OEM for Water Vapour

Sica and Haefele (2016) introduced the first OEM for lidar water vapour retrievals.
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Figure 1.11: A flow chart of the OEM process as applied to retrieving water vapour from Raman lidar measurements. First,
known parameters, a priori values and profiles, along with their covariances are used to initiate the solution are input into the
forward model. The forward model is then evaluated and the cost is calculated. Note that only one equation in the forward
model is shown in this example. The Levenberg-Marquardt method minimizes the cost via a series of steps (typically 10) and
updates γi and xi according to the change in the cost function. When the cost function is roughly unity and minimized, the
final output retrieval parameters are produced, along with their uncertainty budgets and the averaging kernels.

When using the OEM for a water vapour retrieval, you have to consider both nitrogen
and water vapour signals, and it is more accurate to avoid taking the ratio of the
two signals. The forward model is then two lidar equations describing both signals
(Equations 1.43, 1.44,Sica and Haefele (2016)):

O(z)Γ(z, λ0 )ΓH (z, λH )nair (z) q0 (z)
e
+ BH
z2
O(z)Γ(z, λ0 )ΓN (z, λN )nN (z)
+ BN ,
NN (z, λN ) = CN
z2

NH (z, λH ) = CH

(1.43)
(1.44)

where O(z) is the overlap function and Γ(z, λ0 ) is the transmission at the laser
emitted, ΓH (z, λH ) is the transmission at the water vapour Raman, and ΓN (z, λN )
is the transmission at the nitrogen Raman(N) wavelengths. The logarithm of the
mixing ratio (q 0 = ln(q)) is the retrieval parameter and enters the equation as a
result of converting water vapour number density to the number density of the air
via Eq. 1.25. CX is the calibration constant of the channel and BX is the background
noise for each channel which includes detector noise, sky background, or detector
offsets. The full forward model is discussed in Sica and Haefele (2016).
Changes regarding which parameters are retrieved or are no longer retrieved have
been made to the original code from Sica and Haefele (2016) and were a part of this
thesis. The changes have been documented in Appendix 4.B. The current retrieval
parameters are the system background noise, the water vapour profile, the aerosol
extinction profile, the overlap profile, and the lidar constant for nitrogen. The current
model parameters are: the Rayleigh extinction cross section, the dry air density, the
lidar calibration factor, and the angstrom exponent. The a priori used was the
U.S. Standard Atmosphere from 1976. The model was scaled to have the same total
amount of water vapour as a coincident radiosonde from 500 - 1000 meters(Sica and
Haefele, 2016). A table of the changed retrieval and model parameters is at the end
of Appendix 4.B.
The solution is constrained by the covariance matrices of the a priori and the
measurements. The measurement covariance matrix for water vapour is comprised
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of the variances of the raw photon count profiles. When using photon counts, the
covariance matrix is simply the counts themselves due to the fact that photon counting
√
follows Poisson counting statistics where the standard deviation is N (Sica and
Haefele, 2016). The measurement covariance matrix is then a diagonal matrix with
the photon counts along the primary diagonal. The analog measurement variance is
calculated using a regression line over 3 bins and using the variance of the residuals
from subtracting the line over 7 bins.
The a priori variance is assumed to be 50% due to water vapour’s large variability,
which will be shown to be accurate based on the results in Chapter 4. The standard
deviation of the extinction cross-section was assumed to be 3%. The dry air density
is taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) model and
assumed to have an uncertainty of 1%. The uncertainty of the Ångstrom exponent is
calculated to be 0.5. The lidar calibration factor η is calculated using the radiosonde
and a fitting function and has an uncertainty of 5% (Hicks-Jalali et al., 2019). The
water vapour calibration factor is proportional to the nitrogen calibration factor via
Eq. 1.45:
CN = C w CH .

(1.45)

Cw is the calibration constant calculated from either an external calibration or an
internal calibration. The standard deviations of the water vapour and nitrogen calibration constants were 50% and 10%, respectively.
An example retrieval of the water vapour OEM for the night of June 25 2015 is
shown in Figures 1.12 and 1.13 and is one of the individual nights used for the trend
analysis in Chapter 4. I will use the water vapour results from this night to illustrate
the jacobians, averaging kernels, and the vertical resolution profile for a typical water
vapour retrieval. A more extensive look at the changes and all profiles retrieved can
be found in Appendix 4.B which includes example profiles of extinction and overlap
as well. As stated previously, the averaging kernel is used as a diagnostic tool for an
OEM retrieval - as are the jacobian functions. The water vapour jacobians for June
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25 2015 are shown in the left two panels in Fig. 1.12. The top left panel shows the
jacobians for the analog water vapour channel measurements. The bottom left panel
shows the water vapour jacobians for the digital water vapour channel measurements.
The water vapour jacobians peak between the surface and 5 km. The strength of the
peaks is a function of how sensitive the retrieval is to a change in the water vapour. In
this case, they show that the forward model is most sensitive to water vapour below
5 km, where the majority of water vapour resides.

Figure 1.12: Example jacobians, averaging kernels, and vertical resolution for the
night of June 25 2015. Top Left) Jacobians for the log of water vapour for the
analog water vapour channel measurements. Bottom Left) Jacobians for the log of
water vapour for the digital water vapour measurements. Middle) The averaging
kernel matrix for water vapour, measurement response (red), and the cutoff height
(dashed black). Right) The vertical resolution for the water vapour retrieval (blue),
90 m retrieval grid resolution (vertical gray dashed), and the cutoff height (horizontal
black dashed).
The averaging kernels for June 25 2015 are shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1.12.
The averaging kernels peak at 1 below 7 km and then begin to decrease with altitude.
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The red line is the measurement response and does not fall below 0.9 until just under
12 km. Above 12 km the averaging kernels fall off steeply due to the rapid decrease
in water vapour concentration at those altitudes. The cutoff altitude is shown by the
black dashed line just under 12 km.
The vertical resolution of the retrieval is calculated by taking the full width at
half maximum of each averaging kernel. The vertical resolution should be equal to
the retrieval grid (90 m here) while the averaging kernel is equal to 1. When the
averaging kernel begins to decrease, the information will spread across multiple levels
of the averaging kernel and then the vertical resolution will begin to decrease. This
can be seen in the last panel of Figure 1.12. The vertical dashed line is at 90 m, or the
retrieval grid resolution. The vertical resolution becomes greater than 90 m just after
the averaging kernel begins to decrease. The maximum vertical resolution is 180 m
at 12 km.
The final retrieval and its uncertainties is shown in Figure 1.13. The left panel
is the water vapour retrieval (black) with the traditional water vapour measurement
in blue. The retrieval is for a full night of measurements (sunset to sunrise) and
represents a “nightly” retrieval. The radiosonde is shown in green and was launched
at midnight UTC for this night. The maximum valid altitude is shown by the grey
horizontal dashed line at 12 km. The a priori profile is the black dot-dashed profile.
The fact that the water vapour retrieval matches the radiosonde at midnight so well
indicates that the water vapour concentration exhibited very little change over the
course of the night.
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Figure 1.13: Left) An example nightly water vapour retrieval from June 25 2015. The
retrieved water vapour mixing ratio (black) compared to the mixing ratio calculated
via the traditional method (blue) and the radiosonde (green). The a priori is shown
as the dashed black curve. The horizontal dashed line is the 0.9 measurement response cutoff height. Right) The full uncertainty budget including all systematic and
statistical uncertainties. The total uncertainty is the black line and is the sum of all
the uncertainties added in quadrature.
The total uncertainty budget for the retrieval is shown in the right panel. The
black line is the total uncertainty, or the statistical and systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature. The statistical uncertainty is the light blue solid line. The largest
systematic uncertainty is the uncertainty due to the calibration constant (blue dashed)
at 5%. The statistical does not begin to dominate the uncertainty budget until 8 km.
Note that the increase in statistical uncertainty is correlated with the decrease in
the averaging kernel. The point where the measurement begins to degrade is when
the OEM will rely more on the a priori information. The second largest uncertainty
is the uncertainty due to the Ångstrom exponent. At low altitudes, the value of
the Ångstrom exponent of 1.5 appears to be sufficient, but is not as good at higher
altitude - hence the larger uncertainty. The uncertainties for the aerosol extinction
and the overlap appear and end (respectively) at the same altitude. This is due to the
fact that the new OEM retrieval includes a hand-off altitude between where the two
are retrieved. Both have similarly negligible uncertainty contributions to the water
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vapour retrieval, as do the uncertainty due to the rayleigh cross-section and the air
density.
The Sica and Haefele water vapour lidar OEM algorithm has significant improvements over the traditional method. The first advantage is that one can use both
analog and digital signals to retrieve the final profile without having to worry about
signal merging techniques. Secondly, the OEM provides a complete uncertainty budget detailing the uncertainty contribution of each parameter to the total uncertainty
of the result. This is extremely useful when comparing multiple lidar measurement
sets for stability and consistency. Thirdly, it uses raw and uncorrected data which
removes any uncertainties propagated through the traditional data correction process. This algorithm is extremely adaptable for all systems so long as the researcher
is able to describe their components with relatively good first guesses. OEM also
allows poorly described components such as background and dead time to be better constrained. Finally, so long as each instrument is contained inside the forward
model, the OEM has the ability to combine coincident measurements from different
instruments in order to retrieve one profile. Retrievals with multiple instruments were
not attempted in Sica and Haefele (2016) and were left for further exploration.

1.9.3

Retrieving Rayleigh lidar temperatures with OEM

Chapter 3 includes some discussion on the lidar OEM Rayleigh temperature retrieval,
therefore, I will briefly summarize the forward model here. However, the Rayleigh
temperature calculations were not part of this thesis. A more detailed description
of the lidar OEM temperature retrieval can be found in Sica and Haefele (2015) and
Jalali et al. (2018).
The lidar temperature retrieval in this thesis uses Rayleigh scattering instead of
Raman scattering. Rayleigh temperature retrievals are well-suited for measurements
from the lower stratosphere to the upper mesosphere where there are few aerosols or
clouds. In the troposphere and lower stratosphere it is necesary to measure temperature using rotational Raman scattering (Behrendt, 2005). The Rayleigh lidar equation
is slightly different from the vibrational Raman lidar equation since for elastic scat57

tering the upward and downward transmission terms are the same. The Rayleigh
scattering lidar equation is then as follows:

N (z, λ0 ) = C

O(z)
σray (z)nair (z)e−2τO3 Γ(z, λ0 )2 + B(z).
z2

(1.46)

Note that because there is no shift in returning wavelength, the Γ term is now
squared. There is also an additional extinction due to ozone that must be considered
when taking measurements in the stratosphere and mesosphere, where τO3 is the
ozone optical depth. The calibration constant, C, is calculated by normalizing the
relative density profile calculated by the lidar to a model such as the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere. The overlap term can be eliminated if the observations take place where
the overlap function is unity. The measurements in Chapter 3 are between 25 km and
120 km and are well above the point of full overlap (O(z) = 1). The number density
of air can be re-written in terms of pressure (p(z)) and temperature (T (z)) via the
Ideal Gas Law such that the lidar equation in the forward model becomes:

N (z, λ0 ) =

Cσray (z)e−2τO3 Γ(z, λ0 ) p(z)
+ B(z)
z2
kT (z)

(1.47)

The transmission terms are also dependent on the number density of air, and
thus temperature as well. However, the variation of the number density is so small,
that the transmissions are calculated using model temperature and pressures. The
uncertainty due to this assumption is on the order to 0.01 K and therefore does not
significantly affect the retrieval. The Rayleigh backscatter cross-section is constant
up to 80 km, but changes as the mean molecular mass of air changes above this height.
The rayleigh scatter cross-section value is calculated using the cross-section equations
for N2 , O2 , and O from Argall and Sica (2007).
As it is currently written, the forward model would require a pressure profile in
order to be solved for temperature. It is the same as the Lidar Equation model in
Sica and Haefele (2015). Sica and Haefele (2015) used a pressure profile in their Lidar
Equation model, however, it was found that the resulting temperature profile was
highly dependent on the model used and created large temperature uncertainties at
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higher altitudes. Therefore, it was advantageous to use the assumption of Hydrostatic
Equilibrium (HSEQ) between atmospheric layers to relate pressure to temperature,
as:
1
phseq (z) = p0 exp
R

Z
z

ztop

M (z 0 )g(z 0 )
dz,
T (z 0 )

(1.48)

where phseq (z) is the hydrostatic equilibrium pressure, p0 is an initial pressure set
typically around 120 km, R is the ideal gas constant, M (z 0 ) is the total mean molecular
mass as a function of altitude, and g(z 0 ) is a model profile for gravity as a function
of altitude. Note this equation corrects a sign error in Sica and Haefele (2015). The
HSEQ pressure profile is calculated by using an initial pressure value at the highest
altitude of the profile, usually taken from a model, and then integrated downward
assuming that temperature does not change between individual layers Hauchecorne
and Chanin method Hauchecorne and Chanin (1980). The lidar equation in the
forward model becomes:

N (z, λ0 ) =

Cσray (z)e−2τO3 Γ(z, λ0 ) phseq (z)
+ B.
z2
kT (z)

(1.49)

Similarly to the water vapour retrieval, the temperature retrieval is nonlinear and
therefore requires iterating to solve for the solution. The temperature retrieval also
uses the Levenberg-Marquardt method to solve for the final retrieved parameters.
The final retrieved parameters of the temperature OEM are the temperature profile, the lidar calibration constant, the background signal, detector dead times, and
aerosol extinction coefficient (Sica and Haefele, 2015; Jalali et al., 2018). Example
retrievals are shown in Chapter 3 of this thesis, or can be found in Sica and Haefele
(2015) and Jalali et al. (2018).

1.10

Research Goals and Conclusion

Water vapour is the dominant greenhouse gas in our atmosphere yet there are still
many questions about it that remain unanswered. We know that it plays a significant
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role in defining the radiation budget, but its net effect is unknown. There are few longterm water vapour data sets with high enough accuracy and precision to provide the
information necessary to discern cyclical and persistent behaviour in the troposphere.
RALMO is the one of few lidars with 10 years of continuous water vapour measurements with at least 50% uptime. This makes it uniquely capable of detecting
long-term variations as well as diurnal, seasonal, and annual cycles. The lidar has
almost 50% uptime, with very few maintenance breaks or changes in equipment.
RALMO is also supported with twice-daily radiosonde and frostpoint hygrometer
soundings for measurement validation and redundancy.
Using the OEM to retrieve water vapour profiles will significantly increase the
confidence in any trends or climatologies produced from RALMO. Using the OEM to
process all data ensures consistency and a robust uncertainty analysis. The complete
error budget provided by the OEM will be propagated through any trend or climatology analysis, creating a comprehensive uncertainty budget for the climatology and
trends for the first time. Such a robust analysis will be invaluable for climate models.
The OEM provides climate modelers with a detailed view of the error contributions
from each parameter, which until now, has not been published for Raman lidar water
vapour measurements.
Chapter 2 will discuss the first steps towards a water vapour climatology and trend
analysis: calibration of RALMO using radiosondes. In this Chapter I describe the new
method to externally calibrate RALMO using trajectories from GRUAN radiosonde
measurements of wind speed and direction. Using GRUAN radiosondes also allows
the uncertainties of each calibration constant to be calculated individually, which is
a new contribution to the Raman water vapour lidar community and will hopefully
encourage others to make use of the now extensive GRUAN product.
Chapter 3 builds upon the work done in Sica and Haefele (2015, 2016) and Von
Clarmann et al. (2010) and describes an information-based method to remove the
a priori from the retrieval profile. A priori information inside the retrieval is not
a bad thing, depending on the nature of the research. However, there are some
applications, such as trend analyses in which a priori influence may not be desirable.
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Chapter 3 presents a robust and fast way to remove a priori information while still
using regression analysis and also includes a complete uncertainty budget.
Chapter 4 is the last project in this thesis and using the calibration method developed in Chapter 2 to calculate the lidar water vapour climatology using RALMO
measurements from 2009 - 2019. The chapter also present trend analyses for integrated water vapour measurements from the lidar and radiosonde, as well as trends
from the lidar at 10 pressure levels through the troposphere. This is the first study
which has published height-resolved lidar water vapour trends in the troposphere.
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Chapter 2
Calibration of a Water Vapour
Raman Lidar using GRUAN-certified
Radiosondes and a New Trajectory
Method 1
2.1

Introduction

Water vapour is one of the main contributors to the greenhouse effect due to its
ability to absorb infrared radiation efficiently. Water vapour has high temporal and
spatial variability, making it difficult to characterize its influence on the atmosphere
(Ross and Elliott, 1996; Trenberth et al., 2005; Kämpfer, 2013). When conducting
climatological studies, ground-based lidars have an advantage over satellite-borne
instruments in that they have the ability to provide frequent measurements from the
same location. Lidar measurements are particularly useful for creating statistically
significant water vapour trends throughout the troposphere, as they are able to make
long term and frequent measurements (Whiteman et al., 2011b). Minimizing the
1
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A., and Martucci, G.: Calibration of a water vapour Raman lidar using GRUAN-certified radiosondes
and a new trajectory method, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 3699-3716, doi.org/10.5194/amt-12-36992019, 2019.
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uncertainty in the measurements is critical in order to establish a valid trend. A large
component of a lidar measurement’s uncertainty budget is its calibration constant.
Water vapour lidars measure relative profiles, and therefore require a calibration
to convert the measurements into physical units (here mixing ratio). Refining the
calibration process is critical to detect the small changes anticipated in the trend
analysis. Several Raman lidar calibration techniques have been developed over the
years, including internal, external, and a hybrid of internal and external methods.
Internal calibration techniques require no external reference instrument. They
attempt to account for the entire optical path in the lidar system to find the water
vapour calibration constant. In essence, all optical transmittance, quantum efficiencies of the detectors, Raman cross-sections, the geometric overlap, and their associated
uncertainties must be quantified and accounted for. Some of these can be derived simultaneously using the white light calibration discussed in Leblanc and McDermid
(2008). The white light technique is advantageous in that it can accurately track
changes in the calibration constant. However, the calibration is incapable of detecting shifts in spectral separation units, and is not able to accurately detect the cause of
calibration changes unless multiple lamps in different locations are used (Whiteman
et al., 2011a). Venable et al. (2011) improved the technique by using a scanning
lamp instead of a stationary lamp. The limiting factor in the white lamp calibration
technique is the degree to which we know the molecular cross-sections, which have
uncertainties on the order of 5% (Avila et al., 2004; Venable et al., 2011). While
internal calibration offers many advantages, it is impractical for many systems, such
as lidars that use multiple mirrors (Dinoev et al., 2013; Godin-Beekmann et al., 2003)
or large-aperture mirrors such as the rotating liquid mercury mirror of The University
of Western Ontario’s Purple Crow Lidar (Sica et al., 1995).
The standard external method involves comparing the lidar and a reference instrument; typically the reference instrument is a radiosonde (Melfi, 1972; Whiteman
et al., 1992; Ferrare et al., 1995) but microwave radiometers or GNSS satellites may
also be used (Han et al., 1994; Hogg et al., 1983; Foth et al., 2015; David et al.,
2017). External calibrations are often preferable because there is no need to char71

acterize every system component and the uncertainties in the Raman cross sections
do not contribute. However, the accuracy of the external calibration is dependent
on the accuracy of the reference instrument. Radiosondes are widely used calibration instruments, as they have high spatial resolution, are routinely available, and
widely available. Uncertainties for the Vaisala RS92 relative humidity measurements
vary between 5 to 15% depending on the time of day (Miloshevich et al., 2009; Dirksen et al., 2014). To minimize the calibration uncertainties induced by biases in
the radiosonde reference, the GCOS (Global Climate Observing System) Reference
Upper-Air Network (GRUAN) has established a robust correction algorithm for the
Vaisala RS92 radiosondes, as RS92 radiosondes are the most frequently used calibration radiosondes (Dirksen et al., 2014). GRUAN RS92 relative humidity profiles have
been shown to be 5% more moist than uncorrected RS92 relative humidity profiles,
while reducing the relative humidity uncertainties by up to 2% (Dirksen et al., 2014).
Hybrid internal-external methods, which also attempt to minimize variations in
the sampled air mass due to the balloon’s horizontal motion, have also been implemented by Leblanc and McDermid (2008) and Whiteman et al. (2011a). In these
hybrid techniques, the white light calibration lamp is used to monitor the efficiency
of the lidar optical paths, but is supplemented with radiosondes for the absolute
calibration value. The hybrid technique will monitor relative changes in the calibration constant, but must be supplemented periodically with an external calibration
(Leblanc and McDermid, 2008).
For any external calibration where the lidar and the calibration instrument do
not share a common field-of-view, variations in water vapour cause an additional uncertainty in the calibration that is often not quantified in the uncertainty budget.
A portion of the calibration uncertainty when using radiosondes can occur from the
radiosonde’s lack of co-location with the lidar, hereafter the “representation” uncertainty. This paper attempts to resolve the co-location problem and minimize the
representation uncertainty by using a tracking technique that expands upon those
discussed in Whiteman et al. (2006), Leblanc et al. (2012), and Adam et al. (2010).
The co-location problem can be particularly acute for calibration via a radiosonde, as
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the radiosonde takes approximately 30 min to reach the tropopause at mid-latitudes,
during which time the radiosondes in this study traveled a minimum of 4 km from
the lidar’s field-of-view (assumed here to be the zenith, which is typically how water
vapour lidars are operated). The distance traveled by the radiosonde has little effect
on a calibration measurement if the air mass being sampled is horizontally homogeneous. However, this is not necessarily the case, and when we calibrate while on the
edge of an airmass, or the air mass simply is not horizontally uniform, then the water
vapour field may change dramatically over the distances the radiosonde travels. Lidar
stations which have the resources to use daily radiosondes may not see this as much
of a hindrance; however, if the station relies on infrequent calibration campaigns then
the campaign calibration results are dependent on the air masses which are sampled.
As in any atmospheric calibration method, it is important that the instruments
involved measure the same air mass. To improve the coincidence for periods where
calibration is required but the atmospheric water vapour content is changing, we have
developed an improved lidar-radiosonde calibration technique that utilizes the position of the radiosonde and the wind speed and direction measured by the radiosonde.
The wind speed and direction measurements allow us to track the air parcels as measured by the radiosonde with respect to the position relative to the lidar. If the air
is within a 3 km radius around the lidar, we use the corresponding times and lidar
scans for calibration. A lidar “scan” refers to a 1 minute (1800 shots) raw measurement profile. We have implemented the technique using 76 nighttime GRUAN RS92
radiosonde flights from 2011 to 2016. The GRUAN sondes represent the best characterized sonde measurements available in terms of calibration and uncertainty budget
Dirksen et al. (2014). Daytime calibrations were not tested due to the significantly
reduced signal-to-noise (SNR) in daylight measurements and the inability to reach
above 5 km effectively with the lidar. We will illustrate the method using measurements from the MeteoSwiss RAman Lidar for Meteorological Observing (RALMO) in
Payerne, Switzerland (Dinoev et al., 2013; Brocard et al., 2013) on July 22nd, 2017
corresponding to the 00:00 UTC GRUAN RS92 radiosonde launch.
Section 2.2 will outline the measurements used in the study. Sections 2.3 and
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2.4 discusses the methodologies of the traditional and trajectory methods. Sections
2.5 and 2.6 will compare the new trajectory method with the traditional calibration
technique and their respective uncertainties. Sections 2.7 and 2.8 will summarize the
results and discuss their implications and the next steps forward.

2.2
2.2.1

Calibration Measurements
Radiosonde Measurements

The MeteoSwiss Payerne research station launches Vaisala GRUAN RS92 radiosondes
within 100 m of RALMO bi-weekly (every other week). A subset of these radiosondes
are processed by GRUAN because not every RS92 flight before 2019 was GRUANcompliant. GRUAN requires that radiosondes undergo several pre-flight checks and
calibrations, which are detailed in Dirksen et al. (2014). These calibrations are needed
to correct radiation and systematic relative humidity biases in the radiosonde temperature, pressure, and relative humidity profiles. This study uses the official GRUAN
RS92 radiosonde product to minimize and accurately calculate the calibration uncertainty and the contribution from the radiosonde. All radiosonde measurements
from 2011 to 2016 taken by the RS92 Vaisala sondes were processed by the GRUAN
correction software (Dirksen et al., 2014). Radiosondes prior to October 2011 were
RS92 radiosondes, but were not processed by GRUAN because they were not compatible with the GRUAN requirements listed in Dirksen et al. (2014). All radiosonde
measurements were interpolated onto the lidar altitude resolution grid (3.75 m).
The radiosonde water vapour mixing ratios are calculated using the GRUANcorrected relative humidity profiles and the Hyland and Wexler 1983 formulae for the
saturation vapour pressure (Hyland and Wexler, 1983). By convention, the relative
humidity measurements are assumed to be over water for all altitudes. A total of 76
GRUAN RS92 nighttime flights were initially used to conduct this analysis, however,
due to clouds and lack of coincident lidar measurements, only 24 flights were used for
calibration.
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2.2.2

Lidar Measurements

Lidar measurements in this study were made using RALMO. RALMO was built at
the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) for operational meteorology,
model validation, and climatological studies and is operated at the MeteoSwiss Station
in Payerne, Switzerland (46.81◦ N, 6.94◦ E, 491 m a.s.l.). RALMO was designed to
be an operational lidar and therefore was designed to have high accuracy, temporal
measurement stability, and minimal altitude-based corrections (Dinoev et al., 2013;
Brocard et al., 2013). RALMO operates at 355 nm with a nominal pulse energy of
300 mJ and a repetition frequency of 30 Hz. Measurements are recorded for one minute
(1800 laser shots) with a 3.75 m height resolution from both the nitrogen (407 nm)
and water vapour (387 nm) Raman scattering channels. RALMO runs day and night
with an average of 50% uptime from 2008 - 2017. RALMO downtime is due to the
presence of fog, clouds below 800 m, or precipitation (40%) as well as repairs/routine
maintenance (10%).
The lidar measurements are processed for calibration in several steps. First, we
select ±2 hours of 1-minute lidar profiles around the launch time of the radiosonde.
While two hours was chosen as an arbitrary time range to allow for scan selection,
in practice the method rarely selects scans more than 30 min before or after the
launch. The 1 min scans are filtered to remove scans with high backgrounds above
0.01 photon counts/bin/s. We assume clouds are present if the nitrogen SNR is less
than 1 at 13 km. If a cloud is present, the scan is masked and removed from the
calibration. The calibration is conducted at the lidar’s native altitude resolution in
order to provide as many data points as possible and to avoid smoothing out small
features.

2.3

The Traditional Method

The “traditional” method for calibrating water vapour lidars is done by integrating
a fixed number of lidar profiles as a function of height starting at a time which is
coincident with the radiosonde launch and then calculating a linear weighted least75

squares fit between the radiosonde and lidar measurements to determine the calibration constant (Melfi, 1972; Whiteman et al., 1992). The altitudes over which the fit
is conducted are either fixed (e.g. always 1 - 5 km), or the optimal altitude region
may be determined by calculating the correlation between the radiosonde and the
lidar measurements (Dionisi et al., 2010; Whiteman et al., 2012). For the purposes
of this paper, we refer to the traditional method as using 30 min of integration with
a weighted least-squares fit over altitudes determined by the correlation coefficient
which minimizes the variance of the fit’s residuals.

2.3.1

Calculation of the Water Vapour Mixing Ratio for RALMO
Measurements

The water vapour mixing ratio (w) for RALMO is calculated from the saturationand background-corrected lidar signals using the water vapour Raman lidar equation
(Melfi, 1972; Whiteman et al., 1992; Whiteman, 2003):
w(z) = Cw

NH2 O (z) ΓN2 (z)
NN2 (z) ΓH2 O (z)

(2.1)

where NH2 O,N2 (z) is the saturation- and background-corrected water vapour and
nitrogen photon signals as a function of altitude (z) and ΓH2 O,N2 (z) is the total
Raman-backscatter transmissions for the water vapour and nitrogen channels, including molecular and particulate scattering. The molecular transmission values are
calculated using the GRUAN-corrected temperature and pressure profiles from the
corresponding radiosonde and the Rayleigh cross-sections are determined using the
formulae from Nicolet (1984).
Whiteman (2003) discussed the necessity of accounting for aerosol transmissions,
as the presence of aerosols can create uncertainties in the lidar profiles of up to 4%,
depending on the aerosol load. Therefore, to minimize this effect on our calibration
constants, we have calculated the aerosol extinctions using the RALMO backscatter
ratio product which is calculated by taking the ratio of the elastic backscatter signal
to the sum of the pure rotational Raman signals (Whiteman, 2003). Similarly to
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the method followed in Sica and Haefele (2016), we calculate the extinction profile
(αaer (z)) using the following equation:
αaer (z) = LR(z)(βmol (z)(BSR(z) − 1)),

(2.2)

where LR(z) is the assumed lidar ratio profile, βmol (z) is the molecular backscatter
profile taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) model,
and BSR(z) is the backscatter ratio profile. The lidar ratio profile is a step function
with a constant value of 50 in the boundary layer and 20 in the free troposphere. The
height of the boundary layer is estimated using the backscatter ratio profile. The
assumed lidar ratios are climatological values which have been based on the typical
aerosols detected using the co-located Precision Filter Radiometer (PFR). The aerosol
transmissions for water vapour and nitrogen were calculated using the following:
Γaer,X = e−τ

"   Z
#
A
λX
= exp −
αaer (z)dz
λ0

(2.3)

Where Γaer,X (z) is the aerosol transmission profile for a given molecule X (e.g. N2
or H2 O), and the optical depth is τX . The wavelength for a particular channel is λX ,
while λ0 is the reference extinction profile, which is 354.7 nm for the elastic channel.
The Ångstrom exponent, A, is assumed constant with altitude. The Ångstrom exponent is also measured during the daytime using the co-located PFR. However, it
is not calculated daily as it requires stable, cloud-free conditions to get an accurate
calculation. Since it is not always available, we fit the sum of a 6 and 12 month
sinusoid to the Ångstrom exponent time series over measurements from 01 January
2012 until 31 December 2015, with 2014 removed due to a faulty sensor (Figure 2.9).
The fitted sinusoid was then used as the values for the Ångstrom exponents. The
standard deviation of the residuals was ±0.34 and was used as the uncertainty for
the Ångstrom exponents (Figure 2.10). The uncertainty in the calibration due to our
assumptions of the aerosol extinction and the Ångstrom exponent are 0.1 and 0.4%,
respectively, and are included in the uncertainty budget for the calibration constant
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discussed in Sect. 2.6.
RALMO uses a polychromator with a bandpass of 0.3 nm (Simeonov et al., 2014).
The central wavelengths of RALMO’s water vapour and nitrogen channels were chosen
to minimize temperature dependence of the Raman cross-section. Dinoev et al. (2013)
showed that the nitrogen channel had a relative change in transmitted intensity of
0.4% per 100 K and the water vapour channel intensity changed by roughly 1% when
varied between −60◦ C and +40◦ C.
The calibration constant Cw is defined as:
Cw = 0.781

MH2 O ηN2 ON2 (z) σN2 (T (z)) FN2 (T (z))
MAir ηH2 O OH2 O (z) σH2 O (T (z)) FH2 O (T (z))

(2.4)

(Whiteman, 2003).
The calibration constant contains all scaling constants and unknown factors, such
as the fraction of nitrogen molecules in air, 0.781, the molecular weights of water and
dry air (MH2 O,Air ), the system efficiency of the nitrogen and water vapour channels
(ηN2 ,H2 O ), the overlap function for both channels (ON2 ,H2 O (z)), the Raman crosssection for each molecular species (σN2 ,H2 O (T (z))), and the temperature dependency of
the Raman cross-section (FN2 ,H2 O (T (z))). In RALMO’s case, the differential overlap
is designed to be unity (Dinoev et al., 2013; Simeonov et al., 2014).

2.3.2

Correlated and Weighted Least Squares Fitting of the
Lidar Water Vapour Mixing Ratio to the Radiosonde
Water Vapour Mixing Ratio

After calculating the uncalibrated mixing ratio profiles from the ratio of the two lidar
signals (Section 2.2), we use a correlated and weighted least squares fit to normalize
the lidar profile to the radiosonde and find the calibration constant (Dionisi et al.,
2010; Whiteman et al., 2012). The radiosonde relative humidity profile is transformed
into water vapour volume mixing ratio using the standard WMO conversion of Hyland
and Wexler 1983 saturation vapour pressure formulae (World Meteorological Organi-
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zation (WMO), 2014; Hyland and Wexler, 1983). The calibration range extends from
the surface (491 m ) a.s.l)o roughly 7 km ASL depending on the profile. The bottom
limit is the first lidar altitude bin at the surface, and the final calibration altitude is
determined by the SNR and integration limits we impose. We remove scans at all
altitudes where the trajectory spent less than 5 min in the lidar region due to their
SNR values being less than 2. This cutoff typically results in the calibration region extending to 7 to 8 km altitude. To ensure that the calibration constant is not biased by
a vertical displacement of the air parcel between the lidar and the radiosonde volume,
we require the resulting uncalibrated lidar and the radiosonde mixing ratio profile to
have a correlation coefficient which minimizes the variance of the fit’s residuals and
must be higher than 0.75. Several fits are made using correlation coefficient thresholds between 0.75 and 0.9 and the fit with the minimum variance in the residuals is
chosen for the final calibration constant.
A moving window of 300 m is run over both the radiosonde and lidar profile,
and the cross correlation between the two profiles inside each window is determined.
To reduce the effect of noise on the cross correlation, both profiles are smoothed
beforehand with a boxcar filter of 101.5 m width. In less than one-third of the cases,
when the radiosonde leaves the lidar region early, or the wind is such that the air is
spending less than 5 min in the lidar region, a large portion of the profile may be cut
off.
If the correlation between the radiosonde and lidar mixing ratios within each
window is higher than the correlation threshold, then that window’s altitude range
is accepted for calibration (Dionisi et al., 2010; Whiteman et al., 2012). If there is
less than 900 m of data available for calibration at the end of the correlation process,
then we do not use that night for calibration as it does not have enough data with
which to accurately calibrate. This criterion caused 2 out of the 76 nights to be
rejected. While the correlation is calculated on the smoothed profiles, the fit is done
by using the native resolution of the lidar inside the accepted calibration windows
with a requirement of at least 243 points. The least squares fit is conducted over all of
the points selected in the cross-correlation procedure. Each fitting point is weighted
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by the inverse of the sum of the variances of the water vapour mixing ratio percent
uncertainty and the average radiosonde mixing ratio uncertainty. The lidar water
vapour mixing ratio statistical uncertainty (σw,stat ) is propagated from the water
vapour and nitrogen channel statistical uncertainties using Eq. 2.1 (Melfi, 1972). The
radiosonde mixing ratio percent uncertainties (σM R,Radiosonde ) are calculated using
the total relative humidity, temperature, and pressure uncertainties reported for each
GRUAN flight and propagating through the Hyland and Wexler (1983) equations
for saturation vapour pressure to calculate mixing ratio while assuming the relative
humidity to be over water (Dirksen et al., 2014; Immler et al., 2010). However,
the GRUAN processing occasionally does not report pressure uncertainties below
15 km. Therefore, it was necessary to create a nightly average pressure uncertainty
profile which was used on nights where pressure uncertainties were not reported.
The variation in the pressure uncertainties was on the order of 0.01%, therefore this
assumption is justified. The calibration constant is then determined by using a oneparameter weighted least-squares fit of the form shown in Eq. 2.1.

2.4

The Radiosonde Trajectory Method

The radiosonde trajectory method begins with the same procedure as the traditional
method, where each of the scans is filtered for clouds or abnormally large background
levels, as is discussed in Sect. 2.2.2. However, instead of choosing the first 30 scans
after the radiosonde launch, the scans are chosen based on the radiosonde’s movement
with respect to the air mass and the wind direction measured by the radiosonde.
First, we use the latitude and longitude of the radiosonde, as calculated by the
on-board GPS system, as the initial position for air parcel tracking. The air parcel is
then tracked backwards from the radiosonde position and is assumed to have traveled
in a straight line. We then transform the coordinates onto a Euclidean grid with
the lidar located at the origin using the local flat Earth approximation, which is
appropriate when distances are shorter than 20 km (Daidzic, 2017; Smart, 1977). We
do not consider the vertical movement of the air parcel in this method. Users may
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need to consider other distance conversion methods, such as the haversine conversion
(Smart, 1977), if utilizing radiosondes which are not launched from the same site as
the lidar station. Additionally, it may be more appropriate in such cases to use a
wind field measurement or model to conduct the trajectory calculation.
RALMO’s field-of-view projects to a circle of approximately 1 m diameter at 5 km
altitude, an area too small for most trajectories to pass directly through. Therefore,
it was necessary to construct a region of assumed horizontal homogeneity in which
the water vapour mixing ratio is constant. In order to maintain significant lidar
SNR, we defined the homogeneous region, hereafter called the “homogeneous lidar
region”, to be a circle around the lidar. In order to maintain a SNR in the water
vapour channel greater than 2 above 7 km altitude for the majority of the cases, we
defined the homogeneous lidar region to be a circle of 3 km radius centered around
the lidar. The size of the homogeneous region was chosen by varying the radius from
a range of 1 - 25 km and finally increasing it to infinity. Radii below 3 km resulted
in SNRs smaller than 2 below 7 km and in some cases halved the SNR of the water
vapour channel at altitudes below 5 km, which decreased the altitude coverage for
the calibration and increased the noise in the primary calibration region. While radii
above 3 km resulted in SNRs larger than 2 above 7 km, the water vapour profiles
started to exhibit biases due to using too long integration times at certain altitudes
and losing small features which had previously been visible. The 3 km radius provided
the most altitude coverage with profiles closest to the radiosonde measurements and
is the best compromise.
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Figure 2.1: Trajectory calculation and scan selection hypothetical example. The
purple circle around the lidar has a 3 km radius and represents the region in which
we assume the humidity field is horizontally homogeneous. The green dot is the
radiosonde position, the purple dot is the lidar position, and the red arrow is the air
parcel trajectory. The variable z refers to altitude, t1 is the entry time, and t2 is the
exit time from the 3 km radius. The integration time, t(z), is the total time that the
air parcel spends inside the homogeneous region. When the air parcel trajectory does
not intersect with the circle, then no data is available for calibration.
Fig. 2.1 shows how air parcels will always be “seen” by the lidar if the radiosonde
remains inside the 3 km radius, whereas any air measured outside the radius may not
intersect with the lidar region. If the trajectories do not enter the region, we do not
use these altitudes for calibration. The entry and exit times from the homogeneous
region mark the first and final scans used to calculate the lidar water vapour mixing
ratios, with a maximum of 30 min of integration in order to accurately compare with
the traditional technique, which uses a standard 30 min summation across all altitudes
(Dinoev et al., 2013; Leblanc et al., 2012; Whiteman et al., 1992; Melfi, 1972). The
standard thirty minute integration is the average time it takes a radiosonde to reach
the tropopause at mid-latitudes, and therefore generally covers the primary calibration altitudes. If the total time spent inside the homogeneous region exceeds 30 min,
we take ±15 min around the time of closest approach to the lidar. The variation of
the integration length with altitude is shown in Fig. 2.2. The integration time will
decrease with altitude for two reasons: the wind speeds increase with altitude and the
air parcel trajectories may intersect with the outer edges of the homogeneous region
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and are therefore inside for shorter time spans (Fig. 2.1). The decrease in integration
time with altitude will also change depending on the rate at which the radiosonde
moves away from the lidar. The majority of nights had integration times less than
5 min above 7 km. However, if the wind is strong at a particular altitude, sharp decreases in integration times may be seen as the radiosonde moves quickly away. It
is also possible to see the integration times decrease and then increase again as the
radiosonde drifts in and out of the homogeneous lidar region.

Figure 2.2: Example integration times from 22 July 2015. The lidar water vapour
integration period is determined by the length of time the air parcels spend inside the
homogeneous region. The integration time will decrease with altitude due to higher
wind speeds. The maximum integration time is 30 min, in order to properly compare
with the traditional analysis.
Once the appropriate scans have been chosen by the trajectory analysis, they are
integrated to form the raw water vapour and nitrogen profiles. The same procedure
as in the traditional method (Sect. 2.3.1 and Sect. 2.3.2) is then followed to calculate
the ratio of the two channels’ profiles, find the appropriate calibration regions, and
derive the calibration constant. The final calibrated water vapour profile for 22 July
2015 is shown in Fig. 2.3. The correlation algorithm selected 84% of the profile above
1.5 km to use for the calibration while regions with high variability were excluded
from the calibration. The calibrated profile closely follows the radiosonde profile,
with differences fluctuating between 5% and 20% over all altitudes. The uncertainty
of the slope from the weighted fit is the uncertainty in the calibration constant due
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to measurement noise. The accuracy to which we know the calibration constant will
be discussed further in Section 2.6.

Figure 2.3: Left: The final trajectory-calibrated profile for 22 July 2015. The lidar
profile is in black, the radiosonde is in red. The correlation calibration regions are
shown by the overlaid green points. Right: The least square fit of the green points
in the left panel. The uncertainty of the calibration constant is the standard error of
the slope calculated from the weighted least squares fit.
For clarity on the similarities and differences between the traditional and trajectory methods, a flow chart of the calibration process for both methods is shown in
Fig. 2.4. The main difference is the selection of the appropriate scans for calibration
at the beginning. Both methods use the same process for choosing the appropriate
calibration regions and calculating the calibration constant.
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart of the steps to calibrate the RALMO lidar by the Trajectory
Method (left) and the Traditional Method (right).
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2.5

Comparing the Traditional and Trajectory Methods

We applied the trajectory technique to 76 nights between January 2011 and December 2016 in which 31 were removed due to lack of lidar measurements during the
radiosonde launch window, primarily due to precipitation or routine maintenance.
From the 45 remaining nights, the trajectory calibration and traditional method automatically removed 8 nights due to abnormally high background values above 0.01
counts/bin/s. An additional 13 nights were removed from both the trajectory and
traditional calibrations due to low signal-to-noise levels (below 1 SNR)and the presence of clouds. The filtering process removed all of the nighttime flights from 2008
to 2011 due to significant cloud cover coincident with the radiosonde launch. A final
list of the nights with their calibration constants is shown in Table 2.1.
While comparing the calibration constants from the two methods, it became apparent that we could separate them into two groups when observing the water vapour
mass mixing ratio contours over the course of the calibration period. One set of nights
exhibited water vapour fields which were horizontally homogeneous around the lidar
over the course of the 30 min calibration period, and were thereby dubbed “homogeneous” nights. The second set of nights showed movement of water vapour layers over
100 m in altitude over the course of 30 min, and were called “heterogeneous” nights.
Table 2.1 has been divided into the two categories and shows the calibration constants
for each night and calibration technique.
For the homogeneous nights, we hypothesized that if the water vapour field is
stable for long periods of time and experiences very little change over the distance
traveled by the radiosonde, then the radiosonde and the lidar should measure roughly
similar water vapour content. Therefore, we should see small differences between
the traditional and trajectory methods’ calibration constants. While both methods
should produce similar profiles and calibration constants on homogeneous nights, the
two may not share the same calibration constants due to using different lidar scans
(Fig. 2.5). The traditional method uses all profiles from the radiosonde launch to
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39.93 ± 5.2
41.72 ± 3.6
45.67 ± 4.5
44.13 ± 6.3
Ctraj ± ∆Ctraj %
35.83 ± 4.8
37.11 ± 4.6
39.39 ± 5.1
39.68 ± 4.6
41.16 ± 3.8
41.33 ± 3.8
45.41 ± 5.2
39.95 ± 2.7
43.72 ± 4.5
44.59 ± 3.8
48.07 ± 3.4

40.05 ± 5.2
41.50 ± 3.7
45.42 ± 4.5
43.95 ± 6.2
Ctrad ± ∆Ctrad %
36.50 ± 4.8
37.94 ± 4.6
39.90 ± 5.1
40.72 ± 4.5
41.05 ± 3.8
39.99 ± 3.9
45.09 ± 5.2
38.97 ± 2.7
44.37 ± 4.5
44.30 ± 3.8
46.53 ± 3.5

2014.07.18
2015.11.11
2016.03.09
2016.08.24
Heterogeneous
2012.02.29
2012.05.25
2012.07.27
2013.06.18
2015.06.26

2015.07.22
2016.03.23
2016.04.07
2016.09.09
2016.10.06
2016.11.17

1.34
0.32
0.98
0.65
0.29
1.54

0.12
0.22
0.25
0.18
|Difference|
0.67
0.83
0.51
1.04
0.11

|Difference|
0.19
0.08
0.3
0.09
0.27
0.28
0.1
0.05
2.08

3.24
0.71
2.45
1.49
0.65
3.20

0.30
0.53
0.55
0.41
|% Difference|
1.87
2.24
1.29
2.62
0.26

|% Difference|
0.49
0.20
0.75
0.23
0.67
0.67
0.24
0.12
5.42

Calibration done over the same homogeneous regions.

Comments

Trajectory calibration includes points
below 1 km and Traditional does not.

Comments

Table 2.1: A comparison of the calibration constants of all nights used in this study. The table is broken into two sections,
homogeneous and heterogeneous nights. Column 1 is the date on which the radiosonde was launched. Column 2 or Ctrad is
the traditional calibration constant with its total percent uncertainty. Column 3 or Ctraj is the trajectory method calibration
constant with its percent uncertainty. Column 4 is the absolute value of the difference between the two constants. Column 5 is
the absolute value of the percent difference of the two constants with respect to the traditional calibration constant. Column 6
is for comments regarding the differences.

Ctraj ± ∆Ctraj %
38.42 ± 5.4
39.75 ± 4.5
40.12 ± 4.7
39.32 ± 4.4
40.57 ± 5.3
41.49 ± 4.8
41.67 ± 4.4
41.36 ± 4.6
38.31 ± 5.2

Ctrad ± ∆Ctrad %
38.61 ± 4.5
39.67 ± 4.5
40.42 ± 4.7
39.23 ± 4.4
40.30 ± 5.3
41.77 ± 4.8
41.77 ± 4.4
41.31 ± 4.5
40.39 ± 5.5

Homogeneous
2011.10.05
2012.07.18
2012.08.09
2012.08.29
2012.12.13
2013.04.24
2013.06.05
2014.01.23
2014.03.21

30 min after launch, which are all scans inside the two dashed red lines in Fig. 2.5. The
trajectory technique will choose the appropriate calibration scans based on each air
parcel’s trajectory and its position of closest approach shown by the scans between the
magenta dots. Consequently, the trajectory method will not include measurements
from altitudes where the air parcel trajectories do not intersect with the homogeneous
lidar region.

Figure 2.5: Lidar water vapour mixing ratio measurements on 2013-06-05 00:00 UTC.
The time axis is measured relative to the radiosonde launch. The traditional method
uses all scans between the two red dashed lines. The trajectory method uses all
measurements between the magenta dots. The white “x” markers show the height of
the radiosonde with time.
A subset of the homogeneous nights is shown in Fig. 2.6. The first column shows
the percent difference from the mean water vapour profile over the 2 hours shown,
with the calibration time between the two dashed red lines. The second and third
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columns are the percent difference between the calibrated lidar water vapour mixing
ratio measurements and the radiosonde measurements for the traditional and trajectory techniques, respectively. The pink regions in the figures of the second and third
columns are the calibration regions used for each method. Both methods use similar calibration regions, due to the fact that the methods produce similar lidar water
vapour profiles. The strength of the trajectory technique is shown by the reduction of
the number of regions with large differences between the lidar and the radiosonde in
the traditional method (see the second and third columns of Fig.2.6). For example,
on 18 July 2012, the large difference between the radiosonde and the lidar at approximately 3.8 km is reduced by 20% in the trajectory method. The large difference is
caused by the appearance of a water vapour layer halfway through the calibration
technique and can be seen in the water vapour contour. Sharp features, as shown
on 9 August 2012 at 4 km are produced in both methods due to the sudden stratification of the water vapour layers. The large 10% difference between the radiosonde
on 9 August 2012 at 2 km is also reduced by the trajectory method by 5%. On 24
April 2013, there is a large and increasing difference between the radiosonde and lidar measurements above 4 km with a slope of roughly 5% difference per kilometer
altitude. This increasing difference between the radiosonde and lidar measurements
is reduced in the trajectory method to a constant bias of 5%; however, the variability
of the difference between the sonde and lidar profile is larger than for the traditional
method. While the trajectory method does reduce the bias in the traditional method
on this night at altitudes above 4 km, it does produce larger variability at the same
altitudes. The increase in variability of the difference is due to the smaller integration
times at those altitudes due to the distance of the radiosonde from the lidar. Indeed,
on 24 April 2013 the radiosonde is 4 km away from the lidar at 4 km altitude and
12 km away at 8 km altitude. Fast winds and larger distances from the lidar decrease
the time the air spends in the lidar region and decreases the chances of intersection
which results in shorter integration periods. The majority of the homogeneous nights
have a percent difference in their calibration constants of less than 1% (Table 2.1).
However, one night (21 March 2014) showed large differences and this is due to using
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different calibration regions in the trajectory method. The average percent difference
in the homogeneous calibration constants is 0.43 ± 0.21% when not considering the
anomalous night, but increases to 0.81 ± 1.4% when they are included.

Figure 2.6: A subset of the dates with largely homogeneous conditions showing the
differences between the traditional and trajectory calibration techniques. The first
column is the percent difference from the mean water vapour mixing ratio profile
over the two hours and averaged to 15 m altitude bins. The first red line is the time
when the radiosonde was launched. The second red line is 30 min after radiosonde
launch and indicates the last profile used for the traditional method. The second
column is the percent difference between the radiosonde and the profile produced
using the traditional method. The third column is the percent difference between the
radiosonde and the profile produced by the trajectory method. Magenta regions are
regions where the correlation between the radiosonde and the lidar are above 90%.
During homogeneous conditions, the trajectory and traditional methods show good
agreement, with similar percent differences with respect to the radiosonde. Large
spikes are regions where the lidar and the radiosonde disagree on layer heights.
When the water vapour field is horizontally heterogeneous, meaning water vapour
layers moved over 100 m in altitude over the course of the 30 min traditional calibration period, the trajectory method should better represent the air sampled by the
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radiosonde than the traditional technique. Layers on the order of several hundred
meters thickness can change in altitude over this period, resulting in water vapour
mixing ratios changing over 30% at a given height.
Similarly to the homogeneous nights, a subset of the heterogeneous nights is shown
in Fig. 2.7. The contour of the percent difference from the mean water vapour profile
for each night shows water vapour layers which change rapidly over the course of the
30 min calibration period (column 1 of Fig. 2.7). These rapid changes produce large
differences in the radiosonde and lidar mixing ratio profiles if the movement of the
radiosonde with respect to the air mass is not taken into account. These differences
can be on the order of 15% - 20%, as is shown in the second column of Fig. 2.7,
particularly on the night of 22 July 2015. Large differences on this night on the order
of ± 10% are reduced to less than 5% by the trajectory method (third column of
Fig. 2.7). Both methods on that night produce sharp differences at 3.8 km due to the
sharp change in water vapour content. Above 4 km there is a constant bias between
the radiosonde and the lidar in the traditional method of 10% which is reduced to
5% in the trajectory technique. On 27 July 2012 there are large difference features
present throughout the entire percent difference profile for the traditional method on
the order of 10%. These are similarly reduced to less than 5%, with the exception of
the larger spike at 1.5 km caused by the sharp change in water vapour concentration.
The night of 25 May 2012 shows less variation than the other two nights, but does
have large differences at 4.2 km and 2 km. The higher feature is reduced from -25%
difference to 10% by the trajectory method, while the percent difference in the lower
feature changes from +20% to +10%.
Similarly to the homogeneous profiles, we do see an increase in noise at the higher
altitudes of the trajectory method profiles. This is again caused by the large drift in
the radiosonde’s position, as well as wind speed. However, below 4 km we do see that
the trajectory method reduces the differences between the radiosonde and the lidar
by up to 15%.
The differences between the calibration constants on the heterogeneous nights
is larger than the homogeneous nights due to the difference in calibration regions
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(Table 2.1). The average difference in the calibration constants on heterogeneous
nights is 1.82 ± 1.02 from the traditional method calibration constant. One night out
of the 11 in the heterogeneous nights showed very small differences in the calibration
constant despite structural changes throughout the calibration period. This night
used similar calibration regions that were also stable over the course of the calibration
in both methods. If this night is not included, then the average difference becomes
1.92 ± 0.93%.

Figure 2.7: A subset of the dates with largely heterogeneous conditions showing the
differences between the traditional and trajectory calibration techniques. This figure
follows the same format as Fig. 2.6 and shows that when the water vapour field
changes over the 30 min traditional calibration period, the traditional water vapour
profile can look significantly different from the radiosonde. The trajectory method
produces a profile with a smaller percent difference with respect to the radiosonde.
The average and the standard deviation of all percent difference profiles with the
radiosonde from the trajectory and traditional method profiles are shown in Fig. 2.8.
The average trajectory bias oscillates around 1%, but the variability increases above
4.5 km. This is due to the shorter integration times and smaller SNRs at higher
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Figure 2.8: Left panel: The average bias between the radiosonde and the trajectory
method calibrated profiles at 25 m vertical resolution for both the trajectory (black)
and traditional methods (red). Dashed lines are the further smoothed results by a
running average of 75 m for both methods. Right panel: The standard deviation of
all trajectory percent difference profiles at 25 m resolution for both trajectory (black)
and traditional (red) methods. Dashed lines are the further smoothed results by a
running average of 75 m for both methods.
altitudes (Fig. 2.8). The average traditional bias also oscillates around -0.7%, however, the average profile deviates farther from the center than the trajectory method
(Fig. 2.8). The standard deviation of the ensemble of percent difference profiles between both calibration methods and the radiosonde shows that the trajectory method
has 10-15% less variability with respect to the radiosonde profile above 2 km. Below
2 km the traditional and trajectory methods produce similar profiles on average, with
similar consistency. In summary, the trajectory method shows a similar absolute bias
to the radiosonde but with the opposite sign compared to the traditional method.
The variability of the differences between the lidar and the radiosonde is 10 - 15%
smaller in the trajectory method than it is in the traditional method between 2 and
4 km altitude, but is the same below 2 km and above 4 km.
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2.6

Lidar Calibration Uncertainties for Trajectory
and Traditional Methods

The standard practice for determining the uncertainty of the calibration constant
has been to conduct extensive calibration campaigns and assume that the calibration
value does not change over the campaign period and then measure the variability of
the constant (Ferrare et al., 1995; Turner et al., 2002; Whiteman et al., 2006; Leblanc
and McDermid, 2008; Dionisi et al., 2010; David et al., 2017). The variability of
the constant is then assumed to be the uncertainty and the calibration constant is
not changed until the next campaign when multiple radiosondes (or other reference
calibration instruments) are available for calibration. The assumption that the calibration constant does not change over long periods of time introduces another source
of uncertainty into water vapour measurements, which is often unknown until the
next calibration period. Uncertainties calculated during a campaign period vary between 4 and 5% of the calibration constant during the calibration period, but do not
account for the individual sources of contribution nor do they typically account for
the variability in the calibration constant beyond the campaign period.
Accounting for drift or changes in the calibration constant and its uncertainty
is extremely important for long term trend analyses, since such a drift/change could
easily be larger than the uncertainty of the calculated trend (Whiteman et al., 2011b).
Many systems have now taken this into account by conducting daily or semi-daily
calibration measurements either using an internal, hybrid, or external calibration.
Taking more frequent calibration measurements with uncertainties calculated for each
calibration then turns a systematic uncertainty component of a trend analysis into
a random uncertainty component, particularly if the uncertainty of the calibration
constant is recalculated with each calibration.
Previous studies have shown that the largest uncertainty is typically the uncertainty of the reference instrument (Leblanc and McDermid, 2008). It was not until
recently that such detailed uncertainty budgets became available routinely for radiosonde measurements. The GRUAN radiosonde products are the first radiosonde
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profiles to have a published uncertainty budget for each measurement as a function of
altitude (Dirksen et al., 2014). By using the GRUAN radiosonde product, we are now
able to calculate the uncertainty in the calibration constant due to the radiosonde’s
uncertainties.
We investigated five major sources of uncertainty in the determination of the calibration constant for both methods: the lidar statistical, GRUAN radiosonde mixing
ratio, dead time, aerosol extinction, and Ångstrom coefficient uncertainties. The uncertainty in the calibration constant, the lidar statistical uncertainties, and dead time
were identified as the major sources of uncertainty in RALMO water vapour measurements by Sica and Haefele (2016), who also retrieved aerosol extinction, Ångstrom
exponents, and their associated uncertainties. In the traditional method, the mixing
ratio requires the uncertainty due to aerosol extinction and the Ångstrom exponent
to be evaluated, as discussed in Whiteman (2003) and Kulla and Ritter (2019). The
GRUAN radiosonde water vapour mixing ratio uncertainties were calculated using the
reported GRUAN total uncertainties (combined statistical and systematic) for pressure, temperature, and relative humidity and by propagating through the Hyland
and Wexler 1983 formula for saturation vapour pressure (Hyland and Wexler, 1983;
Dirksen et al., 2014). We use an average pressure uncertainty profile calculated from
all the nights when the pressure uncertainty is not reported for less than one-third of
the nights. The radiosonde relative humidity uncertainties vary between 5% and 10%
RH in the troposphere. The pressure uncertainties are on the order of 10−3 hPa in the
troposphere, and the total temperature uncertainty varies between 0.1 and 0.3 K in
the troposphere. The radiosonde mixing ratio uncertainties are linearly interpolated
onto the lidar’s 3.75 m resolution grid for the uncertainty determination.
The lidar mixing ratio statistical uncertainties are propagated through Eq. 2.1
using the random uncertainties from both the water vapour and nitrogen signals.
The lidar statistical uncertainties from the trajectory method are smaller than the
radiosonde uncertainties below 3 km but are larger than the radiosonde uncertainties,
varying from 10% to 20% at and above 4 km from profile to profile.
Both the lidar statistical and radiosonde uncertainties were used as the weights
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for the least squares fit performed in Sect. 2.3.2, defined by Eq. 2.5 (Bevington and
Robinson, 2003):
PK

i=1

Cw = PK

Ri Li
σi2

L2i
i=1 σi2

,

(2.5)

where Cw is the calibration constant, K is the number of points used in the fit, Ri
are the radiosonde mixing ratio points used in the calibration, and Li are the saturation and transmission corrected ratio of water vapour and nitrogen signals, and σi
are the weights. Using the variance of the residuals of the least-squares fit, one can
calculate the uncertainty in the fit, or “fitting uncertainty”. This fitting uncertainty
is the result of the amount of photon counting noise in the lidar measurements, and
can be treated as the uncertainty in the calibration due to the lidar photon counting statistics. The fitting uncertainty is calculated using the standard equations for
the slope of a line (Bevington and Robinson, 2003). The average trajectory method
fitting uncertainty is 0.4% of the average calibration constant. The average fitting uncertainty for the traditional method is 0.3% of the average calibration constant. The
traditional method has smaller fitting or statistical uncertainties than the trajectory
method due to the larger number of scans used per altitude, on average, compared
to the trajectory method. The fitting uncertainty does not encompass the entire
uncertainty of the calibration constant, since it is due only to the photon counting
noise.
The calibration of a lidar using a radiosonde is limited primarily by the accuracy
of the radiosonde measurement. The uncertainty of the water vapour calibration
constant due to lidar’s random uncertainty and radiosonde’s total uncertainty (both
systematic and random) was determined using the uncertainty propagation in Eq. 2.6
(JCGM, 2008):
r
UCw =

N
ΣN
n=1 Σm=1

∂Cw ∂Cw
cov(Xn , Xm )
∂Xn ∂Xm

(2.6)

where X is the measurement vector including both the radiosonde and lidar measurements (e.g. X = [Li , ...Ri, ...] ) used to calculate the calibration constant from Eq. 2.5
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with length N = 2K. We make several assumptions in Eq. 2.6. First, by definition,
the covariance of a radiosonde or lidar measurement uncertainty with itself is simply
the variance. Second, we assume that the lidar photon counting uncertainties are
uncorrelated with each other. Third, we assume that the radiosonde measurement
uncertainties are uncorrelated with lidar measurement uncertainties. Lastly, we assume that the radiosonde measurement uncertainties are correlated with each other
with a correlation coefficient of r = 1. Choosing r equal to unity implies that we
are assuming complete correlation and therefore the maximum possible uncertainty.
With these assumptions, Eq. 2.6 becomes:
s
UCw =

ΣK
i=1 (

∂Cw 2 2
∂Cw 2 2
∂Cw ∂Cw
K
) UR + ΣK
) UL + 2ΣK−1
rij Ui Uj (2.7)
i=1 (
i=1 Σj=i+1
∂Ri
∂Li
∂Ri ∂Ri+1

where UL,R are the corresponding lidar and radiosonde mixing ratio uncertainties, and
Ui,j are the uncertainties corresponding to the measurement vector X.The derivatives
are calculated from Eq. 2.5. Note that the second term in Eq. 2.7 is the uncertainty
due to the lidar’s photon counting uncertainty. This term is the same as the fitting
uncertainty discussed in the previous paragraph, and the values agree with each other
within a tenth of a percent. The combined uncertainty in the calibration constant due
to the radiosonde and lidar uncertainties is an average of 4% for both the trajectory
and traditional techniques with signal levels below 15 MHz which is to be expected
since the traditional technique tends to sample the same volume of air as the trajectory
as shown in Figure 2.5.
The dead time uncertainty can be large for RALMO, particularly during the
daytime. Thus, Eq. 2.6 must be modified to account for this contribution when it
is present. The dead time uncertainty is propagated through Eq. 2.1 assuming a
non-paralyzable system and using Eq. 2.6. For RALMO, we assume a dead time
uncertainty (Uγ ) of 5% or 0.2 ns, which was the standard deviation of the retrieved
dead times for all of these nights when using the Optimal Estimation method of
Sica and Haefele (2016). The average calibration constant uncertainty due to dead
time uncertainty is then 0.3% of the calibration value for both the trajectory and
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traditional techniques, about equal to the fitting uncertainty.
The uncertainty in the calibration constant due to the uncertainty in the extinction profile is calculated using Eq. 2.6. The uncertainties for the extinction were
assumed to be 100% to determine an upper-limit uncertainty contribution. However,
the derivatives of the calibration constant with respect to the individual extinction
values were so small that the uncertainty contribution from the extinction was consistently less than 0.01% for all cases. The larger uncertainty component in the extinction is the calibration uncertainty due to the assumption of the Ångstrom exponent.
The uncertainties in the Ångstrom exponent values were estimated by detrending the
time series of these measurements from 2011-2015 using a summation of a 6 and 12
month sinusoid to the Ångstrom exponent measurements. The standard deviation of
the fit’s residuals was 0.34. The uncertainty in the calibration constant due to the
uncertainty in the Ångstrom exponent was then calculated to be 0.4 ± 0.5%. While
on average it is only an order of magnitude larger than the extinction uncertainty
component, the Ångstrom exponent contributes more to the uncertainty when more
aerosols are present. The maximum contribution from the Ångstrom exponent was
1.8% on 23 March 2016 due to the presence of a stronger aerosol layer. The rest of
the nights had either no aerosols present or weakly interacting aerosol layers resulting
in lower uncertainty contributions from the Ångstrom exponent.
Another possible contributor to the total calibration constant uncertainty is the
overlap function. RALMO is designed to have no differential overlap in the water
vapour and nitrogen channels and an overlap ratio between the nitrogen and water
vapour signals of unity. However, a small differential overlap could result from chromatic aberration from the protective windows and edge filters (Dinoev et al., 2013).
The average total uncertainty of both the trajectory and traditional calibration constant is 4.5%, with the majority from the radiosonde’s contribution.
We also compared the average of the nightly calibration results to the standard
deviation of the entire 24–night RALMO calibration time series used in this study.
The RALMO system is known to have differential aging of its photomultipiers which
causes the calibration to drift (Simeonov et al., 2014). A linear fit was made to the
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calibration time series and then removed to calculate the standard deviation of the
calibration over 6 years. The standard deviations for both the traditional and trajectory time series were 4.5%, thereby agreeing with the average nightly uncertainty.
The results from calculating the standard deviation of the time series shows that the
typical methods used in calibration campaigns will generally give the same result as
taking the average uncertainty of the individual uncertainties. However, we would
suggest that taking the individual uncertainties is a better approach for long term
analysis and maintaining consistency throughout a time series of measurements.

2.7

Summary

We have presented a new method, using GRUAN-corrected radiosondes, to calibrate
Raman-scattering water vapour lidar systems that incorporates geophysical variability
into the determination of the calibration constant. The trajectory method tracks the
air parcels measured by the radiosonde and matches them with the appropriate lidar
measurement time; thus, the integration time varies with height. We compared this
method to the traditional lidar calibration technique where we sum 30 min of lidar
measurements and fit them to a radiosonde profile.
The difference between the traditional and trajectory method calibration coefficients is due to the difference in 1-minute lidar scans selected by the methods, as well
as the difference in correlation regions used to determine the calibration coefficient
from these profiles. We found that when the water vapour field is homogeneous, the
traditional method and trajectory method profiles will produce similar profiles, with
slight differences due to the correlation regions included. The homogeneous nights
had an average difference of 0.4% from the traditional calibration constant value.
In contrast, the heterogeneous nights, or nights with significant structural changes
over the 30 min traditional calibration period, had an average difference of 2% with
respect to the traditional constant. We have also shown that using trajectories to
track the air sampled by the radiosonde more accurately reproduces the radiosonde
profile when the water vapour field is variable and decreases the percent difference
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between the lidar and radiosonde measurements by 5 - 10%. In summary, we found
the following:
1. The traditional and trajectory methods agree when the water vapour field is
homogeneous during the radiosonde flight. The average difference between their
calibration constants (when not considering the single outlier) was 0.43±0.21%.
2. The trajectory method provides a better fit with the radiosonde when the water
vapour field changes appreciably over the time of the radiosonde flight. For these
cases the calibration constants calculated by the trajectory method resulted in
an average of 1.92 ± 0.93% difference with the traditional method calibration
constants.
3. The trajectory method produces a smaller average bias between the radiosonde
and the lidar than the traditional method between 2 and 4 km (Fig. 2.8). Adding
points above 4 km does not change the calibration constant significantly as the
photon counting uncertainty becomes large at these altitudes.
4. The combined lidar statistical and radiosonde mixing ratio uncertainties contribute an average of 4.5% uncertainty in the calibration constant determination
for both calibration methods, where the radiosonde mixing ratio uncertainty is
the dominating factor.
5. The uncertainty in the calibration coefficient due to the uncertainty in dead
time contributes an average of 0.3% in the calibration coefficient for a 5% dead
time uncertainty.
6. The uncertainty in the calibration constant due to the uncertainty in the extinction is less than 0.01%. The uncertainty in the calibration constant due to
the Ångstrom exponent’s uncertainty is larger and is on average 0.4%, but can
reach higher than 1% when strongly-attenuating aerosol layers are present.
7. The average statistical uncertainty in the calibration constants produced by
the trajectory technique is 0.4%, as opposed to the traditional method uncer100

tainty of 0.3%. However, the fitting uncertainty is negligible relative to the
uncertainty of the calibration constant due to the uncertainty of the radiosonde
measurements.
8. The uncertainties calculated by the standard deviation of the trajectory and
traditional method time series were both 4.5%, which is consistent with the
total uncertainties calculated using Eq. 2.6.
A summary of the uncertainty components for both methods in the calibration constant is shown below in Table 2.2.
Parameter
Lidar Photon counting
Sonde Mixing Ratio
Dead time
Extinction
Ångstrom Exponent
Total Uncertainty

Parameter Uncertainty
5 - 40%
0.5-40%
5%
100%
0.34
-

Avg Uncertainty in Calibration Constant
<0.5%
4%
0.3%
< 0.01%
0.4%
4.5%

Table 2.2: Components of the calibration uncertainty, their inherent uncertainty,
and their contribution to the uncertainty of the calibration constant for both the
trajectory and traditional methods. The uncertainty contributions are the same for
both methods since the only difference between the two methods is the selection of
lidar measurements.

2.8

Discussion and Conclusions

The trajectory calibration technique attempts to more realistically represent the physical processes taking place during a radiosonde–lidar calibration, by attempting to
ensure the radiosonde and lidar sample the same air mass. This tracking method was
built upon the methods suggested in Whiteman et al. (2006); Leblanc and McDermid
(2008); Adam et al. (2010), and Herold et al. (2011). Similarly to the techniques
discussed in these studies, we match the measurements at each altitude with the
radiosonde. However, Whiteman et al. (2006) assumed a horizontally homogeneous
and uniformly translating atmosphere and did not consider varying wind speed and
direction. In Whiteman et al. (2006) the integration time was varied with altitude
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in order to keep the random uncertainty below 10%, however, the position of the air
parcels was not considered. This technique was ultimately found to be not as accurate
as other methods, and was later improved upon using the correlation comparisons in
Whiteman et al. (2012). Our method does not assume a uniformly translating atmosphere, however, we do consider a homogeneous region around the lidar and the
integration time is varied as a function of the time the air parcels spend inside the
homogeneous region. Leblanc and McDermid (2008) used four methods to match the
radiosonde and the lidar measurements: 1) no matching, summing 2 hours of lidar
profiles 2) using all lidar scans before the radiosonde reaches 10 km, about 30 min
of scans, similar to our “traditional method”, 3) only altitudes with minimum water
vapour variability over 2 hours are used to calibrate, and 4) only using scans which
were coincident with the radiosonde altitude - similar to the Whiteman et al. (2006)
“Track” technique and our trajectory method. However, method 4 did not track the
air parcels as we did. Leblanc et al. (2012) found that the second method provided
the smallest variation in their calibration constant, but did mention that the other
methods produced very close results and could be used as well.
Another way to attempt to correct for the movement of the air mass or radiosonde
is to follow the methods in Dionisi et al. (2010); Whiteman et al. (2012) which look
for regions of high correlation as in these regions it is more likely the radiosonde and
lidar are sampling the same air mass. The traditional method, using the correlation
algorithm, does provide similar calibration constants to the trajectory method on
homogeneous nights. However, using the combined correlation algorithm with the
trajectory tracking can provide more regions of high correlation for the calibration,
particularly on heterogeneous nights when the air mass changes rapidly as it passes
over the lidar. In some cases, of course, it may not provide more regions for calibration
particularly if the wind speeds are high and the radiosonde quickly leaves the 3 km
homogeneous lidar region.
Using our new trajectory method has several advantages over the traditional technique. The first advantage is that the method presents an automatic and new scheme
to calibrate with non-co-located radiosondes. The trajectory method does not rely
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on the radiosonde’s location, but instead relies of the direction of the air measured
by the radiosonde. The trajectory method will automatically find the appropriate
calibration times as a function of altitude for the lidar. Lidar stations may then be
able to use radiosondes launched farther away more effectively, thus allowing more
frequent calibrations over the year as well as reducing the need for expensive calibration campaigns. Lidar stations who use our technique with radiosondes located
several kilometers away may find it necessary to expand their “lidar region” to greater
than 3 km. Secondly, this method allows for calibration if the water vapour field
changes rapidly in space and time, allowing more nights to be used for calibration
when they would otherwise be discarded due to large differences between the traditional lidar profile and the radiosonde. Lidars with drifts or fluctuations in their
calibration constant that may require many calibrations might also find this technique useful. Additionally, frequent and accurate lidar calibrations are critical for
detecting water vapour trends and small changes in water vapour. We consider the
representation uncertainty to be greatly reduced in the trajectory method because we
are now considering the location of the radiosonde relative to the lidar. Lastly, this
technique provides an automatic, objective and quantitative method of determining
acceptable calibration nights. This method could conceivably be expanded to work
with ozonesondes or tracking other conserved quantities such as aerosols. We have not
attempted to expand this technique, but leave it up to others who may find it useful.
The method could also be further expanded to work with wind field measurements
that include vertical wind speeds.
Future studies using this technique could possibly show an improvement using a
cone instead of a cylinder for the homogeneous lidar region. The trajectory method
works better between 2 and 4 km but worse than the traditional method above. Using a cone could increase the integration time for the higher altitudes where fewer
trajectories tend to intersect the homogeneous lidar region cylinder, improving the
comparison. We initially tested a cone, and set its radius using the horizontal correlation lengths of water vapour using the wind speeds measured by the radiosonde.
However, this scheme produced a cone which was too variable in size to be useful
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for calibration. We explored using a cone the same size as the lidar’s field-of-view,
but it allowed so few trajectories to intersect the cone that no calibration could be
performed. Varying the cylinder size did not significantly change the shape of the
profile above 4 km, but reduced the noise. Reducing the noise of the profile is important; however, as the lidar measurements only contribute on the order of 0.1%
of the uncertainty to the calibration constant, it would not provide much benefit for
RALMO. Using a cone could prove advantageous for other sites which exhibit higher
wind speeds than Payerne. However, for sites which use radiosondes which are not
co-located with the lidar, it would not be as beneficial as a cylinder. We would encourage others who might implement this method to try a cone to see if it significantly
improves their results.
A significant new aspect of our study is using calibrated GRUAN radiosondes
whose analysis includes a complete uncertainty budget. The full uncertainty budget
shows the radiosonde measurement is the dominant uncertainty source as compared to
the uncertainty in the regression line on an individual night derived from the uncalibrated lidar measurements and sonde. The uncertainty in the lidar measurements, the
dead time, and the extinction components contribute an order of magnitude smaller
uncertainty than the radiosonde. However, the Ångstrom exponent can contribute
on the same order of magnitude uncertainty as the radiosonde if there are stronglyinteracting aerosols present during the calibration. Using the GRUAN sondes allows
a calibration to be determined with a full uncertainty budget on an individual night,
as opposed to requiring a time series of nights to calculate a statistical calibration
variation. The uncertainties in our calibration determinations could be reduced using
the hybrid method of Leblanc and McDermid (2008), as a refinement of our method
would be to combine the trajectory calibration with an internal lamp source or some
sort of internal calibration technique which could further reduce the variation in the
calibration over time.
Eleven of the calibration nights in this study showed significant structural variations in water vapour over the 30 min traditional calibration period. These nights had
an average of 2% difference in the calibration constant, which is less than the average
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calibration uncertainty of 4.5%. Therefore, the trajectory and traditional methods do
not produce statistically different calibration values. However, the trajectory method
does more accurately reproduce the radiosonde profile than the traditional method
between 2 and 4 km and above 4 km the methods do equally well (Fig. 2.8). The
water vapour content below 4 km for the nights in this study was an average of 87%
of the total content measured by the radiosonde. Therefore, we believe that calibration should be limited to below 4 km where the signal is highest and the trajectory
method performs best. Additionally, the points above 4 km do not make a significant
difference in the calibration factor obtained.
The RALMO has an average of 50% uptime over the last 10 years, making it an
ideal database for the detection of water vapour trends in the free troposphere. In
addition to frequent measurements, trend analyses also require minimal uncertainty
and well-characterized retrievals. The aim of this work was to develop a calibration method that characterized the uncertainty of the calibration constant as well
as making sure it was physically consistent with the reference instrument. The trajectory calibration technique will be used in conjunction with an internal calibration
method to produce a 10 year water vapour climatology and UTLS trend analysis
using RALMO measurements.

Appendices
2.A

Determining the Mean of the Angstrom Exponent Time Series

Whiteman (2003) assessed the influence of aerosols on Raman water vapour lidar
calibrations and found that not accounting for aerosols could induce an uncertainty
of up to 4% in the lidar water vapour profile. On clear nights with low aerosol content,
the differential aerosol profile might only induce an uncertainty of up to 1%, however,
it would be larger on nights with larger aerosol concentrations. In this manuscript,
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we calculate the extinction profiles for the nitrogen and water vapour channels using
the backscatter ratio calculated from the ratio of the elastic and pure rotational
Raman channels (Whiteman, 2003). The backscatter ratio is then used to calculate
an extinction profile for the 355 nm wavelength by assuming a molecular backscatter
ratio profile and a lidar ratio distribution (Sect. 2.3.1). The extinction profile at
354.7 nm (α(z, λ0 )) can be shifted to the nitrogen and water vapour wavelengths
through Equation 2.3 by assuming an Ångstrom exponent (a) which is constant with
altitude.

Figure 2.9: The Ångstrom exponent time series from the PFR (blue dots). The red
line is the annual and semi-annual fit.
We calculated the value of the angstrom exponent from an angstrom exponent
time series measured by the Precision Filter Radiometer (PFR) (Figure 2.9). First,
we fit an annual and 6 month cycle with an offset to find the average angstrom
exponent value. The time series was then de-trended by subtracting the seasonal
cycle. We calculated the uncertainty in the angstrom exponent by removing the
seasonal cycle from the time series (Figure 2.10) and then took the standard deviation
of the residuals. The final angstrom exponents used in the calibration were the
angstrom exponents calculated using the fitted function with an uncertainty of 0.34
for the uncertainty propagation.
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Figure 2.10: The de-trended Ångstrom exponent time series (black). The blue and
green dashed lines represent 1 and 2 σ away from the mean respectively.

2.B

Deriving the Uncertainty Relations

The uncertainty in the water vapour lidar calibration constant is typically calculated
by taking the standard deviation of the calibration constants derived during an intensive campaign. The disadvantage to this method is that the uncertainty in the
calibration may change over time which would not be known until the next campaign. Using GRUAN sondes allows us to calculate the primary contribution to the
calibration uncertainty for every calibration. The derivation of the uncertainties for
the combined lidar and radiosonde uncertainties as well as the dead time, extinction,
and Ångstrom exponent uncertainties are shown here for reference purposes.
The uncertainty in a derived quantity (such as the calibration constant) is the
sum of the covariances of the measurements used (Equation 2.8).
v
u N N
uX X ∂C ∂C
UC = t
cov(Xn , Xm )
∂Xn ∂Xm
n=1 m=1

(2.8)

The uncertainty in the calibration (UC ) can be calculated using a vector X which
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contains all of the measurements used to calculate the lidar constant:
Xn = [L1, L2, L3...R1, R2, R3...α1, α2, ....n]

(2.9)

and their covariances. If the measurements are not correlated with one another,
their covariances are simply their variances. The variances of the measurements are
provided by the instrument (radiosonde) or can be derived from the instrument noise
(i.e. lidar, angstrom exponent). The following sections are the derivations of each of
the individual uncertainty components of the calibration constant.

2.B.1

Combined Radiosonde and Lidar Uncertainties

The calibration constant is calculated using the least squares fit between the lidar (Li )
and the radiosonde (Ri ) measurements (Bevington and Robinson, 2003) (Equation
2.10).
PA

C = Pi=1
A

Ri Li

n=1

L2i

(2.10)

Let A = 3 for the purposes of an example of the expansion of Equation 2.8. In
which case if we expand the equation:
C=

R1 L1 + R2 L2 + R3 L3
L21 + L22 + L23

(2.11)

We assume four things when expanding Equation 2.8:
cov(Rn , Rm ) = var(R) for n = m

(2.12)

cov(Rn , Rm ) = rUR2 n UR2 m when n 6= m

(2.13)

cov(L, L) = 0 when n 6= m

(2.14)

cov(L, L) = var(L, L) for n = m

(2.15)

cov(R, L) = 0

(2.16)
(2.17)
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Assumption 1 is that the covariance of the same measurement is the variance of
that measurement. Assumption 2 implies that the radiosonde measurements are
correlated with themselves. The third assumption is that the lidar measurements are
not correlated with each other. The fourth assumption is that the covariance of the
same lidar measurement is the variance of the measurement. And the last assumption
is that the lidar and radiosonde measurements are uncorrelated with each other.
Thus we can simplify all the terms in Equation 2.8 to three terms/sets of calculations:
v
u A
A
A−1 X
A
X
X
uX ∂C
∂C 2 2
∂C ∂C
2
t
2
(
) UR +
) UL + 2
rij Ui Uj
(
UC =
∂Ri
∂Li
∂Ri ∂Ri+1
i=1
i=1
i=1 j=i+1

(2.18)

We only need the terms where n = m for the lidar and the radiosonde (terms 1
and 2) and then the third term is the set of covariance terms where n = m but all
of the covariances will be 1. A is the number of radiosonde and lidar measurements
and N = 2A. Using Equation 2.11 in this document as an example: We have two
derivatives that we need -

∂C
∂Li

and

∂C
.
∂Ri

The derivative with respect to the radiosonde

measurement is the easy one, the i-th term is the only one that keeps a coefficient Ri
in front, and the rest are 0.
Li
∂C
= PA 2
∂Ri
i=1 Li

(2.19)

The derivative with respect to the lidar measurement is longer. Again, using
Equation 2.11 as an example, and let i = 1 for the purposes of the example:

∂C
(L2 + L22 + L23 )(R1 ∗ 1) − L1 R1 (2L1 )
= 1
+ ...
∂Li
(L21 + L22 + L23 )2
(L21 + L22 + L23 )(0) − L2 R2 (2L1 )
+ ...
(L21 + L22 + L23 )2
(L21 + L22 + L23 )(0) − L3 R3 (2L1 )
(L21 + L22 + L23 )2
If we simplify the first term, and remove all terms with zeros we have:
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L1 R1 (2L1 )
L2 R2 (2R1 )
L3 R3 (2L1 )
(R1 ∗ 1)
∂C
− 2
− 2
− 2
= 2
2
2 2
2 2
2
2
2
∂Li
(L1 + L2 + L3 ) (L1 + L2 + L3 )
(L1 + L2 + L3 )
(L1 + L22 + L23 )2
Which can be further simplified into a series as:
P
2Li A
Ri Li
∂C
Ri
= PA 2 − PAi=1 2
∂Li
( i=1 Li )2
i=1 Li

2.B.2

(2.20)

Deadtime Uncertainty

We use the non-paralyzable equation with a dead time of 4 ns (γ) and assume a dead
time uncertainty (Uγ ) of 5%.

Nt =

No
1 − No γ

(2.21)

Nt is the saturation-corrected counts and No is the observed/raw counts with the
background subtracted. The dead time does not correlate with anything, so we are
left with only one term in the uncertainty equation:
s
UC,γ =

∂C
∂γ

2
Uγ2

(2.22)

While more cumbersome, it is advisable to do the derivative directly using the
quotient rule as it is difficult to keep track of the summations using the chain rule.
First, we rewrote the lidar measurements in terms of Nt and No :


Nt,H
Nt,N


Nt,H ΓN
Li =
Nt,N ΓH
No,H 1 − No,N γi
=
,
No,N 1 − No,H γi

(2.23)
(2.24)

where Li is the ratio of the transmission (ΓX ) - corrected lidar measurements. The
transmissions here are the total aerosol and molecular transmissions.
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Now C can be written as a function of the dead time:
Γ

PA

N

1−N

γ

i,o,H
i,o,N
Ri Γi,N
i,H Ni,o,N 1−Ni,o,H γ

2

i=1

C=P
A

(2.25)

Γi,N Ni,o,H 1−Ni,o,N γ
Γi,H Ni,o,N 1−Ni,o,H γ

i=1

Taking the derivative using the quotient rule:
 0
f 0g − f g0
f
=
g
g2

f0

=
=

g0

=2

Γ

PA

i=1

∂
∂γ

Γ

PA

N

i=1

N

(2.26)

1−N

γ

i,N
i,o,H
i,o,N
Ri Γi,H
Ni,o,N 1−Ni,o,H γ

−N

(1−N

(2.27)

γ)−(−N )(1−Ni,o,N γ)

i,o,H
i,o,N
i,o,H
H
Ri Γi,N
(1−Ni,o,H γ)2
i,H Ni,o,N
P
Γi,N Ni,o,H Ni,o,H −Ni,o,N
= A
i=1 Ri Γi,H Ni,o,N (1−Ni,o,H γ)2

(2.29)

PA  Γi,N Ni,o,H 1−Ni,o,N γ 2
∂
= ∂γ
i=1 Γi,H Ni,o,N 1−Ni,o,H γ
PA  Γi,N Ni,o,H 1−Ni,o,N γ   ∂ 
L
= 2 i=1 Γi,H Ni,o,N 1−Ni,o,H γ
∂γ i




PA
Γi,N Ni,o,H 1−Ni,o,N γ
Γi,N Ni,o,H Ni,o,H −Ni,o,N
i=1

=2

Γi,H Ni,o,N 1−Ni,o,H γ

PA  Γi,N Ni,o,H 2
i=1

Γi,H Ni,o,N

Γi,H Ni,o,N (1−Ni,o,H γ)2

(Ni,o,H −Ni,o,N )(1−Ni,o,N γ)
(1−Ni,o,H γ)3

Using the new calculations for f 0 and g 0 , we can now calculate
means that

∂C
∂γ

(2.28)

(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)

∂C
.
∂γ

Note that this

is a constant and not dependent on altitude. We haven’t simplified the

equation - it’s solved in Matlab using the separate variables. However, if we wanted
to solve it using

∂Li
∂γ

this is what the basic equation would look like:

∂C
=
∂γ

PA

∂Li
i=1 Ri ∂γ

PA

2
i=1 Li − 2
P
A

PA

2
i=1 Li
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∂Li
i=1 Li ∂γ
2

PA

i=1

Ri Li

(2.34)

2.B.3

Extinction Uncertainty

The extinction profile is not correlated with the water vapour or nitrogen measurements; therefore, the uncertainty in the calibration constant due to the uncertainty
in extinction is:

UC,αaer,i

v
u A 
2
uX
∂C
t
Uα2aer,i
=
∂α
aer,i
i=1

(2.35)

We assume a 100% uncertainty in our extinction due to my assumptions of the
lidar ratio. First, we rewrote the ratio of the corrected lidar measurements in terms of
the nitrogen and water vapour aerosol transmissions (Γaer,X ) and the aerosol optical
depth for each wavelength (τX ). For simplicity’s sake we have shortened the water
vapour subscripts to H and the nitrogen subscripts to N .

NH (zi ) Γmol,N (zi ) Γaer,N (zi )
NN (zi ) Γmol , H(zi ) Γaer,H (zi )
Γaer,N (zi )
e−τN (zi )
= −τ (zi )
Γaer,H (zi )
e H
Γaer,N (zi )
= eτH (zi )−τN (zi )
Γaer,H (zi )

Li =

(2.36)

The aerosol optical depths are a function of the aerosol extinction profiles (αaer (z, λX ))
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and the Ångstrom exponent (a).

τH (zi ) =


λH
λ0

−a Z

zi

αaer (zi , λ0 )dz

(2.37)

0

−a Z zi
λN
αaer (zi , λ0 )dz
λ0
0
−a

τN (zi ) =

λH
BH =
λ0
 −a
λN
BN =
λ0
R
R
Γaer,N (z)
= eBH αaer (z,λ0 )dz−BN αaer (z,λ0 )dz
Γaer,H (z)
R
Γaer,N (z)
= e(BH −BN ) αaer (z,λ0 )dz
Γaer,H (z)

The corrected lidar measurements can then be simplified, such that:
NH (zi ) Γmol,N (zi ) (BH −BN ) R0zi αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz
e
NN (zi ) Γmol,H (zi )
NH (zi ) Γmol,N (zi )
Di =
NN (zi ) Γmol,H (zi )
Li =

Li = Di e(BH −BN )

R zi
0

Z
τi = (BH − BN )

(2.38)

αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz

zi

αaer (zi , λ0 )dz.
0

Now that we have the final corrected lidar equation, we can calculate the derivative
with respect to αaer,i in the same way we calculated the dead time derivatives using
the quotient rule.
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∂Li
∂αaer,i
∂Li
∂τi
∂τi
∂αaer,i
∂Li
∂αaer,i
∂Li
∂αaer,i

=

∂Li ∂τi
∂τi ∂αaer,i

(2.39)

= Di eτi
∂
= (BH − BN )
∂αaer,i
= Di e(BH −BN )

R

Z

zi

αaer (zi , λ0 ) = (BH − BN )dz
0

αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz

(BH − BN )dz

= Li (BH − BN )dz

Propagating through Equation 2.10:
R

(BH −BN ) αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz
∂ ΣA
∂C
i=1 Ri Di e
R
=
(BH −BN ) αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz )2
∂αaer,i
∂αaer,i ΣA
(D
e
i
i=1

(2.40)

We used the same basic quotient method and split it into parts for the code using
Equation 2.26.

f0 =

A
R
∂ X
Ri Di e(BH −BN ) αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz
∂αaer,i i=1

R
R
∂
(R1 D1 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z1 ,λ0 )dz + R2 D2 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z2 ,λ0 )dz )
∂αaer,1
R
∂
(R1 D1 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z1 ,λ0 )dz + 0)
=
∂αaer,1

=

= R1 D1 e(BH −BN )
= Ri

R

αaer,1 (z,λ0 )dz

(BH − BN )dz

∂Li
∂αaer,i

= Ri Li (BH − BN )dz
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(2.41)

Calculate g’:
A
R
∂ X
(Di e(BH −BN ) αaer (zi ,λ0 )dz )2
g =
∂αi i=1
0

(2.42)

R
R
∂
((D1 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z1 ,λ0 )dz )2 + (D2 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z2 ,λ0 )dz )2 ...)
∂αaer,i
R
∂
=
(D1 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z1 ,λ0 )dz )2
∂αaer,i
R
∂L1
= 2(D1 e(BH −BN ) αaer (z1 ,λ0 )dz )
∂α1
∂Li
= 2Li
∂αi

=

= 2L2i (BH − BN )dz
The final extinction uncertainty is then:

UC,αaer,i = (Li (BH − BN )dz)

2.B.4

!
P
2Li Ri Li
Ri
P 2− P
2
Li
( L2i )

(2.43)

Ångstrom Exponent Uncertainty

The equation for the uncertainty in the calibration constant due to the uncertainty in
the Ångstrom exponent follows the same logic as the uncertainty for the extinction.
It is not correlated to any of the other measurements, therefore:

s
UC,a =

∂C
∂a


Ua

(2.44)

The derivative of the calibration constant with respect to the Ångstrom exponent
can be calculated using the same final corrected lidar measurements equation from
the previous section (Equation 2.38), with the exception that BH and BN must now
be written in terms of the Ångstrom exponent (a).
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Li = Di eτi
 a  a  Z
λ0
λ0
τi =
−
αaer (zi , λ0 )dz
λH
λN

(2.45)

Then, we can take the derivative of Li with respect to the Ångstrom exponent
using the chain rule:
∂Li
∂Li ∂τi
=
∂a
∂τi ∂a
∂Li
= Di eτi
∂τi
Z
∂τi
0
0
= [BH − BN ] αaer (zi , λ0 )dz
∂a
 a  
λ0
λ0
0
BH =
ln
λH
λH
 a  
λ0
λ0
0
ln
BN
=
λN
λN

(2.46)

.
Similarly to the other three derivations, we have to now take the derivative of the
calibration constant with respect to the angstrom exponent. We have done this the
same way as the other three derivations by taking the f’ and g’ components using the
quotient rule.
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A

f0 =

∂ X
Ri Li
∂a i=1

(2.47)

∂L1
∂L2
+ R2
...
∂a
∂a
Z
0
0
τ1
= R1 D1 e (BH − BN )
= R1

z1
τ2

αaer (z1 , λ0 )dz + R2 D2 e

0
(BH

−

0
BN
)

=

−

0
)
BN

A
X

Z

z2

αaer (z2 , λ0 )dz
0

0
0
(BH

Z

zi

Ri Li

αaer (zi , λ0 )dz
0

i=1

A

∂ X 2
g =
L
∂a i=1 i
0

=2

A
X

2τi

Di e

(2.48)
0
(BH

−

0
BN
)

Z

=

αaer (zi , λ0 )dz
0

i=1
0
2(BH

zi

−

0
BN
)

A
X

L2i

Z

zi

αaer (zi , λ0 )dz
0

i=1

Because the summation terms in g’ and f’ include the integral of the aerosol extinction, the equation does not simplify past substituting the values into the quotient
rule. Therefore, we recommend that it be coded manually “as-is” to avoid errors.
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Chapter 3
A practical information-centered
technique to remove a priori
information from lidar OEM
retrievals1
3.1

Introduction

Rodgers (2000) introduced an Optimal Estimation Method (OEM) based on information theory for use in atmospheric remote sensing retrievals. The OEM has primarily
been used in passive remote sensing (Rodgers, 1976; Cunnold et al., 1989; Boersma
et al., 2004) and it was not until recently that the OEM was applied to lidar measurements to retrieve atmospheric aerosol properties, temperature, and water vapour
profiles (Povey et al., 2014; Sica and Haefele, 2015, 2016). OEM is advantageous
for lidar work not only because the desired geophysical quantities are retrieved (e.g.
temperature, water vapour mixing ratio, etc.) but also because it produces averaging kernels and a full uncertainty budget on a profile-by-profile basis. The averaging
1

A version of this chapter has been accepted for publication: Jalali, A., Hicks-Jalali, S., Sica, R.
J., Haefele, A., and von Clarmann, T.: A practical information-centered technique to remove a priori
information from lidar optimal-estimation-method retrievals, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 3943-3961,
doi.org/10.5194/amt-12-3943-2019, 2019.
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kernel matrix is a diagnostic tool that indicates the degree to which the retrieval is
determined by the lidar measurements or by the retrieval a priori values.
Lidars have high temporal and spatial resolution compared to passive remote sensing instruments, coupled with high signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio measurements over
much of their dynamic range, and thus have averaging kernels close to unity for the
majority of their retrievals, with a much finer grid spacing than passive instruments.
At most retrieval altitudes, the majority of the information comes from the lidar measurements. However, near the top of the lidar retrieval range, and in other regions
where the SNR is low, the a priori contribution to the retrieval increases and consequently the amount of information from the measurement decreases. The a priori
influence at the top of the retrieval should be considered when comparing OEM lidar
measurements, particularly if different a priori profiles are used.
An estimate of the measurements’ contribution to the retrieval, otherwise known
as the “measurement response”, can be calculated by taking the sum of the averaging
kernel functions. The measurement response is calculated by multiplying the averaging kernel matrix, A, with a unit vector, u, which we will refer to henceforth as Au.
The a priori contribution is then 1 minus the measurement response.
An example of the a priori’s influence is shown in Fig. 1 of Jalali et al. (2018).
Jalali et al. (2018) used more than 500 nights of measurements from the Purple Crow
Lidar (PCL) in London, Ontario between 1994 and 2013 to calculate the OEM temperature climatology. The cutoff height used for the climatology was the altitude
at which the measurement response equaled 0.9, or where the retrieval is roughly
comprised of 90% measurements and 10% a priori information. In order to see the
influence of the a priori on the temperature retrieval, temperature profiles from two
different models, CIRA-86 and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Committee on Extension to the Standard Atmosphere, 1976), were chosen to use as a priori temperatures.
Temperatures were retrieved using both a priori profiles, and the differences between
the two were compared at the altitudes where Au = 0.9 and Au = 0.99. The distribution of the influence of the a priori at these altitudes for the entire climatology is
shown in Fig. 3.1 of this paper. However, the temperature a priori ’s effect is always
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of the differences in temperatures retrieved at the altitudes
where the sum of the averaging kernels (Au) is 0.99(a) and 0.9(b) using two a priori
temperature profiles - the U.S. Standard Atmosphere and CIRA-86 for over 500 nights
as detailed in Jalali et al. (2018). The red dashed line shows the mean. For each case,
the difference in temperatures is always smaller than the statistical uncertainty at the
same altitude.
one or two degrees smaller than the random uncertainties at these altitudes.
The mean value of the histogram at the altitude where Au = 0.99 is 0.53 ± 1.29 K
and the mean at Au = 0.9 increases to 0.96 ± 3.25 K. There is a positive bias in
both histograms due to the fact that the monthly CIRA-86 temperature profiles are
consistently warmer than the yearly U.S. Standard Atmosphere profile. The effect of
the a priori increases as the values of Au decrease. Also, all values in the histogram
are within two sigma of the statistical uncertainty of the PCL climatology.
As Rodgers (2000) suggested, it is important to pick the most accurate a priori for
the retrieval. We used the CIRA-86 and U.S. Standard Atmosphere to investigate the
influence of the choice in a priori more clearly, as the differences between these two
model temperatures profiles is large. If a priori profile values from the CIRA-72 and
CIRA-86 models had been chosen for comparison, the mean values on the histogram
would have been much smaller.
Several methods for reducing the a priori’s influence on the retrieval have been
suggested by Vincent et al. (2015), Ceccherini et al. (2009), von Clarmann and
Grabowski (2007) and Joiner and Silva (1998). Their methods to minimize the effect
of the a priori was based on transforming a regularized to a maximum likelihood
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retrieval by moving from a fine grid to a coarser grid. Our work applies the methodology of von Clarmann and Grabowski (2007) (henceforth vCG) to a Rayleigh lidar
OEM temperature retrieval and a Raman lidar OEM water vapour retrieval. The
method uses a grid transformation on the retrieved temperature and water vapour
lidar profiles to remove the a priori temperature and water vapour contribution. The
transformation is applied in such a way that each final grid point carries roughly one
degree of freedom (information-centered). Then, the retrieved profiles are calculated
on the coarse grid by re-running the OEM in a way that the effect of the a priori
constraint is minimized.
We have used two lidars in this study, whose specifications are discussed in more
detail in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 summarizes some fundamental material of the OEM
which will be referenced throughout the paper. Section 3.4 discusses the a priori removal methodology with a simple example. The method is then applied in Section 3.5
for three cases: Raman water vapour daytime, Raman water vapour nighttime, and
Rayleigh nightly temperature retrievals. Section 3.6 discusses the differences between
our practical application and the method in vCG and some of the proposed method’s
advantages. Sections 3.7 and 3.8 are the Summary and Conclusions respectively.

3.2

Description of the lidar systems

Two lidars were used in this study, the RAman Lidar for Meteorological Observation
(RALMO) in Payerne, Switzerland and the Purple Crow Lidar in London, Ontario.
RALMO was used for the water vapour daytime and nighttime retrievals and the
PCL was used for the Rayleigh temperature retrievals.

3.2.1

RALMO

RALMO is located at the MeteoSwiss research station in Payerne, Switzerland (46.81◦
N, 6.94◦ E, 491 m a.s.l.). RALMO was built at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL) and was designed as an operational lidar for model validation and
climatological research. RALMO uses a 355 nm wavelength laser operating at 30 Hz
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with a nominal power of 300 mJ. Measurements are made in one-minute intervals with
an altitude resolution of 3.75 m. A typical 30 min water vapour profile will extend
to 10 - 12 km at night and 4 - 5 km during the day. Detailed specifications for the
RALMO can be found in Dinoev et al. (2013) and Brocard et al. (2013). The water
vapour retrieval for daytime and nighttime followed the same procedure as described
in Sica and Haefele (2016), with the exception that we now retrieve the overlap, which
is no longer a model parameter. Only raw (uncorrected) photocount measurements
are used for the water vapour retrievals. The lidar input measurements are 30 min
profiles beginning at the same time as the coincident radiosonde launch from the
Payerne station. The U.S. Standard Atmosphere water vapour profile is used as the
water vapour a priori input for both daytime and nighttime retrievals.

3.2.2

Purple Crow Lidar

The Purple Crow Lidar (PCL) is located at the Environmental Science Western Field
Station (43.07◦ N, 81.33◦ W, 275 m a.s.l.) near The University of Western Ontario in
London, Canada. The PCL uses a 532 nm wavelength Nd: YAG laser with 1000 mJ
per pulse power at 30 Hz. The PCL is comprised of two Rayleigh channels, a High
Level Rayleigh (HLR) channel whose high gain detector is useful from between 40 to
110 km and a Low Level Rayleigh (LLR) low gain channel, which is nearly linear due to
the use of a neutral density filter, above 25 km. Returns from below 25 km are blocked
by a mechanical chopper which controls the firing of the laser. The backscattered
photons are collected by a 2.65 m diameter liquid mercury mirror. The temporal and
spatial resolution of the PCL is 1 min, or 1800 laser shots, and 7.5 m, respectively.
The details of the PCL OEM Rayleigh temperature retrieval are discussed in Sica and
Haefele (2015) and its application to the PCL data set in Jalali et al. (2018). The
PCL OEM temperature profiles are created using nightly integrated HLR and LLR
measurements and typically reach up to 100 km. The a priori temperature profiles
are the CIRA-86 (Fleming et al., 1988) and U.S. Standard Atmosphere temperatures.
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3.3
3.3.1

Theoretical background
The Maximum likelihood solution

A maximum likelihood (ML) solution is an inverse technique which does not make
use of a priori information and finds a solution which is solely based on the measurement information. If a Gaussian probability distribution of measurement errors
is assumed, the maximum likelihood solution is the solution which minimizes the
squared covariance-weighted differences between the measurements and the forward
model (Eq. 3.1):
CostM L = (y − Kx)T S −1 (y − Kx).

(3.1)

The solution to the ML inverse problem is then:
x = (KT S −1 K)−1 KT S −1 y,

(3.2)

which is equivalent to the first term of the OEM solution (Equation 1.35) without
regularization. From Eq. 3.2, the gain matrix for ML is:
GML = (KT S −1 K)−1 KT S −1 .

(3.3)

Therefore, by definition, the averaging kernel of the maximum likelihood solution
must be equal to the identity matrix.
We see that it is possible to arrive at the maximum likelihood solution mathematically through the OEM solution by setting S−1
a = 0 in Eq. 1.35. Additionally,
as the solution is based on Gaussian probability distributions, the uncertainties are
calculated in the same manner as in the OEM. However, the maximum likelihood
uncertainties will be larger than the OEM uncertainties due to the removal of the
inverse of the covariance matrix from the gain matrix, as the a priori information no
longer constrains the covariance of the retrieval to that of the a priori profile. This
is not a shortcoming of the ML solution but simply reflects the fact that the uncertainties of OEM designate different things. The OEM uncertainty estimate describes
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our combined a priori and measurement knowledge while the ML error bars refer to
the pure measurement information.

3.4

Methodology

Our objective in this study is to find a practical method to remove the a priori
information from the retrieval vector. We have based our work upon the methodology
of vCG, and have developed a quick and straightforward method to remove the a
priori from the lidar retrieval. vCG proposed removing the effect of the a priori
by using an information-centered grid approach. Each level of the retrieval on the
information-centered grid contains one degree of freedom, and therefore, the number
of degrees of freedom of the signal is the same as the number of retrieval levels. In
this condition, the formal a priori information can be removed without de-stabilizing
the retrieval.
To create an information-centered grid that contains close to one degree of freedom
per level requires the averaging kernel of the fine grid retrieval. For a lidar, this is
either the raw measurement spacing or a grid found by integrating some number of raw
measurements into larger bins. Therefore, the first step is to run the OEM retrieval
following the same procedures as in Sica and Haefele (2015) or Sica and Haefele
(2016) which use a slightly non-linear forward model and solve the retrieval using
the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Rodgers, 2000). This produces a temperature
or water vapour retrieval along with their respective averaging kernel matrices and
uncertainty budgets on the “fine grid” or first retrieval grid. For RALMO water
vapour retrievals, the fine grid altitude resolution is 100 m and 50 m resolution for
the daytime and nighttime retrievals respectively, and 1024 m for the PCL Rayleigh
temperature retrieval. The fine grid averaging kernel contains information regarding
the degrees of freedom of the retrieval along the diagonal elements of the matrix (see
Sect. 3.3). The cumulative trace of the averaging kernel is the total degrees of freedom
of the retrieval (Eq. 1.40).
To illustrate the method, we will give a simple example with the fine grid levels,
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diagonal components of the averaging kernel matrix, and the cumulative trace of the
averaging kernel, as shown in Table 3.1.
Fine Grid Levels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Diagonal elements
of A
1
1
1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1

Cumulative Trace
of A
1
2
3
4
4.9
5.7
6.4
7.0
7.5
7.9
8.1
8.2

Table 3.1: A simple example for demonstrating the averaging kernel matrix’s role in
finding the coarse grid which resembles the typical structure of a lidar temperature
retrieval averaging kernel. The first column is the retrieval level and for lidar OEM
retrievals is typically an altitude. The second column is the elements along the diagonal of the averaging kernel matrix A. The third column is the cumulative trace of
A, where the last value determines the number of degrees of freedom per grid point
for the coarse grid using Eq. 3.4.
We then use the triangular representation from vCG to create the informationcentered grid using the fine grid averaging kernel. First, the cumulative trace of the
averaging kernel matrix is used to determine the amount of information needed for
each grid point on the coarse grid using Eq. 3.4:
dgfc =

dgf
≈ 1,
int(dgf ) − 1

(3.4)

where dgfc refers to the degrees of freedom per level on the coarse grid, dgf is the
cumulative trace of the fine grid averaging kernel matrix (Eq. 1.40), and int(dgf ) is
the integer value of dgf (e.g. int(4.8) = 4). The degrees of freedom per grid point is
determined by dividing the total degrees of freedom by one less than the integer value
of the total. For example, if the total degrees of freedom of the retrieval is 8.2, then
the degrees of freedom per grid point is 8.2/(8-1) = 1.1 degrees of freedom per grid
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point. In the triangular representation the information is spread over dgf − 1 grid
points because the first and last points remain the same as those in the fine grid. It is
then necessary to interpolate the fine grid to the points where the diagonal elements
are equal to the appropriate degrees of freedom to create the coarse grid. As each grid
point contains an equal number of degrees of freedom, the grid points are distributed
irregularly. The final levels which are used in the coarse grid are shown in Fig. 3.2.
In this case, we now have coarse grid points at 1, 2.2, 3.4, 4.6, 6.1, 8, and 12. As the
sensitivity of the averaging kernel decreases, the number of points used in the coarse
grid increases.

Figure 3.2: The coarse grid levels are shown for the example case as a function of the
cumulative trace of the averaging kernel matrix. The total degrees of freedom for the
retrieval are 8.2, which is spread over the entire retrieval grid such that each point
has roughly one degree of freedom. As the SNR of the measurements decreases, more
fine grid points are used in the coarse grid, and the distance between points generally
increases with altitude.
The resulting coarse grid is then used as the retrieval grid for a second retrieval
run. In this manuscript we will refer to a “run” as one retrieval which typically requires
10 “iterations” to converge to a solution. However, before running the retrieval again
we remove the regularization term in Eq. 1.35 by choosing an arbitrarily large a priori
uncertainty such that the inverse of the a priori covariance matrix (S−1
a ) becomes zero.
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If S−1
a is set to zero, the optimal estimation becomes the unconstrained weighted least
squares solution (vCG), which is the solution of the maximum likelihood problem
with the assumption of Gaussian residuals in force. The second retrieval is then a
ML retrieval which uses the new coarse retrieval grid calculated from the original
first OEM retrieval, and the effect of the a priori is minimal due to minimizing the
regularization term. The ML coarse grid averaging kernels then are unity at all levels.

3.5

Results

We now apply our information-centered approach, using the triangular representation
from vCG, to lidar OEM retrievals in order to minimize the effect of the a priori. We
will examine the method’s effectiveness with RALMO daytime and nighttime water
vapour retrievals, as well as with a PCL Rayleigh temperature retrieval. This method
is also applicable in general, and can be applied to other lidar retrievals. First, we will
discuss the results from the triangular representation and the creation of the “coarse
grid” and how it is used as the new retrieval grid. Then we will discuss its effect on
the retrieval, vertical resolution, uncertainty budgets, and averaging kernel for a case
study for each type of retrieval. We will then discuss the results of the method using
representative data sets for all water vapour and temperature retrievals.

3.5.1

Daytime RALMO water vapour a priori removal

Daytime Case Study
The daytime water vapour case study retrieval is a 30 min integration obtained in
conjunction with a Vaisala RS92 radiosonde launch from the Payerne station on 22
January 2013 at 1200 UT. This date was chosen because it shows the large impact
our method has on low signal-to-noise ratios, which occur during the daytime due
to the high solar background or in dry layers (regions with relative humidities less
than 25%). The input data grid for this case was binned to 50 m to remove numerical
features in the retrieval due to the high background noise levels.
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Figure 3.3: The clear daytime water vapour averaging kernel matrix for 22 January
2013 at 1200UT (a) on the fine grid and (b) on the coarse grid. Every other averaging
kernel has been plotted for clarity. a) The measurement response Au is the red solid
line. The horizontal dashed line is the height at which the measurement response
is first equal to 0.9 and is the line above which we would consider there to be large
influence from the a priori. b) The coarse grid averaging kernels all equal 1 and reach
up to the last retrieval altitude at 10 km.
The diagonal values of the daytime case fine grid averaging kernels (Fig. 3.3a)
quickly drop below 1 above 2 km due to a dry layer. The measurement response is
shown by the red line which first drops below 0.9 at 2.7 km. This is the uppermost
altitude at which we consider the retrieval to not have significant influence from the
a priori. The coarse grid averaging kernels (Fig. 3.3b), by design, are all equal to 1 as
discussed in Sect. 3.4 and reach up to 10 km. While the coarse grid ensures that each
altitude has 1 degree of freedom, we do not necessarily consider the entire retrieval
as meaningful, which will be discussed further below. The vertical resolution of each
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Figure 3.4: The vertical resolution profile on 22 January 2013 1200 UT. The vertical
resolution will decrease on the coarse grid as the points are used to reach one degree
of freedom. The last two points have vertical resolutions of several hundred meters,
but are not considered meaningful points as they have total uncertainties of larger
than 60%.
point on the fine and coarse retrieval grids is shown in Fig. 3.4. In this case, the fine
grid averaging kernels are never exactly 1, therefore have some a priori information,
which explains why the resolution of the fine grid retrieval is still a little bit coarser
than the gridwidth. The vertical resolution of the coarse grid retrieval is still a bit
worse. This is attributed to the loss of a fractional degree of freedom, resulting from
Eq. 3.4. The penultimate point in the coarse retrieval grid has a vertical resolution
of over 600 m. The coarse grid points which have incorporated more fine grid points
have a lower vertical resolution than others (i.e. the points between 2.8 and 10 km
altitude).
The daytime water vapour fine and coarse grid retrievals are shown in Fig. 3.5a and
Fig. 3.5b respectively. The fine and coarse grid retrievals are the same up to 2.5 km,
at which point the coarse grid retrieval (in red) begins to more closely follow the
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Figure 3.5: a) The retrieved daytime water vapour profile for 22 January 2013
1200 UT. The fine grid retrieval is in black and includes the a priori information.
The coarse grid retrieval is in red and the a priori (grey) has been removed. The
radiosonde is shown in green. The points which we do not consider meaningful because
their uncertainties are larger than 80% in the retrieval are shown in dashed red lines.
The coarse grid retrieval increases the last valid point by 2 km (red dashed line) and
now more closely resembles the radiosonde above the original cutoff altitude of 2.7 km
(black dashed line). b) The three primary contributors to the uncertainty budget on
January 22 2013 1200 UT are shown for comparison: the statistical uncertainty, the
uncertainty due to the calibration constant, and the uncertainty due to air density.
The solid lines are the relative uncertainties from the fine grid retrieval, and the
dashed lines are from the coarse grid retrieval. The a priori begins influencing the
profile above 2 km where the uncertainty increases.
path of the radiosonde and the traditional profile (dotted blue) and not the fine grid
retrieval (black). The coarse grid retrieval agrees with the radiosonde until 4.5 km.
At 4.8 km the statistical uncertainty is above 100%, and the last two points are above
80% statistical uncertainty; therefore, the retrieval is no longer meaningful at these
altitudes. All valid points are below the red dotted line. The large peaks in the fine
grid retrieval above 5 km show features that are not physical. If we consider the last
valid point to be 4.5 km with a statistical uncertainty of 27%, the a priori removal
method extends the valid altitude range of the daytime OEM retrievals by 2 km.
The three main components of the uncertainty budget are shown in Fig. 3.5b.
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The uncertainties shown in this study are relative percent uncertainties, i.e. the
uncertainty value divided by the quantity times 100. The fine grid statistical and
air density uncertainties increase with altitude due to decreasing SNR of the return
photocounts and then decrease as the retrieval falls back to the a priori as the signal
goes to zero. The coarse grid statistical uncertainties and the uncertainty due to air
density continue to increase with altitude, instead of falling back to zero, on the coarse
grid because the a priori has been removed. The a priori has been removed by setting
the inverse covariance matrix to zero in Eq. 1.37. When the a priori covariance is
removed, the solution space is no longer constrained and the coarse grid uncertainties
increase compared to the fine grid uncertainties. The calibration uncertainty also
increases, but now remains constant at all altitudes with the exception of the last
point, as it is no longer influenced by the a priori constraint.
Since the measurement response of the unconstrained coarse grid retrieval is unity
everywhere by definition, this quantity is not an adequate criterion for determining the
last useful altitude of a retrieval. Therefore, we use the uncertainty of the retrieval as a
criterion instead. A relative uncertainty of 60% was chosen as the largest acceptable
error, which resulted in a cutoff height of 4.5 km altitude. We found this height
to correspond with the altitude at which the signal to noise ratio decreases below
1 and noise begins to dominate the retrieval. However, the choice of the critical
uncertainty is a matter of preference, and depending on the goal of the research it
may be preferable to cut the retrieval at a lower uncertainty. It is also important
to take the presence of dry layers into account to avoid cutting the profile too low
if the uncertainty threshold is lowered. It may also be more useful to determine a
threshold based on absolute errors instead of relative, particularly for the case of dry
regions with low signal. To maintain consistency with Sica and Haefele (2015, 2016),
we have chosen to use relative errors for this analysis. The second-to-last point in
the statistical uncertainty has a mixing ratio uncertainty of 100% due to the lack
of signal above 4.5 km. Therefore, the ML coarse grid retrieval was cut to include
measurements below 4.5 km. The maximum uncertainty is 46% statistical uncertainty
at 3.8 km, where the water vapour signal is very small due to the presence of a dry
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layer at that altitude. A dry layer is a layer where the water content has below
25% relative humidity. The relative humidity measured by the radiosonde at 3.8
km is 10%. While the a priori removal technique increases the maximum retrieval
altitude, in addition to removing the contribution from the a priori profile, it will
increase the statistical uncertainty of the retrieval as well. It should, however, be
noted that uncertainties of OEM and maximum likelihood retrievals signify different
things. The OEM uncertainties characterize the a posteriori knowledge including
a priori and measurement information, while the maximum likelihood uncertainties
characterize the pure measurement information.
Finally, we compare the fine and coarse grid retrievals with the radiosonde profile
in Fig. 3.6. To highlight the differences in the OEM fine and ML coarse grid retrievals,
we have interpolated the radiosonde onto both the fine and coarse grids for comparison
and the 1-sigma uncertainties in the percent difference are shown as the shaded regions
on each side of the percent difference profile. The radiosonde uncertainties used to
calculate the percent difference uncertainties were calculated by propagating pressure,
temperature, and relative humidity uncertainties through the mixing ratio formulae
of Hyland and Wexler (1983). The uncertainty values were assumed constant with
height using the values presented in Dirksen et al. (2014). The percent difference
calculated on the fine grid is cut at the 0.9 measurement response cutoff height. At
all altitudes the retrievals agree with the radiosonde within their respective 1-sigma
uncertainties. The large uncertainties and the large difference from the radiosonde
at 2.2 km is due to the presence of a dry layer where the signal is much weaker. The
radiosonde detects much less water vapour compared to both lidar retrievals. That
altitude is not included in the coarse grid retrieval due to its lack of information,
therefore a similar feature is not seen in the coarse grid percent difference profile.
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Figure 3.6: The relative percent difference between the radiosonde and the fine and
coarse grid retrievals on 22 January 2013 1200 UT. The 1-sigma uncertainties for
percent difference are shown as shaded regions. The fine grid results are shown in
blue and the coarse grid results in red. The largest percent difference for the fine grid
is 600% and is not shown.
Daytime Representative Data Set
The a priori removal technique was tested on 5 additional days to study the differences
between the fine and coarse grid cutoff heights as well as their agreement with the
radiosonde (Fig. 3.7). The daytime water vapour OEM profiles typically reach up to
around 3 - 5 km on the fine grid, and up to 6 km on the coarse grid. There is an average
of 1.5 km difference between the two cutoff heights. In some cases, the differences are
much larger, and this is usually due to the presence of dry layers causing the averaging
kernel to decrease at a lower altitude. The large difference between the final altitudes
on each grid is typically due to a slow decrease in averaging kernel values with height,
as was shown in the case study. Additionally, in some cases, such as on 28 February
2012, the uncertainty never rose above 60%, in which case the second-to-last point
on the coarse grid was chosen as the cutoff point.
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The daytime water vapour OEM fine and coarse grid profiles show similar differences to the radiosonde profile within their respective uncertainties. For each case,
with the exception of 5 May 2009, there are very few differences between the fine
and coarse grid retrievals from the radiosonde. On 5 May 2009, the coarse grid retrieval was shifted with respect to the fine grid OEM retrieval, possibly due to poor
calibration on that day.
The daytime fine and coarse grid retrievals agree with radiosonde measurements
within their respective uncertainties and the coarse grid retrievals significantly increase the final meaningful retrieval altitude by an average of 1.5 km. Daytime water
vapour retrievals are often limited in altitude due to the high solar background in both
the water vapour and nitrogen channels. Increasing the final meaningful altitude by
up to 2 km is highly valuable for forecasting and validation purposes.
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Figure 3.7: Daytime water vapour mixing ratio retrievals for 5 additional nights.
Black lines are the original OEM retrieval on the fine grid, red solid lines are the
ML coarse grid retrievals and the dashed green lines are the radiosonde mixing ratio
measurements. The black dashed line is the original 0.9 measurement response cutoff
height and the red dashed lines are the coarse grid cutoff heights which were chosen
as the last altitude whose measurements had less than 60% total uncertainty.

Examining Cutoff Heights using Signal-to-Noise Ratios
To confirm our choice of cutoff heights for the fine and coarse grid retrievals, we
looked at the SNR profiles for the digital water vapour signal for each of the daytime
comparisons (Fig. 3.8). The water vapour signals are roughly 10 times weaker than
the nitrogen signal and therefore determine the amount of information available to the
retrieval. The SNR profiles were calculated using the raw digital input signals to the
OEM retrieval. As digital signals follow Poisson statistics, the SNR was calculated
using the following equation:
N (z) − B
,
SN R(z) = p
N (z)
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(3.5)

where z is altitude, N is the number of photon counts, B is the mean background
signal calculated as an average of the counts from 55 - 60 km for the water vapour
measurements.
It stands to reason that as the SNRs of the measurements drop, the OEM dependence on the measurements should also decrease (and the a priori ’s increase) due
to the increase in noise. Typically, the SNR level drops below 2 between 3 and 4
km altitude for daytime measurements due to the high solar background. The 0.9
measurement response cutoff height used for the fine grid OEM results is shown by
the blue dashed line in Fig. 3.8. For each daytime retrieval, the 0.9 measurement
response cutoff falls between an SNR of 1 and 2. The green dashed lines are where
the measurement response is last larger than 0.8, or the 0.8 measurement response
cutoff height. The 0.8 cutoff is consistently located at the heights where the signalto-noise ratio is unity, and usually 500 m to 1 km or higher than the 0.9 cutoff. The
coarse grid cutoff height, shown by the red dashed line, corresponds typically to the
boundary where the SNR drops below 1 into the region where noise dominates. The
location of the coarse grid cutoff then makes sense, as this would be the altitude where
no more information could be gathered and the uncertainties increase beyond what
we would consider meaningful or useful. The coarse grid cutoff sometimes coincides
with the location of the 0.8 cutoff, but is typically below the coarse grid point. The
SNRs of the 0.9 measurement response cutoff correspond to the traditional limits of
water vapour measurements for the RALMO lidar, which are typically cut where the
water vapour SNR drops below 2. Therefore, for a fine grid OEM retrieval, we find
that the 0.9 cutoff is a consistent choice with regards to the traditional method. The
0.8 cutoff height could be used, but we would caution against it as it may induce
unwanted amounts of a priori water vapour information into the retrieval. The coarse
grid utilizes the amount of information available from the measurements to produce
an information-centered profile, therefore, we also find its height appropriate as it
borders where the noise begins to dominate the measurements.
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Figure 3.8: Daytime water vapour SNRs (black). The various cutoff heights are
shown in dashed lines. The 0.9 measurement response cutoff is blue, 0.8 measurement
response cutoff is green, and the coarse grid cutoff is in red.

3.5.2

Nighttime RALMO water vapour a priori removal

Nighttime Case Study
The nighttime case study retrieval uses a 30-minute integration on 24 April 2013
0000 UT which coincides with the time of radiosonde launch. The fine retrieval grid
for the RALMO water vapour retrieval is 50 m.
The averaging kernel matrix for the fine and coarse grid retrievals is shown in
Fig. 3.9a and Fig. 3.9b, respectively. The altitude where Au first equals 0.9 for the
fine grid retrieval is at 9.1 km, which is typical for a 30 min nighttime measurement.
The coarse grid averaging kernels all equal 1, with the second-to-last altitude at 11 km.

Unlike the daytime case, the nighttime vertical resolution between the fine and
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Figure 3.9: The averaging kernel matrix for the nighttime water vapour retrieval on
24 April 2013 0000 UT. a) The fine grid retrieval with a maximum altitude of 9.1 km
(black dashed line). The measurement response is shown in red. b) The coarse grid
retrieval, where each averaging kernel is 1 for all altitudes.
coarse grid retrievals is very close up to 5 km where they begin to diverge (Fig. 3.10).
This is because the nighttime averaging kernels are very close to 1 until 5 km. As
the a priori enters the signal, more points from the fine grid are used to create
the coarse grid, resulting in larger coarse grid averaging kernels and decreasing the
vertical resolution. Figure 3.11 shows the final water vapour retrievals on the fine
and coarse grid as well as a Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Reference
Upper-Air Network (GRUAN) Vaisala RS92 radiosonde profile. Both fine and coarse
grid profiles agree past the 0.9 cutoff and up to 9 km at which point the coarse grid
retrieval diverges from both the fine grid retrieval and the radiosonde. We do see
small differences in dry layers where the signal level is lower, however, the differences
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Figure 3.10: The vertical resolution for April 24 2013 0000 UT. The vertical resolution
on the coarse grid retrieval decreases as more points are added to ensure that each
bin has one degree of freedom. The coarse grid resolution is shown in red and each
point is marked. The fine grid has points every 50 m therefore they are not shown
individually.
are inside the total uncertainty. The last four points in the retrieval are shown in
dashed lines because we do not consider them to be meaningful points as their total
uncertainties are 70% or larger.
The uncertainties for the nighttime retrievals are shown in Fig. 3.11b. Similarly
to the daytime retrievals, we have shown the top three uncertainty contributors for
comparison. Below 5 km the uncertainties are the same, as there is no influence
from the a priori. However, above 5 km the uncertainties begin to increase due to
the removal. The statistical uncertainty increases to almost 100% uncertainty at
the second-to-last point due to the lack of signal above 11 km. The mixing ratio
uncertainty due to the calibration uncertainty is now constant with altitude, which
we would intuitively expect and contributes roughly 5% uncertainty to the mixing
ratio measurements. The uncertainty due to air density increases by a maximum of
0.2% at the second-to-last point. We would consider anything above 9.7 km to be
invalid since points above that height have a total uncertainty of 60% or higher. The
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Figure 3.11: a) The water vapour retrieval for 24 April 2013 0000 UT. The fine
grid retrieval is in black, the coarse grid retrieval is in red. In general, both OEM
retrievals on the coarse and fine grid, and the radiosonde agree until the original cutoff
altitude at 9.1 km (dashed black line). The dashed red lines above 9.7 km show the
points we do not consider meaningful due to their large uncertainties. Therefore, the
a priori removal technique increases the last altitude bin by 600 m. The method is
limited by the lack of water vapour in the upper troposphere which causes a large
and rapid drop in signal. b) The three largest relative uncertainty components are
compared here on the fine and coarse grid. The drawback of the a priori removal
technique is that while you gain in altitude, you increase the uncertainty. At 9.7 km
the statistical uncertainty is 52%, above which is where we no longer consider the
rest of the retrieval to be viable.
last valid point has a total uncertainty of 52% at 9.7 km. Therefore, the a priori
removal technique increases the maximum valid altitude of the retrieval by 600 m.
The fine and coarse grid retrievals do not change very much with respect to each
other until 9.1 km where the averaging kernels begin to drop off significantly. They
both produce similar differences with the radiosonde (Fig. 3.12), except between 5
– 7 km, likely due to the dry layer present at those altitudes and smoothing from
the coarser grid. The uncertainties for the nighttime percent differences are more
variable than the daytime percent difference uncertainties due to the fact that we
used a GRUAN RS92 radiosonde on this night which calculates the uncertainties of
the radiosonde as a function of altitude. Mixing ratio uncertainties were calculated
in the same way as the daytime radiosonde mixing ratio uncertainties.
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Figure 3.12: The percent difference from the radiosonde for both the fine and coarse
grid retrievals. Both show similar differences with the radiosonde and the last valid
height is 9.7 km.
Nighttime Representative Data Set
The a priori removal method was applied to 8 additional nighttime retrievals (Fig. 3.13).
The nighttime cutoff heights in Fig. 3.13 show a general increase in cutoff height when
using the a priori removal method, albeit not as large. As with the daytime retrievals,
the coarse grid cutoffs were chosen to be the last altitude below with a total uncertainty less than 60%. Choosing a maximum uncertainty of 40% would result in cutoff
heights closer to the original fine grid’s. In all cases, the coarse grid increases the
maximum acceptable altitude, however, in some cases by only a few hundred meters.
On those nights, the averaging kernels decrease quickly after the original fine grid
cutoff height, therefore there is very little information with which to create the coarse
grid.
In all cases, the water vapour nighttime OEM fine grid and ML coarse grid retrievals produced profiles which agreed with the radiosondes within their respective
uncertainties. Differences larger than 0.4 g/kg, between both retrievals and the radiosonde profile, can be seen on 25 May 2012. This was likely due to lack of co-location
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with the lidar, as the balloon was 10 km away from the lidar at that altitude.

Figure 3.13: All nighttime water vapour retrievals. The radiosonde is shown by the
green dashes, the fine grid retrieval in black, and the coarse grid retrieval in red. The
0.9 cutoff height for the fine grid is shown by the black dashed line while the coarse
grid cutoff height is the horizontal red dashed line.
Using the a priori removal technique for nighttime retrievals may be helpful when
trying to improve water vapour measurements of the Upper Troposphere and Lower
Stratosphere (UTLS) region. However, in this case, because the nighttime measurements have large SNRs and a rapid change from high to low signal values, we do
not see as large of a difference between the coarse and fine grid retrievals as we do
in the daytime retrievals. For nighttime retrievals, the coarse grid may not provide
an operational advantage, but can still be used to homogenize a data set for trend
analysis or climatological studies which would require no a priori influence. This will
be discussed further in Sect. 3.6.
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Nighttime Cutoff Heights and SNRs
Similarly to the daytime water vapour measurements, we have also compared the
SNR values with the fine grid and coarse grid cutoff heights (Fig. 3.14). As before,
the fine grid 0.9 measurement response cutoff corresponds to the last point where the
measurement response is greater than 0.9 and is shown by the blue dashed line in
Figure 2. We have also included the 0.8 measurement response cutoff height (green
dashed line) for comparison which is calculated in the same way as the 0.9 measurement response cutoff. Lastly, we have included the cutoff height for the coarse grid,
chosen as the last height at which the total uncertainty of the retrieval is less than
60%.
In all cases, the 0.9 measurement response cutoff corresponds to a SNR of 2. When
we compare the 0.8 measurement response cutoff height with the 0.9 cutoff height,
we see that the 0.8 cutoff is typically between a few hundred meters to 1 km higher.
However, unlike the daytime measurements, the 0.8 cutoff and the coarse grid cutoff
are very close and are either close to 1 or at the boundary where the SNR starts to be
noise-dominated. Therefore, we would suggest when using fine grid nighttime OEM
water vapour retrievals, to use the 0.9 measurement response as a cutoff height since
the 0.8 cutoff height may be in the region where noise dominates, which would lead
to larger amounts of the a priori entering the retrieval.
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Figure 3.14: Nighttime SNR calculations for each nighttime water vapour OEM retrieval. The dashed lines are the corresponding cutoff heights: 0.9 measurement
response (blue), 0.8 measurement response (green), coarse grid (red).

3.5.3

PCL Rayleigh temperature a priori removal

We picked a sample night, 12 May 2012, from the Rayleigh temperature climatology
in Jalali et al. (2018) to illustrate the a priori removal procedure for a Rayleigh
temperature retrieval. The original OEM retrieval fine grid was 1024 m, and the a
priori temperatures were taken from the CIRA-86 model. The details regarding the
OEM retrieval are discussed in Sica and Haefele (2015) and its results applied to the
climatology are discussed in Jalali et al. (2018).
The averaging kernels for the fine grid and coarse grid retrievals are shown in
Fig. 3.15a and Fig. 3.15b. The red line is the measurement response or the estimate
of the averaging kernel’s sensitivity to the measurements. The height at which the
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Figure 3.15: The PCL averaging kernels for the temperature retrieval on 12 May
2012 on the fine grid (a) and on the coarse grid (b). The Au = 0.9 cutoff height on
the fine grid is shown by the black horizontal dashed line at 97 km. The red lines
on the edges of the averaging kernels are the measurement response. The coarse grid
extends the temperature upwards by 4 km.
measurement response equals 0.9 was chosen as a “cutoff” height in Jalali et al. (2018),
which is shown in Fig. 3.15a with a dashed line. After applying the a priori removal,
the averaging kernel on the coarse grid is equal to 1 at each point. Fig. 3.15b shows
that at the coarse grid points, according to the averaging kernel, the temperature
retrieval is completely sensitive to the measurements and therefore there is no a
priori contribution.
The vertical resolution for both grids is similar up to 85 km altitude (Fig. 3.16).
Above this height the coarse grid incorporates more points from the fine grid, and
thus, the vertical resolution decreases. The values of the vertical resolution (Fig. 3.16)
of the two highest points for the coarse grid are 10 km at 100 km and 8 km at 110 km.
However, the corresponding total uncertainties at these altitudes are above 100% and
60%, therefore we do not consider them to contribute to the retrieval.
Figure 3.17a shows the OEM fine and ML coarse grid temperature retrievals compared to the Chanin and Hauchecorne (HC) temperature calculation Hauchecorne
and Chanin (1980). The two OEM and ML retrievals are identical up to 88 km.
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Figure 3.16: The PCL vertical resolution for 12 May 2012 on the fine and coarse
grid. The vertical resolution is similar up to 85 km on both grids. Above this height
the vertical resolution decreases until it is 10 km in resolution above 100 km altitude
(dotted red line). We consider 100 km to be the highest meaningful point on the
coarse grid due to large uncertainties above that height.
Above 88 km the coarse grid retrieval differs from the fine grid retrieval and provides
only four additional levels. The last 2 levels are shown with dashed lines in Fig. 3.17a
and are points that we would not consider in the retrieval due to their large uncertainties. The last meaningful point shown in Figure 3.17a is around 100 km, where
the corresponding statistical uncertainty and systematic uncertainties due to the tieon pressure and ozone cross section are 15, 9, and 2.3 K, respectively (Fig. 3.17b).
Therefore, the last valid point of the retrieved temperature on the fine grid is within
the total uncertainty of the coarse grid and the final retrieval altitude increases by
4 km.
In this case, it cannot be concluded if the HC result is closer to the fine or coarse
grid result. In order to investigate, we used 9 additional nights randomly picked
from PCL measurements and the percent difference between the fine and coarse grid
retrieval with the HC method was calculated (Fig. 3.18). In general, the method does
just as well as the regular OEM, or better, with respect to the HC method results.
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Figure 3.17: (a) PCL temperature retrieval for the fine and coarse grids on 12 May
2012. The temperature and its uncertainty for the last coarse grid point has a large
value and it is not shown. (b) The statistical and systematic uncertainties due to the
tie-on pressure and ozone cross section for the PCL temperature retrieval. The other
systematic uncertainty terms included in our retrieval are not shown.
We may also conclude that, in general, the a priori temperatures do not have a large
effect on the profiles retrieved with the OEM for most nights, however, for nights
such as 24 May 2012 and 28 May 2012 the a priori seems to have had a larger effect
which is removed by our technique.
A consequence of applying this method is that the uncertainties in the retrieval
increase where the coarse grid is not equal to the fine grid. Figure 3.17b shows the
statistical uncertainty on the fine and coarse grid, as well as two of the largest systematic uncertainties, including the uncertainty in the retrieved temperature due to
the tie-on pressure and ozone cross section. The most sensitive uncertainty parameter
is the statistical uncertainty, which changes from 13 K to 20 K at 98 km. The details
of the systematic uncertainties on the fine grid are discussed in Sica and Haefele
(2015) and Jalali et al. (2018). The systematic uncertainties increase after a priori
removal due to the gain matrix (Eq. 1.37) increasing after the regularization term
is removed. In general, all uncertainties on the coarse grid (Fig. 3.17b) increase at
higher altitudes, where contribution from the a priori starts. The increasing of the
random uncertainties at the highest altitudes is due to decreasing photocounts from
the exponential decrease in air density.
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Figure 3.18: The percent difference between the fine grid retrieval with the HC method
(blue line) and coarse grid (a priori –removed) with the HC method (red line). Below
80 km the retrievals are identical, as the coarse and fine grid are identical.
To illustrate that the a priori is in fact being removed, we compared the temperature retrievals using two very different a priori temperature profiles, one calculated
by CIRA-86 and one calculated by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Fig. 3.19). The
difference between the two temperatures on the fine grid retrieval is shown by the
black curve and is about 2 K at the 0.9 cutoff line, within the statistical uncertainty.
The difference increases rapidly above that height. The same temperature difference
after the a priori is removed is shown in red and is on the order of zero at all altitudes.

The HC method considers the fact that the atmosphere consists of isothermal
layers and uses a seed pressure (or temperature) at the top of each measurement
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Figure 3.19: PCL temperature difference between the OEM retrieved temperature
profiles using values from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere and CIRA-86 as the a priori.
profile to calculate the temperature in the lower layers. The maximum height that
there is enough information in the signal is at SNR equals 2. Therefore, the seed
value usually is chosen at the altitude that SNR of 2 and 10 km from the top of the
temperature profile is removed due to the seed value uncertainty. We also examined
the relationship with the Rayleigh temperature retrieval and the SNR of the Rayleigh
channel signal to determine if there was a similarly consistent value associated with
the measurement response cutoff height as there was for the water vapour retrievals.
However, based on the examination of all 500+ nights in Jalali et al. (2018) study,
removing 10 km below the altitude at which the SNR=2 yields cutoff altitudes higher
than the measurement response of 0.8, which suggests that removing 15 km instead
of 10 km may be more consistent with the OEM technique.

3.6

Discussion

We have developed a method to remove the influence of the a priori temperature and
water vapour profiles on the retrieval based on the method discussed in vCG. These
authors presented a method to re-regularize the retrieval in a way that the original
a priori information is removed and the regularization on the fine grid emulates a
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coarser grid. These reregularized profiles can then be resampled on a coarse grid
without additional loss of information. The optimal coarse grid is determined from
the averaging kernel matrix of the original retrieval. This method effectively removes
the prior information from the retrieval while keeping the retrieval stable by the use
of the coarser final grid. This independence of a priori information can be diagnosed
by the averaging kernel matrix, which is unity on the coarse grid.
vCG presented two approaches, a “staircase” representation, and a “triangular”
representation, to transform the retrieval from the fine to the coarse grid. The cumulative trace of A shows the total degrees of freedom of the retrieval. In these
representations, the cumulative trace of the averaging kernel matrix A as a function
of altitude is calculated and is then interpolated to the coarse grid based on the centered information approach. As each space contains only one degree of freedom, the
spaces are distributed. The staircase representation with its discontinuities at the
layer boundaries is not a realistic representation of the atmosphere; therefore we use
the triangular representation here to create the coarse grid. In the triangular representation, the highest and lowest level of the coarse grid are considered to be the
same as the fine grid and the rest of the grid points are distributed such that each
layer between two levels represents approximately one degree of freedom.
Our method differs from vCG in that we do not re-regularize the retrieval to
remove the a priori. Instead, after the initial retrieval, we remove the regularization
term from the retrieval and re-run the retrieval using the coarse grid. This second run
of the retrieval is then equivalent to a Maximum Likelihood retrieval whose results are
solely based on the information provided by the measurements. Both the proposed
method and that of vCG are equally effective; however, our method is more of a
brute-force technique but easier to practically implement since it is trivial to re-run
the retrieval a second time.
For lidars, the triangular coarse grid calculation results in a grid that is very close
to the original OEM retrieval at the lower retrieval altitudes where there is more
signal and the averaging kernels of the OEM are close to unity. However, at higher
altitudes, where the OEM averaging kernels decrease, the information is spread over
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more altitudes and therefore the coarse grid spacing becomes larger to compensate for
the lack of information. An information-centered re-gridding approach is important
for an ML retrieval because it is not guaranteed that any inhomogeneous grid will
produce a stable a priori -free retrieval. Additionally, a statistical gridding approach
is easily automated and creates a grid that represents the physical conditions of the
atmosphere.
We have shown how the a priori removal method works for three sample retrievals:
water vapour during both daytime and nighttime, and a nighttime Rayleigh temperature. The a priori removal technique is most useful when the SNR is low, such as for
daytime water vapour measurements. The method can increase the daytime retrieval
altitude by up to 2 km which is highly beneficial for meteorological studies that rely
on accurate tropospheric measurements. The nighttime water vapour retrieval was
provided for contrast to illustrate how the a priori removal technique does not provide
significantly more information when the signal level falls off rapidly.
For Rayleigh temperature retrievals, we used measurements from the PCL in
London, Ontario. Jalali et al. (2018) suggested that the 0.9 level be used as the
valid cut-off height. In the case of the PCL, we see that the second-to-last point on
the coarse grid has a vertical resolution not much larger than the fine grid retrieval
(Fig. 3.16) and is very close to the same height; therefore, the 0.9 measurement
response value seems to be a conservative choice for a valid cutoff. We also showed
that the effect of the a priori is removed completely in the Rayleigh temperature
retrieval when we compared the differences in the retrieved temperature using the
values from CIRA-86 and from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere as the a priori profiles
(Fig. 3.19). The presented method provides us with higher altitudes for the retrieved
temperature profiles. Additionally, where the retrieved temperature profile in the
coarse grid is the same as it is for the fine grid, we can be confident the temperature
retrieval has a negligible contribution from the chosen a priori temperature profile.
An advantage of our method over OEM is that the entire coarse grid profile is
a priori–free, in the sense that the regularization term does not contribute to the
retrieval. In regions where the SNR is low or the averaging kernel is significantly
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less than 1, the a priori removal method improves the validity of the retrieval. An
a priori–free profile is especially useful for trend analyses and climatological studies
which must not include prior information and must be wholly based on measurements.
The advantage of an information-centered grid for a typical measurement may be used
for multiple retrievals. A grid which is optimal for one atmospheric state will in most
cases be close to optimal for a similar atmospheric state. With this consistent grid
choice, the altitude resolution of a multi-year time series will be consistent which
is important when working with data over long time periods or conducting trend
analyses. Varying information content of the individual measurements will lead to
error bars of different size. The coarse grid allows time series analysis or trend analysis
for single altitudes without problems caused by varying vertical resolution.
The important trade-off with this technique is that the uncertainties of the retrieval increase when moving from an OEM fine grid retrieval to a ML coarse grid
retrieval. Both the systematic and statistical uncertainties in the second ML retrieval
increase due to the removal of the inverse of the a priori covariance matrix from
the gain equation (Eq. 1.37). The vertical resolution of the profile also increases as
a consequence of the method. We also lose the ability to determine the maximum
useful retrieval altitude by using the averaging kernels. In this case, it is necessary
to use the uncertainties to determine the maximum altitude. While the a priori removal gives us more confidence in the retrieval, we may not consider the entire profile
meaningful due to high uncertainties. Hence, the last few points with unity averaging
kernel value on the coarse grid may not be recognized as valid retrieval levels.

3.7

Summary

We have developed a practical and robust method which removes the effect of a priori
information in lidar OEM retrievals. The method utilizes an information-centered
coarse grid which is derived using the averaging kernels from the initial “fine grid"
retrieval. The resulting coarse grid is then used, alongside setting the inverse of the
a priori covariance matrix to zero, to create the final ML retrieval without any a
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priori information. The method has little computational cost; the OEM retrieval
is extremely fast even on a laptop computer, so having to do the retrieval twice for
each profile is not critical. We illustrated the method using a simple example in
Sect. 3.4 and demonstrated the removal method using the water vapour signal from
the RALMO and the Rayleigh temperature signal from the PCL. We summarize the
results from both of these examples as follows:
1. Figure 3.1b) shows that 90% of the nights in the temperature climatology from
Jalali et al. (2018) had less than a 5 K influence from the a priori temperature
profiles at the Au = 0.9 cutoff height. Additionally, in all cases the a priori
temperature influence was less than the statistical uncertainty, as was illustrated
in Fig. 6 in Jalali et al. (2018). Although small, the a priori temperature profile
does contribute to the retrieved temperature in regions where the measurement
response is smaller than 1.
2. The a priori removal technique increased the maximum altitude of the water
vapour daytime retrieval by an average of 1 km and up to a maximum of 2 km,
however, the maximum altitude is on the same order of the fine grid retrieval
height if a lower uncertainty threshold is adopted. Both OEM fine grid and
ML coarse grid retrievals produced similar differences with respect to the radiosonde which agreed within their respective uncertainties (Fig. 3.6). While
the nighttime coarse grid retrievals did not show a significant increase in cutoff
height, they did increase on average by a few hundred meters. The nighttime
water vapour averaging kernels decrease quickly with height and therefore have
very little information to add to the retrieval thereby resulting in very small
increases in altitude when using the coarse grid.
3. Applying the method to the PCL temperature retrieval showed useful retrievals
above the Au = 0.9 cutoff height by 2 km, validating the choice of Au = 0.9 for
a cutoff made in Jalali et al. (2018) to form their climatology up to an altitude
where tie-on pressure effects were minimal. The temperatures below the cutoff
height were the same.
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4. In all cases, the vertical resolution of the OEM retrieval decreases after a priori
removal.

5. The systematic uncertainties after a priori removal increase roughly by a factor
of 2, but remain on the same order of magnitude as before the a priori removal.
The values of the systematic uncertainties also remain significantly smaller than
the statistical uncertainties.

6. The temperature difference between the PCL retrieved temperature profiles using two different a priori profiles were used to show the effectiveness of the a
priori removal method. The temperature difference before removal around the
0.9 cutoff height was more than 2 K, however, this value was zero for the entire
range after a priori removal.

7. The water vapour measurement response values of 0.9 consistently corresponded
to a SNR of 2 for the nighttime retrievals, and between 1 and 2 for the daytime
retrievals. Therefore, it is our recommendation that traditional water vapour retrievals be cut at an SNR of 2 to compare with the OEM water vapour retrievals.
Additionally, measurement response values of 0.8 or higher corresponded to
SNR values of 1 or less than 1, therefore we would not suggest cutting the water vapour retrievals at heights above which the measurement response is less
than 0.9.
8. The Rayleigh temperature measurement response 0.9 cutoff height was also
compared to the SNR of the Rayleigh signal. However, no correlation could be
found between the cutoff height and the SNR value. In fact, removing 10 km
below a SNR of 2 tended to correspond to measurement response values of less
than 0.8 which suggests that it may be more appropriate to remove 15 km from
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the altitude at which the SNR = 2 to achieve results more consistent with the
OEM.

3.8

Conclusions

When designing an OEM retrieval, it is often desirable to understand the effect of
the chosen a priori parameters or profiles. This effect has been explored in detail
for satellite-based and passive ground-based instruments, but not for the new area
of applying OEM to active-sensing measurements such as lidar. Lidars are high
resolution instruments with significant amounts of information available from their
measurements, as evidenced by the retrieval averaging kernels. The OEM helps to
illustrate the robustness of the lidar data products with the advantage of providing
diagnostic tools, such as the averaging kernel and a full uncertainty budget.
The a priori removal technique may be helpful for checking the a priori’s influence
on the retrieval and in determining the appropriate a priori. It is also important to
note that the differences between the fine grid OEM retrieval and the coarse grid ML
retrieval may be smaller if one uses an a priori closer to the true atmospheric state.
Often, reanalysis model profiles are used as a priori for OEM retrievals because they
are closer to the atmospheric true state than a climatological profile. However, the
nature of the a priori profile should depend on the design of the instrument and the
goal of the work.
In this study, the U.S. Standard Atmosphere water vapour profile was chosen as
the a priori profile to accommodate the operational nature of RALMO lidar water
vapour measurements which requires a minimal number of dependencies in the code
as possible and preferably no need for internet. The CIRA-86 temperature profile
was used for the temperature a priori because there are very few model temperature
a priori profiles above 80 km for the PCL and coincident satellite measurements are
not always available. Additionally, when conducting trend analyses or climatological
studies it may be more useful to use a consistent a priori profile throughout the
analysis to avoid inducing trends or biases into the results.
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The removal method is most operationally useful for lidar measurements with
low signal to noise and a slow transition from regions of high signal to low signal.
The method is less effective at increasing the maximum retrieval altitude when signal
strength changes rapidly, such as when the nighttime water vapour measurements
quickly enter the dry upper troposphere or lower stratosphere. However, the method
is most useful for homogenizing large data sets for trend analyses. One representative
coarse grid would be applied to an entire data set and a ML retrieval would be run
remove a priori information from all measurements, thereby making them suitable
for trends.
In the future, this method will be applied to the entire 10 years of RALMO
measurements to retrieve the water vapour day time and nighttime measurements
and create a water vapour climatology. We anticipate that this technique will increase
the altitude of the daytime water vapour retrievals by several kilometers. It is also
our hope that this method may provide statistically significant measurements in the
UTLS region. Finally, the RALMO water vapour climatology will be used to find
trends.
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Chapter 4
A mid-latitude tropospheric water
vapour climatology and trend
analysis using the RAman Lidar for
Meteorological Observation
(RALMO)1
4.1

Introduction

Water vapour is one of the atmosphere’s most important constituents. It plays a significant role in almost all aspects of the atmosphere, including: atmospheric dynamics,
circulation, radiative processes, and interactions with other molecular species. Water
vapour accounts for 60% of the greenhouse effect for clear skies (Kiehl and Trenberth,
1997) and has a significant feedback response to increases in temperature (Held and
Soden, 2000); it is Earth’s strongest natural greenhouse gas. In fact, the temperature
increase due to a doubling in CO2 would be magnified to twice its predicted change
from CO2 alone if water vapour feedback is included in global climate (Held and So1

A version of this chapter will be submitted for publication in the journal Atmospheric Chemistry
and Physics in the near future.
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den, 2000). While the majority of water vapour feedback is due to infrared absorption
in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS), the change in lower and
mid-tropospheric water vapour also has large implications for the hydrologic cycle
and water vapour feedback as well (Dessler et al., 2013; Held and Soden, 2006). Tropospheric water vapour plays a key and complicated role in the hydrologic cycle, and
it remains unclear how increases in water vapour affect precipitation rates, the chance
of extreme precipitation events, or droughts. High vertical resolution water vapour
profiles on the order of 100 m are extremely useful for modelers as they need the
models to accurately reproduce convection (Weckwerth et al., 1999). Tropospheric
water vapour climatologies and trends are also critical to understanding and modeling water vapour’s impact on global circulation systems (Weckwerth et al., 1999).
Tropospheric water vapour is predicted to increase by 7% for every 1◦ C increase in
temperature in the lower troposphere, and at even higher percentages (up to 15%) in
the UTLS (Held and Soden, 2000; Sherwood et al., 2010).
Measuring an atmospheric water vapour trend is extremely difficult due to the
fact that the magnitude of the water vapour concentration at a given altitude in the
troposphere can change by almost 100% on a daily basis. Due to this huge variation,
water vapour trends require a level of precision and consistency in the measurements
which is practically difficult to achieve. Early studies of water vapour trends in the
troposphere were typically conducted with radiosondes (Hense et al., 1988; Ross and
Elliott, 1996; Ross and Elliot, 2001). However, the trends calculated in those studies
were most often not significant and their magnitudes varied greatly. Radiosonde
biases have now been well documented and data sets require significant corrections
and homogenization in order to be used (Elliott and Gaffen, 1991; McCarthy et al.,
2009; Miloshevich et al., 2009). The GCOS Reference Upper Air Network (GRUAN)
has recently made a significant step in homogenizing and correcting many modern
radiosondes so that they can be more reliably integrated into trend analyses (Immler
et al., 2010; Miloshevich et al., 2009; Dirksen et al., 2014).
Since radiosondes can require significant corrections, water vapour trends and
climatology studies moved towards including other instruments such as microwave
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radiometers (Morland et al., 2009), satellite-based instruments such as the microwave
limb sounders (Khosrawi et al., 2018), global positioning systems (GPS) (Jin et al.,
2007), and reanalyses models (Trenberth et al., 2005). However, the majority of these
instruments can only measure columns of water vapour, or partial column profiles.
Most satellite instruments are capable of measuring water vapour down to 300 hPa,
or roughly 9 km altitude (Hegglin et al., 2013), but a few like the AIRS satellite can
accurately measure down to the surface (Trent et al., 2019). However, while satellite measurements provide excellent global coverage, it usually comes at the cost of
decreased vertical resolution on the order of kilometers which limits their ability to
capture water vapour’s large variability with altitude. Unlike these instruments, a
Raman water vapour lidar has the ability to measure high resolution water vapour
profiles in the troposphere (on the order of meters), as well as calculate column measurements (Melfi, 1972; Whiteman, 2003). Lidars’ high vertical resolution compared
to microwave limb sounders, or microwave radiometers, make them ideal instruments
for studying the evolution of water vapour in the troposphere. The major drawbacks
to using lidars for trend measurements is that they often require upgrades and significant maintenance, are costly, and cannot measure during precipitation events or
in cloudy conditions; although some of these issues have been improved in recent
years. As such, there have not been many lidars which have long enough data sets
with enough stability to detect statistically significant trends or climatological studies. Only three water vapour lidars have been run operationally over the last decade
(Goldsmith et al., 1994; Dinoev et al., 2013; Hadad et al., 2018). Recently, a water vapour lidar climatology was published by Hadad et al. (2018) for measurements
over France (45.75◦ N, 3.125◦ E) from 2010 to 2016. The measurements in this study
have four more years of measurements than Hadad et al. (2018), and their trend
analysis does not include their lidar measurements. They did not find any statistically significant trends over their site. The number of lidar data sets suitable for
trends and climatological studies should increase over the course of the next decade,
as many systems have been designed in the last ten years to be more stable and
better characterized. The Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition
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Change (NDACC) has put a significant amount of effort into developing operational
and well-characterized lidars.
This study presents a tropospheric water vapour climatology and trend analysis
using 10 years of measurements from the RAman Lidar for Meteorological Observation (RALMO) over Payerne, Switzerland. While not the first study to produce a
tropospheric water vapour climatology from a Raman lidar, it is the first to use Raman lidar measurements to calculate integrated water vapour (IWV) trends as well
as trends at different layers in the troposphere. Section 4.2 will discuss the measurements used in this study. Section 4.3 describes the methodology used to create the
climatology and the calculation of geophysical variability over the ten years. Section 4.4 presents the trend results for both IWV from 950 hPa to 280 hPa and specific
humidity at ten different pressure levels up to 250 hPa.

4.2
4.2.1

Description of Instruments and Measurements
Raman Lidar

The Raman Lidar measurements used in this manuscript were taken by the RAman Lidar for Meteorological Observation (RALMO) located in Payerne, Switzerland (46.81◦ N, 6.94◦ E, 491 m a.s.l.). RALMO is a fully-automated operational water vapour lidar capable of reaching into the upper troposphere at nighttime, which
has been designed to operate with minimal downtime with high accuracy, temporal measurement-stability, and few altitude-based corrections (Dinoev et al., 2013;
Brocard et al., 2013). Over the last ten years RALMO has been operating with an
average of 50% uptime, with 40% of the downtime due to precipitation or the presence
of clouds below 500 m. The other 10% is due to routine maintenance. RALMO uses
a tripled ND:YaG laser at 30 Hz with a total power of 300 mJ per pulse. The laser
has the ability to operate at higher power, however, 300 mJ was chosen to maximize
the lifetime of the flashlamps. RALMO includes 12 detection channels: 4 elastic or
Rayleigh-scatter channels (near- and far-field), 4 pure rotational Raman, 2 Raman
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nitrogen (386.7 nm, digital and analog), and 2 water vapour (407.45 nm, digital and
analog) channels. Raw measurements are recorded as 1800-shot profiles (approximately 1 minute) with an altitude resolution of 3.75 m for each channel from 491 m
above sea level to 60 km above sea level. The raw 1 min profiles are called “scans”.
This work uses measurements from the pure rotational Raman channels and elastic
channels to calculate nightly aerosol backscatter ratios, as well as measurements from
the water vapour and nitrogen channels to retrieve the final water vapour profiles
used in the climatology. The nitrogen and water vapour channels are used in the
water vapour OEM code to retrieve the final water vapour profiles.
The climatology and trend analysis in this work was created using an updated version of the OEM water vapour retrieval code developed by Sica and Haefele (2016).
The details regarding the changes to the code are in Appendix 4.B. This study did not
use the Maximum Likelihood retrieval discussed in Chapter 3 and does make use of
some a priori information. Using an OEM retrieval provided us with several advantages over the traditional method, including an automatic calculation of a complete
uncertainty budget per night, as well as averaging kernels for diagnostic purposes.
One of the advantages of using OEM for lidar measurement analysis is that the measurements do not need to be corrected before being used for the retrievals. It can
be more difficult to accurately propagate uncertainties through corrections to measurements which would prevent a complete uncertainty budget from being produced
on a profile-by-profile basis. Additionally, corrections can further induce uncertainties in the final product which may not be accounted for. Typical corrections for
water vapour measurements include: accounting for photomultiplier paralysis (dead
time), background noise, differential overlap or overlap, differential transmission, and
sometimes merging analog and photon-counting measurements. The last of these can
result in unknown uncertainties and biases in the water vapour, and is not necessary in OEM since the final retrieval is one profile which has been retrieved using
all available measurements (Sica and Haefele, 2016). While we do not correct the
measurements for these effects beforehand, we have done some minor pre-processing
before the measurements are entered into the OEM retrieval which we discuss below.
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This study used nightly-integrated profiles in order to maximize our altitude coverage in the troposphere. It is not possible to simply integrate (sum) all profiles in
one night due to the possible large variability in signal strength caused by clouds
passing in and out of the lidar’s field-of-view (FOV). Clouds can completely attenuate the nitrogen and water vapour signals depending on their composition and optical
thickness. To ensure that the signal throughout the night is free of optically thick
clouds, we applied a cloud filter to all raw profiles between the start of astronomical
twilight after sunset until the end of astronomical twilight the next morning. The
cloud filter required the nitrogen signal-to-noise ratio to be at least 1 at 10 km and
also the background be no higher than 10 photon counts/bin/m. We found that this
filter effectively removed all scans measured in the presence of optically thick clouds
and left only scans measured in the presence of optically thin/semi-transparent clouds
such as cirrus clouds (Fig. 4.1).
The example case for measurements from sunset 19 October 2014 to sunrise 20
October 2014 shows how profiles are only removed when the cloud at 6 km becomes
optically thick enough to reduce the transmission of the nitrogen signal (387 nm) at
10 km by 30% or more. However, the cirrus clouds between 9 to 12 km do not attenuate
the signal at all. The points with red stars in the top two panels correspond to the
profiles which have been masked in the bottom left and right figures. In this case,
only one raw profile was removed due to high background, and the rest were due to
signal-to-noise ratios below 1.
The raw nitrogen and water vapour profiles that remained after the cloud mask
was implemented were all summed to produce one profile for each channel and both
digital and analog signals for a total of 4 profiles per night. Due to the fact that the
effect of clouds will vary nightly, the measurements for each night do not contain the
same number of raw profiles and have varying integration times. We required that
all retrieved nightly water vapour profiles used in this study have at least 30 min of
profiles over the course of the night. The maximum integration time was 10 hours
on a clear and dry night during the winter. The minimum of 30 min was chosen
to make sure we included low-signal nights in the climatology and did not bias the
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Figure 4.1: The SNR mask for nighttime lidar measurements from sunset on 19
October 2014 to sunrise 20 October 2014. Measurements from the nitrogen channel
are required to have background values less than 10 photon counts/bin/s and signal
to noise ratios larger than 1 at 10 km. Top left: Background count values. Red
points have been removed by either the SNR criterion or the background. Top right:
Nitrogen channel SNR with red points filtered out either by background or low SNR
values. Middle plots show the raw range-corrected nitrogen (mid-left) and Rayleigh
(mid-right) 1 minute profiles from all data available between sunrise and sunset.
Bottom plots show the same as the middle plots, but the profiles which do not pass
the filter criteria have been masked (white lines). The nitrogen counts on this night
exhibit a large background signal of 6 photon counts/bin/s due to a problem with a
UV lamp that was fixed in 2015.
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results towards conditions conducive to more signal such as completely cloud-free
or few cloud conditions. However, we do recognize that the lidar measurements in
this study are naturally biased towards high pressure system conditions since current
Raman water vapour lidars require clear to semi-clear conditions in which to operate.
After applying the cloud mask and creating the temporally summed profile, the
resulting profiles were again summed in altitude to produce altitude bins of 30 m.
The final input profiles to the OEM algorithm are then “nightly-integrated” profiles
with an altitude resolution of 30 m. The vertical spacing of the OEM retrieval grid
is 90 m, or the minimum resolution which allows us to reach the tropopause. The
details regarding the OEM retrieval are discussed in Appendix 4.B. The final distribution of lidar measurements is shown in Fig. 4.2. The histogram shows the number
of retrieved profiles per month for each year of measurements and is the maximum
number of measurements available; however, they have not been filtered by their cost
(Eq. 1.34), which will be discussed in the next section. Unsurprisingly, the largest
number of measurements occur in the summer, when there more favorable meteorological conditions. However, the nights are much shorter. The least number of
measurements occur in December and January when there are less favorable conditions such as a higher frequency of low clouds. December and January are also
missing a few years of measurements due to the replacement of the laser in late 2017
and early 2018. December of 2018 was extremely cloudy and there were no clear or
semi-clear nights available for water vapour measurements. However, most months
have at least 9 years of measurements.
It is important to note that the lidar measurements in this study are limited to
only nighttime during periods of clement weather. This does introduce a selection
bias in the lidar results, which we will discuss later. Despite this, other studies
have noted that nighttime measurements are particularly important for understanding
water vapour feedback contributions, as nighttime precipitable water vapour trends
are better correlated with surface temperatures (Wang et al., 2016).
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Figure 4.2: The number of nights of RALMO measurements per month from 2009
through the end of 2018. Winter months have fewer measurements due to more
cloud cover and precipitation. Most measurements are taken in the summer. These
numbers include nights with costs higher than 3.5.

4.2.2

Radiosondes

GRUAN Radiosondes
GCOS Reference Upper Air Network (GRUAN) certified radiosondes are currently
the highest quality radiosonde product available. These radiosondes have been well
characterized and corrected for several biases (Dirksen et al., 2014). Unlike many
radiosonde products, GRUAN provides uncertainties for their measurements as a
function of altitude which allows for better comparison between radiosondes and
other instruments. The Payerne Meteoswiss research station has launched GRUANcertified Vaisala RS92 sondes bi-weekly (every two weeks) at noon and midnight UTC
since October 2011. Launches are co-located with RALMO roughly 50 m from the
lidar. Unfortunately, not all of the radiosondes launched at the station are GRUANcompliant or GRUAN-corrected, therefore, we were unable to calculate a GRUAN
radiosonde climatology in this study. GRUAN-certified sondes were used to calculate
the lidar calibration constants in Appendix 4.A.
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Daily Radiosondes
Meteoswiss also uses a daily radiosonde which is launched at noon and midnight
UTC. These radiosondes are not GRUAN-certified and therefore we do not use them
to compare with the individual lidar profiles, but we can safely assume that the
integrated water vapour content should agree with the lidar within uncertainties. We
have also used these radiosondes to convert the lidar altitudes to pressure units and
onto a standard pressure grid.

4.3

A Monthly Tropospheric Water Vapour Climatology for Switzerland

Climatologies are extremely useful to the atmospheric community as they provide a
baseline for daily measurement comparison and can be used as a priori information
for forecast modeling and reanalysis models. To that end, we have calculated a
monthly water vapour climatology using the RALMO measurements for Payerne,
Switzerland. A monthly climatology was chosen instead of a daily climatology due to
the inability to retrieve enough coincident daily measurements to accurately represent
a daily average. Monthly climatologies are also the most commonly used product and
can be more readily compared with measurements taken from satellites.
Raman lidar received signals are directly proportional to the density of the chosen
molecule (nitrogen, water, etc.). Lidar measurement statistical uncertainties are determined by Poisson statistics, and are therefore equivalent to the number of photons
received by the lidar. OEM retrievals provide the advantages discussed previously,
but also require careful consideration when averaging multiple retrievals together for
a climatology. The averaging kernels of an OEM retrieval, through the Gain matrix (Eq. 1.37), are proportional to the measurement variances. Therefore, the water
vapour averaging kernels are also sensitive to the amount of water vapour present in
the atmosphere and can vary daily. Measurements cannot be averaged together if
their averaging kernels vary in width as one would be averaging measurements with
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Figure 4.3: The vertical resolution for each retrieval as a function of the measurement
response. Black points represent the vertical resolution with measurement response
with 0.8, red with 0.9, and blue with 0.95. All vertical resolutions with measurement
responses of 0.9 and 0.95 are less than one retrieval bin from the retrieval grid width
(90 m). The vertical resolutions with a measurement response of 0.8 are more than
two retrieval bin widths away from the retrieval resolution, therefore we limit our
climatology to measurement responses above 0.9.
different vertical resolutions.
The vertical resolution is equal to the retrieval grid where the averaging kernel is
unity. When the retrieval no longer relies completely on the measurements and begins
to rely on the a priori the vertical resolution of the retrieval will also decrease. By
definition, the measurement response will also decrease. We examined the change in
the vertical resolution with altitude as well as the change with measurement response
and found that vertical resolutions below the 0.9 measurement response cutoff height
differed from the retrieval grid width (90 m) by less than one retrieval bin. Therefore,
all measurements above the 0.9 measurement response cutoff altitude were masked
for each retrieval before averaging. Masking the measurements above the 0.9 measurement response cutoff height ensured that all measurements being averaged had
vertical resolutions within 1 bin width from the retrieval grid width.
To ensure that we only use retrievals which accurately represent the measurements
inside the climatology, we limited the climatology to include retrievals with a cost
(Eq. 1.34) of 3.5 or less. Retrievals with costs higher than 3.5 exhibited non-physical
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features in the water vapour retrievals, or incorrect extinction retrievals. The choice
of cost threshold removed 15% of the profiles available for the climatology. A Raman
lidar’s native measurement grid is in altitude, however, models and satellites typically
work on pressure grids. Therefore, we have translated our measurements onto a
pressure grid to facilitate comparisons with other studies. We interpolated each profile
onto a standard pressure grid from 950 hPa to 100 hPa using pressure measurements
from the operational radiosondes launched at midnight UTC. When surface pressures
are lower than 950 hPa, the measurements are extrapolated. No surface pressure
measurements were lower than 940 hPa.
Once the lidar profiles have been interpolated, all profiles in a month which pass
the cost threshold are averaged together and weighted based on their statistical uncertainties. Due to the masking applied to each individual profile, it is possible that
some altitude bins will use fewer measurements than others. We required that each
individual bin have at least 3 measurements per year, and at least 5 years of measurements to calculate a representative average state. Figure 4.4 is the resulting specific
humidity climatology with respect to pressure. The corresponding average altitudes
for each pressure are shown as white contour lines.
Lidar measurements are naturally sensitive to the water vapour mass mixing ratio
(Eq. 1.1) and not specific humidity (Eq. 1.2). However, the modeling and forecasting community tend to work in units of specific humidity since it is important not
to assume that the air parcel is completely composed of dry air which is more important near the surface. Therefore, we have converted the climatology into specific
humidity to be consistent with the majority of water vapour climate and trends literature. The climatology shows the expected seasonal cycle for water vapour with
high concentrations (darker blues) in the summer and lower concentrations (lighter
colors) in the winter. The spring months are slightly drier than the fall months, with
mixing ratio values only starting to increase in April and high summer mixing ratios
lasting through September. On average, the lidar is able to retrieve measurements
consistently (at least 15 profiles per bin over 5 years) up to 280 hPa (roughly 10 km).
However, in the summer months, the climatology reaches up to 250 hPa (roughly
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Figure 4.4: The monthly climatology for tropospheric water vapour from RALMO in
units of specific humidity (g/kg). Contours for specific humidity are labeled in bold
black. White dashed lines are the average altitudes for each pressure level and are
in units of meters. Larger amounts of water vapour are seen in the summer months
due to higher temperatures. The highest altitude/lowest pressure is 250 hPa during
the summer months. In the winter, the lowest pressure is 280 hPa due to the lower
water vapour content. Higher water vapour content is shown in darker blue colors
and lower water vapour content in lighter colors.
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12 km) due to higher lidar SNRs from the higher water vapour content.
The average statistical uncertainties for the climatology are consistent across all
seasons, with the exception that the summer months and September show smaller
uncertainties at lower altitudes due to their larger SNRs (Fig. 4.5). The average
statistical uncertainties are calculated by taking the average of the uncertainties for
all the profiles used in each month. The statistical uncertainty is less than 1% in
the boundary layer but increases up to 14% uncertainty at the lowest pressures. The
average uncertainties in the winter are slightly higher in the boundary layer due to
the drier winter air.

Figure 4.5: The average statistical uncertainties (represented as fractional uncertainties) for each month as a function of pressure. The highest statistical uncertainty is
14% of the water vapour.
In this manuscript, we refer to the individual retrieval uncertainties in water
vapour mixing ratio due to uncertainties in non-retrieved forward model parameters as systematic uncertainties (Fig. 4.6). These uncertainties are automatically
calculated via Gaussian uncertainty propagation for each retrieval parameter. Figure 4.6 shows the systematic uncertainties calculated for each retrieval due to each
system parameter: the calibration constant, Ångstrom exponent, NCEP air density,
aerosol extinction profile, overlap, and the Rayleigh cross-section. Every uncertainty
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profile is shown in gray dashed lines and the average uncertainty for each component
is the black dashed line. The largest systematic uncertainty which dominates the
entire retrieval is the calibration uncertainty at 5%. Sica and Haefele (2016) originally assumed a value of 5% which was later confirmed by the study conducted in
Hicks-Jalali et al. (2019). The residuals of the smoothing spline fit to the combined
calibration time series also showed an average of 5% variation in the residuals (Appendix 4.A). The second largest component is the uncertainty due to the assumption
of the Ångstrom exponent. The OEM retrieval assumes that the Ångstrom exponent
does not change with altitude, which can cause larger uncertainties in clouds where
our assumed value may not be appropriate. We chose a mean climatological value of
1.5 ± 0.5 (Appendices 2.A, 4.B) which induces an uncertainty on the order of 1% in
the water vapour mixing ratio on average. In 4 out of the 1300 nights used in this
study, the uncertainties were larger than 5% due to the angstrom exponent choice
being a poor fit in a persistent cloud. The uncertainty due to NCEP model air density
is slightly higher than the Ångstrom exponent uncertainty at altitudes below 2 km,
but maintains an average uncertainty of around 0.25% for all altitudes. All other systematic uncertainties including extinction, overlap, and the Rayleigh cross section are
less than 0.1%. However, the Rayleigh cross section uncertainties also had 4 nights
which exhibited uncertainties larger than 0.5%. The major improvement to the water
vapour retrieval is the retrieval of overlap from the surface to 6 km (if there are no
clouds below 6 km). In Sica and Haefele (2016), overlap was not a retrieval parameter
and added another 7 - 10% uncertainty below 3 km, although it was decreased later
down to 5%. Now that it is retrieved, it no longer contributes such large amounts of
uncertainty to the water vapour retrieval.

4.3.1

Geophysical Variability

Water vapour concentrations change by up to four orders of magnitude through the
troposphere. The troposphere is also a region of many dynamic processes, including
the hydrologic cycle as well as general global circulation. These processes have a direct impact on water vapour variability and make it difficult to measure without high
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Figure 4.6: The water vapour mixing ratio systematic uncertainty budget for each
night used in the water vapour climatology (gray dashed lines), and the average
uncertainty contribution from each component (black dashed line). The largest contributors are the Ångstrom exponent and the calibration constant. Four nights out of
1300 had Ångstrom exponent uncertainties larger than 5% due to our assumed value
not fitting with persistent clouds. All other uncertainties contribute less than 0.1%
on average.
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Figure 4.7: The monthly geophysical variability of water vapour measured by RALMO
as a function of pressure. The largest amount of variability can be seen in the free
troposphere between 600 and 400 hPa in the summer, and from 800 to 450 hPa in the
winter.
temporal and spatial resolution instruements. The abundance of measurements used
in this study make it possible to estimate water vapour’s variability as a function of
altitude. The geophysical variability (σgeo (z)) of the water vapour mixing ratio can
be estimated by taking the standard deviation of all profiles in one month (σw (z)) and
removing the measurement variability, which is dominated by the statistical uncertainty (σstat (z)) (Eq. 4.1) (Argall and Sica, 2007). The remaining variability should
then be physical in nature.
2
σgeo
(z) =

2
(z))
(σw2 (z) − σstat
hq(z)i

(4.1)

The percent geophysical variability for water vapour was calculated by taking the
variance of all monthly profiles (σw2 (z)), subtracting the average of the statistical un2
certainty variances of the retrievals (σstat
(z)), and finally dividing by the climatology

(hq(z)i). Figure 4.7 is then the geophysical variability in units of percent variability
from the mean state.
It is at first somewhat surprising to the see the smallest amount of percent variability in the boundary layer, particularly in the summer. However, as this is a nighttime
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and primarily clear-weather climatology, the boundary layer should be stratified and
either neutral or stable at these times. Therefore, Fig. 4.7 would represent the variability of the boundary layer during nighttime and primarily high-pressure systems.
Above the boundary layer, from 700 hPa in the winter/spring/fall and up to
350 hPa there is much higher variability present. The largest variabilities of 60%
or higher are located between 550 - 400 hPa during the spring and fall, and between
750 - 600 hPa in December. The latter region in December is likely due to sampling
bias since December had half the measurements as the summer months. However,
the high variability regions between 600 hPa and 400 hPa are extremely interesting
and could represent several dynamic processes at work.
The first, and most straightforward, explanation for the high variability at these
levels is the presence of mid-level layers in the climatology. These layers could be
either clouds or aerosols; since we do not measure polarization we cannot definitely
determine their content. These mid-level layers are often semi-transparent such that
they are not removed or are only partially removed by the SNR mask at the preprocessing stage. An example of the partial removal is shown in Fig. 4.1. The cirrus
clouds at 10 km remain untouched by the filter. The layer at 6 km is only partially
removed when it becomes optically thick enough to significantly attenuate the signal.
The layer also appears for half an hour, disappears, and then reappears again 2 hours
later. The changing presence of mid-level layers could cause high variability at those
altitudes/pressures in the water vapour profiles from night to night.
The second possible explanation for the high variability is based on tropospheric
dynamics. The region from 600 to 400 hPa is a region of active movement of air
from the upper troposphere or stratosphere and the surface. Simultaneously, planetary waves can transport air horizontally from different air masses at these heights.
Therefore, we would expect the region from 600 hPa to 400 hPa to exhibit a high
amount of variability.
We compared the lidar-measured geophysical variability to the water vapour geophysical variability measured by the operational radiosondes. The absolute value of
the variability is only an estimate because we do not know the uncertainty of the
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Figure 4.8: The water vapour geophysical variability estimated using the operational
radiosondes as a percentage and function of pressure. The radiosondes see the same
behavior as the lidar, and the distribution of the variability is the same, although
the magnitude is generally 20% larger. The larger magnitude is likely due to the
underestimation of the daily radiosonde uncertainties.
radiosonde’s humidity measurements. The maximum uncertainty reported by the
GRUAN radiosondes in the troposphere is around 10% of the mixing ratio measured.
Therefore, we assume a constant uncertainty in the operational radiosondes measurements of 10%, although this would clearly be a lower limit of the uncertainty of the
routine sondes. The variability is then calculated in the same way as for the lidar
(Fig. 4.8).
The radiosondes measure similar behavior in the variability to the lidar, however,
the magnitude of the variability is roughly 20% larger than the lidar’s. Note that
the color scale on Fig. 4.8 is different from Fig. 4.7. As discussed earlier, half of
this difference is likely due to underestimating the uncertainty in the operational
radiosondes. However, it could partially be due to the fact that more measurements
are available from the radiosonde than from the lidar. When comparing November
and December profiles, it can be seen that the regions of large variability in November
and December in the lidar variability are likely due to sampling bias and not physical.
However, it is encouraging to note that the same physical structure is seen in both
instruments. This would suggest that the large variability in the troposphere is not
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due to clouds or layers affecting the climatology, but likely due to the increased
movement of air between 600 to 400 hPa in the summer, and 700 to 450 hPa in the
winter. In high pressure systems, the air from the stratosphere and high regions of
the troposphere converge which causes air to subside at the surface (Holton, 2004).
The colder air in the stratosphere and lower troposphere is usually drier. This change
from moist air to dry air in the free troposphere would explain the large variability.
Both the radiosonde and the lidar measure more variability in the winter months
than in the summer months. This difference in variability between the two instruments could be due to the fact that the cold dry air in the winter cannot hold as
much water vapour as the warm air in the spring and summer due to smaller saturation vapor pressures in the winter and larger in the summer. The smaller average
concentrations of water vapour in the winter leads to large percent variability.

4.4

Deriving Trends

There have been several tropospheric water vapour trend studies conducted over the
course of the last 50 years, only a few of which are cited here (Hense et al., 1988;
Ross and Elliott, 1996; Ross and Elliot, 2001; Morland et al., 2009). Whiteman et al.
(2011a) investigated the potential for water vapour Raman lidar trend calculations
and carefully looked at the thresholds needed to calculate statistically significant
trends in the upper troposphere. He found that with no statistical uncertainty, one
would need between 10 to 12 years of daily measurements to calculate trends at
200 hPa due to water vapour’s naturally large variability at that pressure. While we
only have 10 years of measurements, we should be able to detect tropospheric trends
at higher pressures than 200hPa due to the higher concentration of water vapour
in the free troposphere and boundary layer and smaller variability. According to
Weatherhead et al. (1998), trends of at least 5% per decade should be calculable
in 10 years provided the uncertainty of the measurements is less than 6% and the
autocorrelation of the trend fit residuals is less than 0.4 (Table 1 of (Weatherhead
et al., 1998)). Therefore, the lowest pressure we should be able to calculate trends of
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at least 5% is around 350 hPa (11 km) provided the autocorrelation is small.

4.4.1

Removing Seasonal Cycles

In order to establish the presence of a linear trend, it is common practice to “deseasonalize” the time series, or remove the seasonal cycle from the time series. A
seasonal cycle can be removed either by subtracting the climatology from the time
series, or by fitting a Fourier series that represents semi-annual and annual cycles
(Khosrawi et al., 2018). First, we examined fitting a function using the same regression model as in Khosrawi et al. (2018) to de-seasonalize our time series (Eq. 4.2).

f (t, φ, z) = Cof f set (φ, z) + CAO1 (φ, z) sin(2πt/pAO ) + CAO2 (φ, z) cos(2πt/pAO ) (4.2)
+CSAO1 (φ, z) sin(2πt/pSAO ) + CSAO2 (φ, z) cos(2πt/pSAO )
This model contains an offset and makes use of orthogonal functions to capture the
phase via the addition theorem which states that the sum of two orthogonal functions
(a sin ωt + b cos ωt) is equal to the cosine function A cos ωt − φ (Morland et al., 2009).
Time (t) is in years, z is altitude, pAO is 1 year and the annual cycle, and pSAO is
0.5 years or the semi-annual oscillation. We compared the residuals from subtracting
the climatology (black) to the residuals from subtracting the seasonal model at ten
different pressure levels and found them to be equal (Fig. 4.9).
This comparison of the residuals produced from the fourier series fit with the
climatology showed that the climatology we calculated seems to be an accurate representation of the seasonal water vapour cycle at Payerne. However, to be consistent
with most water vapour trends literature, we have not used the climatology to calculate the trends in this manuscript. There are many methods which can be used with
varying degrees of complexity. We have used to the bootstrap method from Gardiner
et al. (2008) for both the integrated water vapour trends and the layered trends.
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Figure 4.9: A comparison of the residuals from subtracting climatology (black) and de-seasonalizing with the regression model
(red). The residuals are the same, therefore, we can assume that the climatology is a good representation of the seasonal cycle.

4.4.2

Bootstrap Method Trend Calculation

The bootstrap method used in Gardiner et al. (2008), like most trend methods, it
makes use of a least-squares regression for a model which includes both the linear
trend and the annual and semi-annual oscillations via a Fourier function (Eq. 4.3).

f (t, a, b) = at + b0 + b1 cos(2πt) + b2 sin(2πt)

(4.3)

+b3 cos(4πt) + b4 sin(4πt)
+b5 cos(6πt) + b6 sin(6πt)
The first four terms of Eq. 4.3 are equivalent to Eq. 4.2 with the following new
notation: a is the trend in units of either g/kg per year or mm/year, and the vector
b is all the seasonal variation coefficients and the offset. Gardiner et al. (2008) found
that it was not necessary to continue beyond the third order of the Fourier series as
doing so no longer decreased the RMS of the residuals. We also found no difference
in the residual RMS by adding terms beyond the third set of functions in the fourier
series. Indeed, the third set could probably have been removed as well, however, we
have kept it to maintain consistency with other studies.
The first step of this method is to make an initial fit (f0 ) to the time series (yi (ti ))
and calculate the initial residuals (Eq. 4.4):
Ri,0 = yi − f (ti , a0 , b0 )

(4.4)

The residuals Ri,0 are then selected randomly (with replacement) to create a “shuffled”
new set of residuals (Ri,q ) and a new dataset (Mi,q ) (Eq. 4.5) where q = 1...Q and Q
is a large number of iterations.
Mi,q = Ri,q + f0 (ti , a0 , b0 )

(4.5)

Shuffling the residuals after each iteration i effectively creates a new set of mea-
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surements each time. The residuals should be the random noise if the trend has been
completely removed. If the trend is real, shuffling the residuals will have little effect
on the trend value and the resulting trend values will be distributed around a mean.
In order to be considered statistically significant, the trend distribution should not
include 0. After Q iterations are finished, the result is a vector of trend values aq
and a matrix of oscillation coefficients Bq of size Q×7 (in our case). We tested the
method using both Q = 1000 and Q = 10, 000 and found no advantage to increasing
beyond 1000 iterations and the same trends were produced for both. To determine the
statistical significance of the trend, we calculated the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile values
for aq and Bq . These percentile bounds then represent the 95% confidence interval
for the trends and coefficients. The average values of aq and Bq are then used to
represent the final trend values and oscillation coefficients.

4.4.3

Total Column Trends

We first calculated total column trends to compare with the majority of previous studies where height resolved measurements are not available. Total column values were
calculated by integrating water vapour densities between the daily station surface
pressure as measured by the daily radiosonde and 280 hPa to maintain consistency
throughout the entire data set. Morland et al. (2009) calculated integrated water
vapour trends over Bern, Switzerland using measurements from the TROWARA microwave radiometer from 1994 - 2008. Bern is 55 km northeast of Payerne and only
50 m higher in altitude. Therefore, we first compared the entire integrated water
vapour time series to that of Morland et al. (2009) by reproducing their Figure 3 with
our measurements (Fig. 4.10).
Figure 4.10 is a histogram of the total column time series binned in units of 1 mm.
The y-axis is the percentage of the measurements in each 1 mm bin. The percentage of measurements less than 8 mm is comparable to the TROWARA measurements
from Morland et al. (2009). However, the lidar has more measurements above 10 mm
than TROWARA and almost 1.5 and 2 times as many at 20 mm and 30 mm. The
differences between the two data sets could be for several reasons: 1) The difference
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Figure 4.10: The percentage of measurements in a 1 mm IWV bin. The solid black
line is the the distribution of RALMO’s measurements from 2009 - 2019. The dashed
black line is the distribution of RALMO’s 2009 - 2019 measurements, but integrated
from Bern’s altitude instead of Payerne’s. The red solid and red dashed lines are
the daily Payerne radiosondes from 2009 - 2019 integrated from Payerne and Bern
altitudes, respectively. The light blue dashed line is the distribution of TROWARA’s
1994 - 2006 measurements. The green dashed line is the distribution of the Payerne
daily radiosonde measurements from 1994 - 2006 integrated from Bern altitudes from
the original Morland et al. (2009) study.
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in the altitudes of each site, 2) the lidar has a wet bias compared to TROWARA, 3)
the difference in location, or 4) the difference in time. The difference in altitude between Payerne and Bern is not large (roughly 50 m), however, the largest percentage
of water vapour is located at the surface, so small changes in altitude could potentially create a difference in the measurements. To that end, we calculated the IWV
measurements from our time series from Bern’s altitude instead of Payerne (black
and red dashed lines in Fig. 4.10). While using a higher starting altitude for the
integration produced smaller IWV values, they are not as small as the measurements
from Morland. Therefore, the altitude difference between the two observation sites is
not the main contributor in the difference between the two time series.
We also compared the lidar IWV measurements to the IWV column from the Payerne daily radiosondes during the same time period (solid red lines). The radiosonde
measurements are even larger than the lidar measurements. The lidar IWV climatology also agrees with the operational radiosonde IWV climatology and agree within
their respective uncertainties (Fig. 4.11). The uncertainties for the climatology were
calculated using the standard deviation of all measurements in one month.

Figure 4.11: The IWV climatology of both the lidar and the operational radiosondes. The uncertainties for both the lidar and radiosonde values are the 1σ standard
deviation of all of the measurements in each month. The climatology was calculated
using the same dates for both the radiosonde and the lidar measurements.
The IWV climatology shows the same behavior as the profile climatology already
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Figure 4.12: The total column trends of RALMO (top) and the daily radiosonde
measurements (bottom). The black points are the time series, the red lines are the
seasonal fits to both series, and the green line is the linear trend. The slopes of the
green line are in the top left of both panels. The lidar measured a trend of 1.6 mm
per decade while the radiosonde measured 2.3 mm per decade. Both were statistically
significant at the 95% level.
shown in Figure 4.4 with the largest amount of water vapour in the summer months
and smallest amounts in the winter months. The third possibility that the difference
is due to location is also unlikely since the Morland et al. (2009) study used Payerne
radiosondes which had measurements comparable to TROWARA, albeit with some
biases. Unfortunately the lack of lidar measurements prior to 2009 make it difficult
to say whether or not the differences are due to the temporal differences between the
time series. Therefore, we must assume that the difference in the measurements is
indeed temporal and not due to an instrumental bias in RALMO.
We first used the bootstrap technique to determine decadal trends from the total
column time series and found that the average trend value was 1.6 mm per decade,
with 95% confidence bounds between 0.7 and 2.4 mm per decade (Fig. 4.12). The
trend can be divided by the mean IWV value of the time series to calculate the
trend in units of percent change from the mean. A trend of 1.6 mm per decade
then corresponds to a trend of 9.7% from the mean per decade. These trend values
are nearly double the amount found in the Morland et al. (2009) study, but are
statistically significant.
We compared the lidar integrated water vapour time series to the same time
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Figure 4.13: a) The operational radiosonde temperature time series at 550 m with
the seasonal fit (red line). The linear trend still present is the green line. The slope
of the trend is 1.8 ◦ C per decade with 95% confidence bounds of 1.1 and 2.5 ◦ C per
decade.
series using the operational radiosondes and found that the radiosonde measured a
similarly large trend, although 1.5 times larger than the lidar’s. The radiosonde
trend is 2.3 mm or 13.5% per decade, with 95% confidence bounds between 1.36 and
3.17 mm per decade. The Clausius Clapeyron relationship suggests that the water
vapour in the atmosphere should increase by roughly 7.5% per 1◦ C. Therefore, such
large water vapour changes should be correlated with proportionally large increases
in temperature.
We used the temperature measurements at 550 m (950 hPa) and at 3 km (700 hPa)
from the operational radiosonde to determine if the above hypothesis was reasonable.
The same nights used in the lidar and radiosonde water vapour trend analysis were
used for the radiosonde temperature measurements. We used the same bootstrap
analysis to calculate temperature trends. The trends at both altitudes were statistically significant and the same within uncertainties, with slopes of 1.8 and 2.0◦ C per
decade. Figure 4.13 shows the temperature time series (a) and the trend (b) at 550 m.
Dividing the water vapour trends for both the lidar and radiosonde time series
by the temperature trend produces a slope of 5.4 and 7.6% per degree Celsius which
is consistent with Held and Soden (2000). Therefore, the temperature trends are
consistent with the trend determined for water vapour.
The RALMO and radiosonde IWV trends agree with each other within their re192

spective uncertainties and are consistent with the temperature trend measured by the
radiosondes. Therefore, the remaining difference between the Morland analysis and
our analysis is likely temporal. The MeteoSwiss climate report for 2017 (Bundesamt
für Meteorologie und Klimatologie, 2017) calculated an average temperature trend
of 0.38 ◦ C per decade from 1980 - 2001, which would put the Morland trends at
around 10% per degree Celsius. However, the MeteoSwiss trend is for the entirety of
Switzerland, and not just for Bern, and also encompasses a much larger time period
than the Morland study.

4.4.4

Pressure-level Trends

Very few instruments have the ability to measure water vapour profiles of the troposphere with a measurement uncertainty of less than 20% at a resolution of 90 m, which
is one of the strengths of atmospheric lidar systems. This next section discusses water
vapour trends at 10 layers of the troposphere from 900 hPa to 250 hPa. Each layer is
an average of measurements from +/- 10 hPa from the center (e.g. measurements at
900 hPa are an average between 890 - 910 hPa). The layers were averaged to reduce
the noise from choosing a single pressure level. The same bootstrap trend technique
was used for each layer using the raw time series. Figure 4.14 shows the seasonal fit
(red line) to each of the layers.
An example of the trend at 800 hPa is in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: The seasonal cycle fits to all layers from 900 hPa to 250 hPa. Black points are the time series for each layer, and
the red lines are the seasonal cycles. A different fit was conducted for each layer.

Figure 4.15: An example lidar specific humidity trend at 800 hPa showing the seasonal
fit (red) and the linear trend line (green), where q is the specific humidity in g/kg.
We found that 8 out of the 10 layers exhibited statistically significant trends
(Table 4.1). The only layers which did not exhibit statistically significant trends were
the measurements at 900 hPa and at 500 hPa. The trends in Table 4.1 are represented
as a percentage change from the mean water vapour value at each layer per decade, as
well as per degree. The humidity trends were compared to the temperature trends at
the surface calculated in the previous section for all pressure levels. All trends below
300 hPa follow the expectation of the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, however, the
trends above 300 hPa are much larger.
The trends at 400 and 350 hPa are larger than 7% per degree Celsius, however,
Held and Soden (2000) and the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship also states that at
cooler atmospheric temperatures the percent change in water vapour will increase.
The change of 7% is expected for a change of 1 degree when the atmosphere is 300 K.
A change of 1 degree at 200 K should correspond to a 15% change in water vapour.
At cooler atmospheric temperatures (higher altitudes in the troposphere), we should
expect to see the change in water vapour increase. Therefore, a percent change in
water vapour of 14% at 350 hPa is within reasonable expectations.
The trends above 300 hPa could be larger for several reasons. The first reason is
that the temperature could be changing much faster at those altitudes and using the
surface temperatures to compare with may not be correct. It is also possible that
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Pressure (hPa)
900
800
700
600
500
400
350
300
275
250

q Change (%/Decade)
3.8
12.6
14.7
16.3
8.3
17.2
24.7
33.2
42.5
43.9

95% Confidence Bounds
-0.7, 8.4
6.4, 18.6
5.4, 24.7
5.2, 28.2
-4.6, 20.9
5.6, 29.4
13.5, 35.2
22.9, 43.2
31.9, 52.5
31.1, 56.3

Slope (%q/◦ C)
2.1
7.1
8.3
9.1
4.7
9.6
13.8
18.6
23.8
24.6

Table 4.1: Table of trend calculations for each pressure layer (first column). The
second column is the specific humidity trend in percent per decade and the third
column is the 95% confidence bounds also in percent per decade. The fourth column
is the same trend in units of percent change in specific humidity per degree Celsius
using the radiosonde temperatures. The trends below 500 hPa follow the expectation
that the change in humidity should be roughly 7% per degree Celsius provided relative
humidity is conserved. Above 500 hPa the water vapour trends are larger with respect
to the change in temperature, however, as the temperature cools, the change expected
in water vapour increases.
we are detecting a false trend at these heights. The residuals for these layers exhibit
some seasonal signals, therefore it is possible that the fits for those heights are not
ideal and additional seasonal effects from other sources such as the El Niño/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) or the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) need to be included.
Another reason is that the measurements above 300 hPa may not be representative
of a full season. For example, most of the measurements at 250 hPa are summertime
measurements (Fig. 4.14), therefore we may be calculating a summer trend and not
a yearly trend. The last cause would also apply to the measurements at 275 and
possibly even 300 hPa as most of the measurements for both layers are shifted to the
spring, summer, and fall and there are far fewer winter measurements.

4.5

Discussion

We have calculated a lidar climatology of the water vapour distribution above Payerne, Switzerland using measurements from 2009 - 2019 from the RALMO lidar and
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compared the individual lidar measurements to the GRUAN radiosondes and the
climatology to the operational radiosondes. RALMO is the only lidar which has produced a high vertical resolution water vapour climatology of the troposphere with
10 years of measurements. Only one other lidar has published a climatology (Hadad
et al., 2018) (410 m, 45.77◦ N, 2.96◦ E), although there are others which should have
at least 10 years of measurements or will soon. Significant calibration advancements
over the last 10 years have made it possible for Raman lidars to develop continuous
measurement time series (Leblanc and McDermid, 2008; Venable et al., 2011).
The climatology presented here accurately replicates the theoretical seasonal variability above Payerne. When compared to the lidar climatology in Hadad et al. (2018)
(hereafter H2018), the climatology in H2018 shows a much higher water vapour content in September and October than RALMO. This is likely due to the fact that they
only have 6 years of measurements and because they are slightly farther south and
may have warmer temperatures at that time than Payerne. However, our climatology
agrees with the climatology H2018 calculated using measurements from the Atmospheric Infra-Red Sounder (AIRS) on the Earth Observing System (EOS) satellite.
Possible future work for this study could include a similar comparison with AIRS as
there are few satellite-based instruments whose measurements can reach the surface.
H2018 also calculates a standard deviation for their climatology. However, it is
important to note that this is not the same as the geophysical variability that we have
calculated, as they do not subtract the variability due to their measurement noise.
Additionally, they do not look at the relative variability, but the absolute. They
show large standard deviations in the boundary layer and lower troposphere and very
small standard deviations in the upper troposphere. However, dividing their standard
deviation by their climatology produces similar variability measurements to ours around 20 - 30% in the boundary layer and between 40 - 80% in the free troposphere.
H2018 states that they see more variability in the boundary layer, however, we would
argue that this is because they are looking at the absolute value of the variability,
and not the percentage. The free troposphere actually has larger variability since it
has much smaller concentrations of water vapour. Regardless, both the H2018 and
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our variabilities seem to be consistent with each other.
It is difficult to compare the RALMO profile climatology with anything other than
the operational radiosondes. Unfortunately, the routine radiosondes do not provide
an uncertainty product. In the coming years, it should be possible to do a comparison with the GRUAN product from Payerne which may become available on a
daily basis. However, there is currently not enough of a sample to accurately create a
representative average, as the results would most certainly be biased towards the last
two years of radiosondes. Future work for this project should be to compare the climatology to an AIRS climatology and trends, as the AIRS satellite has recently been
validated for humidity (Trent et al., 2019). Most satellite measurement climatologies
unfortunately only extend down to 300 hPa (Hegglin et al., 2013). They are more
suited to climatology comparisons of the UTLS region - the next study we intend to
do with the RALMO measurements. It is not possible to compare a climatology with
a reanalysis or climate model, as models are fed climatologies as a priori and would
simply reproduce the climatology which they were originally given.
Most trend studies of the troposphere focus on IWV measurements or surface
humidity measurements. We also calculated integrated water vapour trends using
both RALMO and operational radiosonde measurements for comparison and found
statistically significant trends of 1.6 mm/decade (9.7%/decade) and 2.3 mm/decade
(13.5%/decade). Many studies have been made of integrated water vapour trends
across Europe. Ross and Elliot (2001) calculated IWV from the surface to 500 hPa
and found highly geographically variable trends from radiosondes - many of which
were insignificant. Trenberth et al. (2005) also calculated global IWV trends using radiosondes and models over the ocean and found mean ocean trends of 1.6
mm/decade using measurements from 1989 to 2004. Morland et al. (2009) calculated IWV trends from Bern, Switzerland using a radiometer, radiosonde, and model
measurements. Only the radiosonde measured a statistically significant trend at night
of 0.49 mm/decade. H2018 also measured IWV trends using ground-based GPS measurements and found a positive, but insignificant trend of 0.42 ± 0.45 mm/decade.
Other studies around Europe using measurements from the 1980s up through 2008
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report positive trends on the order of 0.3 - 0.5 mm/decade (Nilsson and Elgered,
2008; Ning and Elgered, 2018). The trends we have calculated over Payerne likely
differ from the others due to the fact that the temperature trend has changed between the respective time periods. The surface temperature trend measured by the
Payerne daily radiosonde from 2009 - 2019 is 2◦ C per decade. The MeteoSwiss 2017
Klimareport reported an average surface temperature trend over Switzerland of 0.34
◦

C/decade from 1980 - 2010, which was strongly significant. However, the trend cal-

culation does not include the last 9 years of measurements, and a steep increase in
temperature can clearly be seen in Figure 4.1 of the MeteoSwiss report. Additionally, the trend is for all of Switzerland, not just for Payerne. When the IWV trends
are measured in terms of the temperature trend, they agree with the dependence of
saturation vapour pressure with temperature that water vapour should increase by
roughly 7% for every degree Celsius at 300 K. Therefore, the IWV trends measured
by RALMO and the operational radiosondes are reasonable.
Very few studies have been done of water vapour trends at various altitudes presumably because there are very few instruments with the capability to measure
atmospheric profiles at resolutions under 1 km in the troposphere (Weckwerth et al.,
1999). Some studies have measured trends at the surface as well as 850 hPa using
radiosondes and models (Hadad et al., 2018; Serreze et al., 2012). H2018 also uses
measurements from the AIRS satellite to detect trends and calculates a water vapour
mixing ratio trend of 0.13 g/kg per decade at 950 hPa and at 850 hPa. This is the first
study to use a Raman lidar to calculate trends at different layers in the troposphere.
RALMO did not detect specific humidity trends at 900 hPa, but did detect trends
at 800 hPa and above (except at 500 hPa). All significant trends below 300 hPa detected by Ralmo agree with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, assuming that relative
humidity is conserved.
It is interesting that no trends were detected at 500 hPa and that perhaps has some
meteorological significance. The 500 hPa region is a region of mixing and exhibits the
highest vertical motions of air. It is possible that the variations in that layer are so
large that it is not possible to detect a trend there without a longer time series. It
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would be beneficial to compare with AIRS to see if a similar lack of trend is measured.

4.6

Summary

This chapter builds upon the foundation of the calibration study in Chapter 2 to create
a continuous calibration (Appendix 4.A). We then used the continuous calibration in
conjunction with the updated water vapour OEM code (Appendix 4.B) to reprocess
the entire 10 years of water vapour measurements from RALMO (2009 - 2019). We
calculated a monthly tropospheric climatology from the reprocessed measurements
and found that the climatology is a good representation of the seasonal cycle. The
climatology illustrates that we have more water vapour in the summer, as expected
with the larger temperatures. The climatology also reaches lower pressures during
the summer as there is more water vapour present. The statistical uncertainty at the
lowest pressures is 14% of the water vapour content. However, the total uncertainty
at those pressures is on average 20% when considering the systematic uncertainties.
Uncertainties at lower altitudes are dominated by the uncertainty in the calibration
constant and are a constant 5% until the statistical uncertainty is larger (roughly
above 350 hPa).
We also calculated the geophysical variability of water vapour in the troposphere.
However, the geophysical variability in this manuscript is a highly selective representation since the observation times in this study were restricted to nighttime and
removed most low-level clouds and optically thick mid-level clouds from the reprocessing. Therefore, the variability that is presented in this manuscript is only representative of the nighttime structure during high pressure systems. The same variability
study was done and estimated using the nighttime operational radiosondes and no
restrictions were placed on the presence of clouds or precipitation. The radiosonde
and the lidar studies agree in the boundary layer and show that the nighttime boundary layer does not exhibit a large amount of variability. However, the variability in
the radiosonde study is larger than in the lidar study in the free troposphere. This is
likely due to the fact that the water vapour variability measured by the radiosonde
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can only be estimated since they do not report their uncertainties. We are likely underestimating the uncertainties in the radiosonde which would create the difference
in the variabilities measured by the two instruments. This is a prime example as to
why the GRUAN-certified radiosondes are critical for atmospheric research.
Most tropospheric trend literature focuses on the integrated water vapour product. Therefore, we calculated IWV trends using the bootstrap method for both the
radiosonde and RALMO measurements. The trends calculated by the lidar and the
radiosondes were 1.6 mm/decade and 2.3 mm/decade, respectively. Both trends were
statistically significant at the 5% level. However, these trends were quite high and
represented trends of 9.5% per decade from the mean for the lidar and 13.5% per
decade from the radiosonde. These large percentages could be explained by correspondingly large temperatures. We calculated a surface temperature trend using the
measurements from the radiosonde and found an increase of 1.8◦ C per decade from
2009 - 2019. The IWV trends are then consistent with the Clausius-Clapeyron assumption that if the relative humidity remains constant, a change in 1 degree Celsius
will result in a 7% change in water vapour at atmospheric temperatures around 300
K.
Lastly, we investigated the trends at the at 10 different pressure layers of the troposphere. No significant trends were found at 900 and 500 hPa. However, all other
layers exhibited statistically significant positive trends. The trends below 500 hPa follow the Clausius Clapeyron equation and have trends of 7 - 9% humidity per degree
Celsius and 12 - 16% humidity per decade. The trends above 500 hPa are larger and
vary between 9 - 14% humidity per degree Celsius, or 17 - 33% humidity per decade.
The large temperature gradient also explains these values, as at lower atmospheric
temperatures, a one degree change in temperature creates changes in humidity between 7 - 15%. Therefore, the trends at 400 and 350 hPa still fall within reasonable
expectation. The trends from 300 hPA - 250 hPa may be significant, however, they
do not represent the entire series and should only be considered as seasonal trends.
For example, the majority of the measurements at 250 hPa are during the summer
months, therefore, we would consider the trend at this level a summer trend only.
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4.7

Conclusions

The change in water vapour concentration over Payerne is changing at twice the rate
compared to trend measurements from 10 years ago. However, it coincides with a
steep temperature gradient of 1.8◦ C per decade. These large changes in temperature
and water vapour could have concerning impacts on the climate in Payerne over the
coming decades. According to Held and Soden (2006), as water vapour increases in
the atmosphere the circulation of water vapour increases and wet regions become
even wetter. As the temperature increases, the air can hold onto more water vapour;
therefore, when the air is eventually saturated there will be more water present than
normal which would result in stronger precipitation events Sherwood et al. (2010).
For the Swiss plateau, MeteoSwiss detects a positive, though non-significant, trend
of 1.4 % per decade in precipitation for the period 1961-2017, and the IPCC reports
that in general precipitation amounts are increasing in the latitude band from 30◦ N 60◦ N (Bundesamt für Meteorologie und Klimatologie, 2017; Hartmann et al., 2013).
It is possible that the changes seen in this study could be short-term anomalies and
that the steep temperature increase over the last decade is temporary. However, the
Bundesamt für Meteorologie und Klimatologie (2017) is consistent with these results
if the trend is started from 1980 instead of 1960 and also shows a roughly 2 degree
increase per decade over the last 40 years.
More comparisons are needed to verify the trend analysis for both the IWV and
pressure layer analyses. The STARTWAVE database in Bern provides several integrated water vapour products which include data back to the start of the millenium.
All of the STARTWAVE data products have been verified and homogenized. Future
work for the IWV trend will be to include measurements from the TROWARA radiometer at Bern and possibly the microwave radiometer at Payerne as well. The
dataset for the Payerne radiometer has not yet been homogenized, therefore, it is not
yet ready, but this work is in progress. Satellite measurements could also be added
to supplement the trend analysis for the pressure layers. As yet, only AIRS has the
capability to reach the surface, however, its measurements are poor at pressures lower
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than 300 hPa. As more GRUAN-certified radiosondes become available, it will be increasingly easier to compare tropospheric lidar trends and climatologies. It may also
be beneficial to include other climate forcings such as ENSO to the trend fits at layers
above 300 hPa, as ENSO plays an important role in European climate. While there
is more work to be done, this study has shown that Raman lidars can be a valuable
asset to the climate change community and can be used to directly probe layers in
the troposphere, an area of analysis which the community seems to currently lack.

Appendices
4.A

The Calibration Time Series

Hicks-Jalali et al. (2019) (Chapter 2) discussed the trajectory calibration technique
which we used to calibrate RALMO from 2011 to 2016 using GRUAN-certified sondes.
This method is valuable because it allows the use of radiosondes which are launched
further away from the lidar’s location (e.g. from airports or weather stations). The
method does not require the use of GRUAN sondes specifically, but would work
with any sonde that reports wind speed and direction, or latitude and longitude
coordinates. However, the use of GRUAN-certified radiosondes is preferable because
it allows the researcher to calculate uncertainty budgets for every calibration. We
found that the average total uncertainty in our calibration was around 5% for both
the trajectory method and the traditional techniques and the uncertainty did not
increase over the time period of the calibration study. While the uncertainty of the
calibration constant did not increase over the course of the study, the value of the
calibration constant did increase by at least 30% over the course of the five years. It
is thought that this change in the calibration constant is due to a differential aging
in the nitrogen and water vapour photomultipliers (Simeonov et al., 2014).
It has been well discussed in the lidar and trends communities that abrupt changes
in calibration or any discontinuities in time series should be avoided as much as possible (Whiteman et al., 2011b; Weatherhead et al., 1998). Therefore, the 25 calibration
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nights from the Hicks-Jalali et al. (2019) study would not be enough to use for a trend
analysis as they are too sparsely distributed and do not encompass the entire time
series. They also do not fully characterize the evolution of the calibration factor over
the course of RALMO’s lifetime. For this reason, internal calibration methods are
extremely useful as they can provide a continuous calibration function (Leblanc and
McDermid, 2008; Venable et al., 2011). Leblanc and McDermid (2008) found that a
hybrid method of combining an internal lamp calibration and an external calibration
with a radiosonde decreased their calibration uncertainty down to less than 2%.
In 2014, a UV lamp was installed at RALMO to internally calibrate the lidar
following the procedure outlined in Simeonov et al. (2014). A study was conducted
by MeteoSwiss on the behavior of the UV lamp and the new calibration correction unit
(CCU) and their findings were reported in Voirin (2017). Unfortunately, it was found
that the UV lamp setup was not stable and was highly susceptible to changes in the
temperature of RALMO’s container and exhibited hysteresis due to the temperature
changes. Therefore, due to the fact that the behavior of the CCU was too difficult to
model and correct for operationally, the UV lamp was removed and they developed an
alternative method. This new “Background Calibration Method” (BCM) uses solar
background to compute the relative calibration coefficient for RALMO Voirin (2017).
We will summarize the technique to understand the calibration series of the RALMO
water vapour time series used in this chapter.
The calibration coefficient can be described as the ratio of all the parameters in
the nitrogen and water vapour channels which cannot be characterized, such as the
efficiency of the photomultipliers, mirrors, etc (Eq. 1.27). When measuring with a
constant light source, such as a lamp, the ratio of the signals between the nitrogen
and water vapor channels is a measurement of the ratio of each channel’s efficiency.
Measuring the ratio over time creates the relative calibration time series rsolar (t):
rsolar (t) =

NH,const (t)
,
NN,const (t)

(4.6)

where NX,const (t) is the water vapour or nitrogen signal measured with a constant
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light source (either a lamp or solar background). This aging function can then be
normalized by an external calibration measurement taken at a time t0 or by normalizing using an entire time series of measurements, such that the new calibration time
series becomes:
C(t) = Cext (t0 )rsolar (t).

(4.7)

The external calibration at a time t0 can be from any point in the time series,
or an average of several. The solar background signal for both the nitrogen and
water vapour channels can be calculated by taking the average value of the background signal above 50 km. At these altitudes in a raw 1-minute profile, the signal is
completely due to background solar radiation and not photons emitted by the laser.
Therefore, during the daytime, all photons should be solar photons. One must be
careful to consider both the diurnal and seasonal solar cycles when using this technique, therefore, the authors chose to only use the solar background corresponding
to the highest zenith angle on the winter solstice, or 20◦ . The ratio of the nitrogen
solar background and the water vapour solar background were then used to calculate
the rsolar function. When normalized to the operational radiosondes at MeteoSwiss,
the solar background calibration was found to agree with the radiosonde calibrations
within their uncertainties. We used the calibration time series from Hicks-Jalali et al.
(2019) to normalize the relative solar background time series to create a continuous
calibration time series from 2008 until the end of 2018 (Fig. 4.16).
The blue and red points in Figure 4.16 are the solar background calibration time
series. The background values clearly exhibit a linear component which would indicate that the nitrogen and water vapour photomultipliers are differentially aging
(assuming that the aging is linear). However, there is also a more complicated behavior embedded in the time series, particularly towards the end of 2017 and 2018
which would make it inappropriate to simply fit a linear function to the time series.
Therefore, we have fit a smoothing spline to the time series, which is represented
by the red (2008 - 2017) and blue (2017 - 2019) lines. The green points show the
calibration values from Hicks-Jalali et al. (2019) with their respective uncertainties.
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Figure 4.16: The final normalized calibration time series. Blue points are the solar
calibration values from January 2008 to May 2017. Green points are the trajectory
calibration values with their uncertainties. The red line going through the blue points
is the smoothing spline fit to the solar calibration points. The red points are the
background calibration points after May 2017 and the blue line going through them
is the smoothing spline to that time period.
The break between the points and shift in the background calibration points in May
2017 is likely due to clouds interfering with the background value calculation and
therefore artificial. The abrupt dip in calibration values after 2018 may be due to the
installation of a new laser at that time, but the source has not yet been determined.
The decrease in the scatter of the points after 2017 is due to the implementation
of a Kalman filter at that time. The Kalman filter uses the daily background ratio
measurement and fits a measurement based on the last week of points. If there are no
measurements in the past week, the Kalman filter uses the last 7 points available. The
uncertainty in the calibration function was estimated using the standard deviation
of the de-trended background time series. The percent uncertainty is the standard
deviation divided by the mean calibration value and was found to agree with the
average uncertainty of 5% from Hicks-Jalali et al. (2019); therefore, the calibration
uncertainty assumption was not changed in the OEM algorithm. While this method
did not decrease the uncertainty of the calibration, it allowed the authors to create a
continuous calibration function for the entire water vapour time series.
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4.B

Updates to the OEM Retrievals

Sica and Haefele (2016) presented the initial optimal estimation retrieval for Raman
lidar water vapour measurements, but it has undergone several revisions over the past
4 years and enabled trends to be calculated for this thesis. These revisions were in
part conducted by the author and also conducted by her supervisor, Dr. Sica. The
changes made to the water vapour OEM retrieval were done to facilitate conducting
operational water vapour retrievals as well as re-processing the entire existing data
set. These changes include: retrieving extinction instead of transmission profiles
(Dr. Sica), improving the way the calibration constant was calculated (Hicks-Jalali),
changing the overlap to a retrieval parameter (Hicks-Jalali), changing the angstrom
exponent to be a non-retrieved parameter (Hicks-Jalali), and creating a “hand-off”
point between the overlap and extinction retrievals (Hicks-Jalali). Only the first of
these changes was not conducted as a part of this thesis. Each of these changes will
be explained in their individual sections in the order in which they were made.

4.B.1

Changing from transmission to extinction profile retrievals

The first major change to the retrieval was to switch from retrieving transmissions
to retrieving extinction profiles, which was done by the author’s supervisor Dr. R.J.
Sica. Retrieving extinction profiles instead of transmissions allows the retrieval to
perform better when there is a partially attenuating cloud, such as a cirrus cloud or
optically thin clouds at lower altitudes. The forward model remained the same as in
Sica and Haefele (2016) (Eqs. 1.43 and 1.44). The retrieved extinction profiles are
the extinction profiles corresponding to the emission wavelength of the laser (355 nm)
and not the individual extinction profiles for water vapour or nitrogen. The retrieved
extinction profile (α(z, λ0 )) is shifted to the nitrogen and water vapour wavelengths
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(λX ) by assuming an Ångstrom coefficient which is constant at all altitudes (Eq. 4.8).

αX (z, λX ) =

λ0
λX

a
α(z, λ0 )

(4.8)

This equation is only true if the Ångstrom exponent (a) is assumed to be constant
with altitude. Naturally, the Ångstrom exponent is not constant with altitude, as it
will change with the aerosol content of the atmosphere. However, it was not possible
to retrieve both the Ångstrom exponent and the extinction profiles in one retrieval
due to lack of information. In order to do both, it would be necessary to bring
in measurements from the Rayleigh and pure rotational Raman channels. This is
possible, and progress has already been made towards doing this by another thesis
in this group, but we found that the uncertainties due to our assumption were small
enough that it was not necessary for this thesis.

4.B.2

Fixing the Calibration Coefficient

After switching to retrieving extinctions, I began reprocessing nights to test the retrieval on the same nights used in the GRUAN calibration study. However, we found
that the definition of the calibration constant in the original code was not the same as
was used for the study in Chapter 2 (Hicks-Jalali et al., 2019). This difference caused
the retrieval profile to be significantly shifted from the corresponding GRUAN radiosonde. It was much more apparent on nights where cirrus clouds were present, but
was so small on clear nights that it was barely visible when plotted. The retrieval
was then changed to conform to the calibration constants calculated in Hicks-Jalali
et al. (2019). The formal derivation and change is shown below.
The forward model lidar equations for water vapour and nitrogen:
NH = CH

O(z)
ΓRay ΓH nH + BH
z2

(4.9)

NN = CN

O(z)
ΓRay ΓN nN + BN
z2

(4.10)
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Where CX are the calibration constants for each channel, O(z) is the overlap function,
ΓRay is the Rayleigh transmission, ΓX is the transmission at the Raman wavelengths,
nX are the densities of each molecule, and BX are the background values for each
profile. We need to know the relationship between CH and CN , which we define by a
“coupling constant”, let us now call it R, which is what we calculate via the radiosonde
or background calibration method.
In the original OEM code,

R=

CH
CN

(4.11)

CN
CH

(4.12)

However, this should be flipped to:
R=

This is because of the way we define the calibration constant when we calculate
it with the radiosonde. We derive the the calibration constant as follows:
First take the ratio of the background subtracted water vapour signals:
CH O(z)
ΓRay ΓH ηH
NH
z2
=
O(z)
NN
CN z2 ΓRay ΓN nN

(4.13)

CH ΓH ηH
NH
=
NN
CN ΓN nN

(4.14)

To convert to WV mass mixing ratio (wmmr ) we must multiply both sides by the
ratio of the mass of water vapour to dry air and multiply both sides by 0.781 to
convert nitrogen signal to dry air.
MH NH 1
CH ΓH
=
wmmr
MN NN 0.781
CN ΓN

(4.15)

When we do the least squares fit, we fit the equation:

wmmr =

1 MH NH CN ΓH
0.781 MN NN CH ΓN
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(4.16)

And we define the calibration constant, R, as follows:

R=

1 MH CN
0.781 MN CH

So, now we can see that R is proportional to

CN
CH

(4.17)
and not

CH
CN

and has been changed

accordingly in the forward model.

4.B.3

Changing the Ångstrom exponent to a non-retrieved
parameter

In the original water vapour retrieval, the Ångstrom exponent was a retrieval parameter that was constant with height. It was retrieved along with the extinction profile.
However, we found that it was better to not retrieve the Ångstrom exponent, due to
the fact that the extinction profile depends on the Ångstrom exponent’s value. Retrieving both would require an appropriate guess of the Ångstrom exponent, which is
not practical when reprocessing large datasets or for operational use or would require
adding information from another source into the retrieval. The decision was made to
retrieve extinction instead of Ångstrom exponent due to the fact that retrieving extinction allowed us to estimate lidar ratios of cirrus clouds as well. We now calculate
the uncertainty in the extinction and water vapour retrievals due to our assumption of
a constant Ångstrom exponent and find it to be on the order of 0.1 - 2% uncertainty
for water vapour, and 10−4 km−1 for extinction.

4.B.4

Including an Overlap Retrieval and a “Hand-off” Point

The original water vapour retrieval did not include overlap as a retrieval parameter,
and instead included it as a model parameter. However, the uncertainties due to
overlap were originally extremely high and not suitable for a trend analysis. Dr.
Sica improved the uncertainties by including a gradual decrease in uncertainty as the
overlap function increased. He reduced the uncertainty down to 5%, from the original
10% in the paper.
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However, the accuracy of the original overlap model from Dinoev et al. (2013)
was unclear and the variance was not well known. The unknown variation in overlap
created a problem in the extinction retrievals, particularly when clouds existed below
the full overlap. For these reasons, I added the overlap as a retrieval parameter
such that we now retrieve 3 profiles (water vapour, extinction, and overlap). The
original profile from Dinoev et al. (2013) is used as an a priori guess and is given 50%
uncertainty until 5 km, or the altitude where it begins to reach full overlap. Between
5 km and 6 km we assume a 1% uncertainty, and finally a .1% uncertainty above 6 km.
The overlap does vary from night-to-night and particularly on cloudy nights. This
is due to the fact that if the extinction is not completely retrieved or the a priori
extinction and variance are not good enough, the overlap will become a convolution
function of both the overlap and the transmission profile in order to properly fit the
water vapour profile. It is only on clear days that we can assume the overlap is
retrieving the true overlap profile.
After adding overlap to the retrieval, it became apparent that the overlap and
extinction were sharing information and could not be retrieved independently. When
retrieved together, the averaging kernels for both the extinction and overlap had
significantly large negative values which resulted in measurement responses smaller
than the largest value in the averaging kernel.
To solve this problem, I made a “hand-off” between the extinction and overlap
retrievals. This was done by splitting the retrieval at a switch altitude. Extinction
can always be reliably retrieved above where the overlap function is unity, which is
around 6 km for RALMO. However, if there is a cloud below 6 km we want to be able
to measure the extinction. Therefore, the switch altitude is allowed to vary depending
on the cloud height detected. We assume there is a cloud if the aerosol backscatter
ratio is larger than 2. As in Sica and Haefele (2016) the aerosol backscatter ratio is
not retrieved, but is a product provided by Meteoswiss and is calculated by taking the
ratio of the elastic channel and the pure rotational raman signals (Whiteman, 2003).
The minimum altitude we allow the retrieval to retrieve extinction is 2.5 km due to
the fact that the overlap below this height is not well known and highly variable.
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Any extinction retrieved below 2.5 km would not be meaningful and would not be a
representation of the retrieval.
Another way of switching between the two regions would be to simply artificially
decrease the covariance matrices of the overlap and extinction such that they are
completely constrained and only their a priori values are used; however, I preferred
a hard altitude cutoff and a switch in the retrieval vector itself as this allows their
uncertainties to be calculated by the retrieval in the regions where they are system
parameters. The overlap uncertainty contributions to the extinction and the water
vapour are calculated above the switch height; the extinction uncertainty contributions are calculated below the switch height. Typically, the overlap contributes less
than 0.1% uncertainty to the water vapour retrieval, and is on the order of less than
10−4 km−1 for the extinction. An example retrieval is shown in Figures 4.17, 4.18,
and 4.19 to highlight the hand-off point and the uncertainty budgets for the extinction, overlap, and the water vapour retrieval.

4.B.5

Choice of Extinction A priori

The Sica and Haefele (2016) transmission (and later extinction) a priori profile was
originally calculated by assuming a lidar ratio (LR(z)), a model molecular backscatter profile from NCEP (βmol ) and the backscatter ratio profile calculated from the
RALMO elastic and PRR channels (ASR(z)) (Eq. 4.18).
αapriori (z) = LR(z)(βmol (ASR − 1))

(4.18)

The lidar ratio profile is assumed to be a step function with one value for the
boundary layer and one value for the free troposphere. The disadvantage to this
method was that a lidar ratio had to be assumed, as well as the boundary layer
height. RALMO does not measure the boundary layer height or a lidar ratio profile.
These values change nightly depending on the surface temperature for the boundary
layer and the aerosol or cloud content in the atmosphere for the lidar ratio. Choosing
an incorrect boundary layer or lidar ratio occasionally created large costs (above 3.5)
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Figure 4.17: Example retrievals using the new OEM configuration for the night of 20 October, 2014. Left: The water vapour
retrieval in units of mass mixing ratio. The dashed line at 12.5 km is the height at which the measurement response last equals
0.9 and is the last height considered acceptable. Middle: The overlap retrieval. The full overlap height is approximately 6 km.
Right: The aerosol extinction retrieval. There is a persistent cirrus cloud through the whole night (Fig. 4.1) which can be seen
in the extinction profile from 9.5 km to 13 km. The red dashed lines are the 1 σ uncertainties.
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Figure 4.18: The averaging kernels for each of the retrieval profiles on the night of 20 October 2014. Left: The water vapour
averaging kernel. The water vapour profile is retrieved as the log of water vapour. The dashed black line is the last height which
we consider acceptable, or the point where the measurement response last equals 0.9 (red line). Middle: The overlap retrieval
averaging kernels. Each averaging kernel is unity. Right: The extinction averaging kernels and measurement response (red).
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Figure 4.19: The uncertainty budgets for each of the retrieval profiles on the night of 20 October 2014. Left: The water vapour
mixing ratio uncertainty budget as a fractional percents from the retrieved value. The dominating uncertainty is the calibration
constant at 5% up to 6 km before the statistical uncertainty becomes larger. Middle: The overlap uncertainty budget as a
fractional percent of the retrieved value. The largest uncertainty is in the first 500 m and is likely due to the unknown overlap
contribution from the near-field fiber. Right: The extinction uncertainty in units of km−1 . The largest components are the
statistical uncertainty and the uncertainty of the Ångstrom exponent.

in the retrieval and this was not acceptable for operational or re-processing purposes.
Additionally, it required the use of the ASR profile, which occasionally exhibited
strange profiles either due to differential overlap, or unusual elastic measurement profiles, but Sica and Haefele accounted for this in their case studies. While reprocessing
the RALMO data set, these features in the ASR profile created artifacts in the a priori extinction profile which in turn caused the cost of the entire retrieval to increase.
While these could be removed or adjusted by hand, it was not practical to do so for
the purposes of reprocessing the entire data set to use the ASR as an a priori profile.
To avoid these issues and create a smoother re-processing scheme, I changed the
a priori extinction profile to the molecular extinction profile from the daily NCEP
model. This is admittedly a poor assumption of the aerosol content of the atmosphere,
however, there is enough information in the lidar measurements that we are able to
retrieve extinction values for clouds and aerosol layers. The disadvantage to this
approach is that the overlap retrieval can no longer be considered a true retrieval
even on clear nights. It now becomes a “fitting function” which is a convolution
of the overlap and whatever aerosol extinction is not accounted for in the a priori.
Additionally, any extinction value retrieved below the full overlap of 6 km cannot be
considered a true extinction value either. However, we can now calculate the lidar
ratios inside cirrus clouds because we are no longer assuming a lidar ratio for our
extinction profile. The lidar ratio profiles are calculated using Eq. 4.18 using the
retrieved extinction profile in place of the original a priori profile with the NCEP
backscatter profile and the ASR profile for the same night.
We compared our retrievals with the new a priori and found that we calculate
lidar ratio values between 5 - 50 sr which is comparable to the literature (Table 4.2,
Ansmann et al. (1992); Giannakaki et al. (2007)).
Future work for this thesis could certainly include a study of the lidar ratios
calculated from cirrus clouds. It was not possible to do this for this thesis as the
retrievals are all nightly retrievals and the cloud structure changes rapidly over the
course of an entire retrieval and the lidar ratios calculated would not represent an
individual cloud. A valuable project would be to reprocess the entire data set in 15
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Date
2012-02-29
2012-05-25
2012-08-28
2015-04-15
2015-04-15
2015-06-25

Cloud Height (km)
10.2 - 11.1
8.4 - 9.7
8.3 - 9.3
8.3 - 9.0
11.1 - 11.7
10.7 - 11.7

Extinction (km−1 )
.03 - .05
.01 - .09
.01 -.15
.04 - .09
.04 - .09
.06 - .18

Lidar Ratio (sr)
5 - 45
16 - 36
10 - 25
5 - 44
19 - 39
11 - 39

Table 4.2: Example dates with cirrus clouds from 30 min water vapour retrievals,
their retrieved cloud extinctions, and their calculated lidar ratios. Ranges are given
over the width of the cirrus cloud. Maximum extinctions do not correspond to the
maximum lidar ratios.
to 30 minute intervals to create a cirrus cloud climatology over the last 10 years over
Payerne.

4.B.6

Summary of Changes

In summary, I have changed the original water vapour OEM retrieval written by Prof.
Sica in close collaboration with Dr. Haefele to be more streamlined for operational
use and re-processing purposes. In the future, it would be beneficial to examine each
of these changes more thoroughly and perhaps add the Rayleigh channel to fix the
interdependence of the overlap and extinction profiles on the nitrogen signals. A summary of the final list of retrieved and non-retrieved parameters, their uncertainties,
and the changes I have made are in Table 4.3. The sections in maroon are the changes
that I have made for my thesis and re-processing the entire data set. Everything else
is the same as the original paper or I did not make the change.
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Standard Deviation above 50 km
50%
200%
10%
5%
5%
5%
5%
50%

Mean above 50 km
Scaled US Standard Model
NCEP Molecular Extinction
Estimated using Forward Model
Estimated using Forward Model
Estimated using Forward Model
3.7 nm
3.7 nm
From Dinoev et al. (2013)
Value
Following Nicolet (1984)
From NCEP
Estimated using function (Appendix 4.A)
From Dinoev et al. (2013) or 1 if above 6 km
1.5
NCEP Molecular Extinction

0.3%
1%
5%
50% z < 5 km, 10% z > 5 km, 1% z > 6 km
.5
100% if no cloud, 200% if clouds

Standard Deviation
Poisson Statistics
7-point running standard deviation

A priori
Measured
Measured

Table 4.3: Summary of all retrieved and forward model parameters, their a priori or values and their uncertainties used for the
covariance matrices. Maroon text are parameters that have been changed by myself as part of this thesis. All other black text
was either not changed from the original work, or in the case of the aerosol extinction profile, was not made by myself.

Parameter
Digital Channels
Analog Measurements
Retrieval Parameters
Background digital/analog
Water vapour profile (mixing ratio g/kg)
Aerosol Extinction profile (above cloud height)
Nitrogen Analog Lidar Constant
Water Vapour analog Lidar Constant
Water Vapour digital Lidar Constant
Water Vapour Dead time
Nitrogen Channel Dead time
Overlap (below cloud height)
System/Non-Retrieved Parameters
Rayleigh Extinction Cross Section
Dry air density
Lidar Calibration factor
Overlap above cloud height
Ångstrom Exponent
Aerosol Extinction (below cloud height)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

Conclusions

This thesis is comprised of three projects. The first project was to develop an improved lidar-radiosonde calibration for Raman water vapour lidar measurements using
the highest quality radiosonde product available. The second project was to build
on the OEM code developed by Sica and Haefele (2015) and Sica and Haefele (2016)
develop a method to remove a priori information from OEM retrievals. The method
was tested on both lidar water vapour and temperature measurements. My thesis
work was the water vapour measurements portion of the second project. The third
project was to re-process the 10-year RALMO water vapour lidar data set using
OEM and then calculate a water vapour climatology and trends in the troposphere
for Switzerland.
The results from Chapter 2 showed that the trajectory method performed better
than the traditional calibration method below 4 km and slightly worse above 4 km.
The calibration constants derived by both methods are not statistically significantly
different from each other. However, the trajectory method consistently produced
profiles which better match the radiosonde, where the radiosonde is taken as the best
available information with which to validate the lidar. The largest differences in the
two methods were seen on nights when the water vapour field changes rapidly over the
course of the 30 min calibration period. On nights when the water vapour field was
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homogeneous over the calibration period the two methods performed similarly. The
other important result in Hicks-Jalali et al. (2019)is the development of a method to
calculate an uncertainty budget for each lidar calibration constant using uncertainties
from the GRUAN radiosondes. This calibration was not possible to do previously
since no other radiosonde products provide detailed uncertainties as a function of
altitude. The largest component of the calibration uncertainties was shown to be
the radiosonde with an average of 4.5% uncertainty. The second largest uncertainty
was due to the assumption of the Ångstrom exponent, which varied from 1% to
0.1% depending on the amount of aerosols present. The Global Climate Observing
System (GCOS) recommends that measurements be kept to less than 5% uncertainty
in order to improve the accuracy of determined trends (WMO, 2011). The RALMO
water vapour measurement uncertainties are defined by the calibration constant for
the first 5 - 8 km, therefore it is critical that this uncertainty be reduced somehow.
It would be worth exploring alternative instruments to use as a calibration source
to reduce the total uncertainty of the measurements, such as a co-located microwave
radiometer.
Sica and Haefele (2015) and Sica and Haefele (2016) implemented the OEM technique for lidar temperature and water vapour measurements, respectively. OEM has
many advantages, however, sometimes it is desirable to not have any a priori information in the final retrieval. Prior information may not be well defined and thus the
uncertainties of the prior information may not be well known either. Additionally,
individual retrievals may have variable averaging kernels or vertical resolutions which
limits the information that can be reliably compared. With these scenarios in mind,
Chapter 3 (Jalali et al., 2019) presented a method to remove the a priori from the
measurements using an information-based method. I showed that the benefit from
the method is considerable in the daytime water vapour measurements. The a priori removal technique used a maximum likelihood retrieval on a coarse grid derived
from the original OEM retrieval averaging kernels. By doing so, the daytime water
vapour OEM retrievals increased their maximum acceptable altitude by up to 2 km.
The nighttime measurements did not increase by much due to their steep drop off in
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their averaging kernels maximum value (and decrease in vertical resolution) due to
rapidly decreasing humidity, and therefore, a rapid loss of information available for
the retrieval.
Regardless of whether or not the method increased the retrieval heights, the
method is extremely useful for trend analysis. It is not possible to average retrievals
which have variable vertical resolutions as one would be averaging information from
different altitudes. The water vapour averaging kernels in our climatology vary a
maximum twenty percent from night-to-night. However, most of the variability is
where the measurement response is less than 0.9. Additionally, I found that the vertical resolutions in the time series had less than 1 bin width difference (ie. less than
90 m difference) for all measurements with a measurement response larger than 0.9.
Therefore, we chose to limit our climatology and trends to those measurements and
corresponding altitudes. However, using the a priori removal technique, one could
find an optimal grid and retrieve the entire data set on one grid. Because the a priori
removal technique does not use any priors, the vertical resolutions for every night
will be the same and there is no concern regarding averaging. While this has not
been done in this thesis because our measurement responses are close to unity, it will
be used for the follow-up to this thesis to calculate trends and a climatology for the
UTLS where the possible effects of the a priori profiles on the trends will be more
challenging to access.
The third project produced a lidar water vapour climatology for the troposphere
over Switzerland as well as IWV trends and trends at 10 different pressure layers.
It also examined the variability of the water vapour in the troposphere using both
RALMO and radiosonde measurements. The majority of the variability was found to
be in the free troposphere. This result is likely because the mean concentration value
is small and the water vapour in the free troposphere is subject to strong vertical and
horizontal mixing due to the global circulation.
This study was the first study where lidars have been used to calculate water
vapour trends in the troposphere, for both integrated water vapour and at different
pressure layers. This study was only possible because of the careful calibration work
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conducted in the first project using GRUAN radiosondes. I found significant trends in
both integrated water vapour and at 8 of the 10 pressure levels. The only layers which
did not exhibit statistically significant trends were the layers at 900 hPa and 500 hPa.
The RALMO IWV trends showed an increase of 1.6 mm/decade (9.7%/decade) and
the operational radiosondes 2.3 mm/decade (13.5%/decade). However, the trends
agree within their uncertainties. This IWV trend is twice as large as those calculated
10 years ago, but can be explained by the large temperature trend of 1.8◦ C per decade
measured by the radiosondes. Integrated water vapour is then shown to be increasing
at 5.4%/◦ C and 7.6%/◦ C and in agreement with the the hypothesis of constant relative
humidity.
The layered trends produced similar results to the IWV trends. All layered trends
follow the hypothesis of constant relative humidity and showed an increase between
12.8 - 25% specific humidity per decade, or 7 - 20% specific humidity per degree.
If this trend were to continue, it would have potentially large consequences for the
climate in western Europe. Larger amounts of tropospheric water vapour can cause
stronger precipitation events, but possibly at less frequency since the air can hold
onto the water longer as it is warmer. This could mean that there would be fewer
storms, but when they do occur they would be stronger than the current “normal”.
These changes would affect the hydrologic cycle and impact many aspects of daily
life.

5.2

Future Work

As often occurs in science, when one project is finished, it opens the door for many
others to begin. First, it would be beneficial to validate the trends calculated in
Chapter 4 with other sources. Satellite measurements from AIRS, or microwave
radiometer measurements from Bern could also be added to analysis. ENSO is known
to play a large role in European weather, therefore, it would be interesting to test if
ENSO or other proxies are influencing the trends, particularly at the higher altitudes.
A follow-up project to the troposphere analysis will be a similar study for the
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UTLS region. I will also calculate a water vapour climatology for the region from 9
- 16 km altitude and look for statistically significant trends. That work would also
be the first lidar climatology and trend analysis of the UTLS region and would prove
valuable for the satellite and modeling community. The Stratosphere-Troposphere
Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC) group has found that it is difficult for
satellites to be validated in the UTLS region except by comparing measurements to
other satellites (Hegglin et al., 2013). However, it is preferable to also compare with
a ground-based instrument. Unfortunately not many ground-based instruments are
capable of accurately reaching the UTLS altitudes.
Further improvements could still be made to the water vapour OEM code. For
example, it would be interesting to explore retrieving an Ångstrom exponent profile instead of an extinction profile. However, if the elastic signal was added to the
retrieval, the extinction values could still be calculated. It would also be beneficial
to retrieve a series of water vapour profiles instead of single profiles. The modeling
community typically works in units of specific humidity, because the difference between the mass mixing ratio and specific humidity can be larger than 2% towards
the surface. The water vapour retrieval could be updated to include the option for a
direct retrieval of specific humidity instead of mass mixing ratio.
Another interesting project which could be done using the current configuration
of the water vapour OEM code would be to create a cirrus cloud climatology above
Payerne. Such a study would be useful for the atmospheric community and would
provide insight into how cirrus clouds impact the radiation budget and their frequency.
Clouds are the worst understood part of the temperature change budget and as such
they are not well accounted for in global climate models. A cirrus cloud climatology
characterized by their extinctions and lidar ratios could prove highly valuable.
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